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ABSTRACT 
This study seeks to contribute to our understanding of the problem of effectively 
encouragi ng historical thinking by (a) evaluating, and modifying Wineburg's heuristics 
for historical thinking for applicability to the problem-solving activities hi torians use at 
hi storic sites; (b) establishing the efficacy of a hypermedia-based education program 
Tories, Timid, or True Blue? at the Old North Church in Boston, Massachusett , for 
encouraging historical thinking in middle- and high-school teachers (c) determining 
the amplifying effect that the combination of the use of multiple docu ments and the 
hi toric site from which they are derived ha on historical thinking. 
Results suggest that this combination of activities does lead teacher users to 
reason in ways that suggest more sophisticated historical reasoning. However, 
considerable attention is paid to the way in which historians and teachers think 
differently about the historic sites they encounter and how the overlaps therein might be 
used a the foundation for encouraging effective partnerships between hi storian and 
teacher a co-equal partners in improving hi tory education. 
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1. BACKGROUND 
One of the major goals of hi story education is to prepare students for active, thoughtful 
citizenship (Barr, Barth, & Sherrn.is, 1977). Significant to achieving that goal is preparing 
students at all academic levels to critically encounter information, weigh evidence, and 
make decisions necessary for active participation in civic life. Thus, good historical study 
must do more than provide students with a narrative of what 'happened' in the past, 
settling for a mere 'accumulation' of facts. Rather, historical study must instill in students 
the skills necessary to discriminate between and develop informed judgment about what 
to do with and how to understand said facts (Spoehr & Spoehr, 1994 ). 
Historical study contains a peculiar internal logic that draws upon, but is distinct 
from other subject areas. That internal logic of history has by turns been refeJTed to as an 
"historic sense," "historical reasoning," and "historical thinking." In Wineberg' s 
landmark study (1991) ofthe cognitive processes used when considering historical 
evidence, he asserts that to "understand the 'historic sense,' we must study people as they 
engage in the process of historical inquiry." The resulting study outlined three heuristics 
as intrinsic to developing historical understanding. These are: (a) corroboration, the act 
of comparing documents with one another; (b) sourcing, the act of looking first to the 
source of the document before reading the body of the text; and (c) contextualization, the 
act of situating a document in a concrete temporal and spatial context. 
However, recent studies indicate that students of history, up to and including 
college students, regard historians as documenters in search of the "right" answers, and 
whose work is finished once those answers are found. Few students hold intermediate or 
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advanced conceptions of the work of hi torian as synthesizers who construct particular 
theories of history, replete with their own bia e that are repeatedly corroborated or 
di smissed by the ir peers (Hynd-Shanahan, 2004; Lee, 2000; Wineburg, L 99 1 ). 
This na'ive conception of a singular ' right ' version of history has been identified 
as the difference between how historians and students of history typically encounter 
hi tori cal information (Wineburg, 1991 ). For history teachers, the ability to align hi tory 
students' thinking processes more clo ely with that of historians represent the critical 
element students need to turn an assemblage of facts into a mean ingful way of critically 
thinking about the world. 
As history teachers attempt to bring student thinking processes in li ne with those 
of historians, one of the major recommendation that appears in the end notes of nearly 
every study on the subject, and every set of state curriculum frameworks, is the injunction 
to partner with historic sites and museum to help students "learn about hi tory." If there 
uch widespread recognition of the role that historic sites should play in improving 
hi tory education, the question must then be a ked how historic sites can help to 
encourage hi storical thinking? Historic ites must become actively involved in helping to 
improve historical thinking processes, as relying solely upon current teacher trai ning 
methods alone to help align these student thinking processes remains problematic. 
The problems with history instruction begin with the very process by which 
chools of education (SED) and college of art and sciences (CAS) fail to work together 
to properly train pre-serv ice teachers. Though pre-service teachers who double-major in 
history and education complete all the coursework required of both schools, CAS and 
2 
SED, the Jack of alignment of this cour ework with the reality they will encounter in the 
classroom fails to prepare them to effectively teach history (Thornton, 200 I). 
One of the most significant reasons for poor history teaching in K-1 2 classrooms 
can be traced directly back to the ways in which the traditional division of coursework 
de cribed above models poor instruction. College history professors are trained as 
re earchers, not teachers. However, when they present information in their cour e , they 
do so with the imprimatur of being an expert in their field, modeling 'expert' behaviors. 
When they present to a class, they tend to teach at the edges of their discipline, rather 
than material which prospective K- 12 teachers would use in their classrooms, using 
lecture, rather than inquiry-based methods to present the results of their research, not the 
processes by which they arrived that those understandings (Levstik, 2000; Thornton, 
2001). 
Research has repeatedly shown that de pite the universality of presenting material 
via lecturing and its efficiency in reaching large groups of people at a single time, 
"lecture alone often faiJs to inspire a Ia ting interest in learning about the pa t. Such 
desire is imperative as we involve teachers and thereby, the students they address, in 
serious engagement with historical content" (Long, 2006). Never showing how they 
construct their understanding of the past, relying upon lectures to convey content, hi tory 
profe sors reinforce the notion that teaching hi tory requires no special ski ll s, "beyond 
the ability to stay a few pages ahead of the tudents in the text book" (Ravitch, 2000, p. 
148). 
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Meanwhile schools of education often emphas ize the development of pedagogical 
ski lls divorced from their content area root . This pedagogical emphasis generally 
provides few opportunities fo r pre-service teachers to encounter the processes by which 
historica l knowledge is created, mani pulated, constructed, or politicized , thus renderi ng 
them unable to provide those learning experiences for the ir students (Levstik, 2002; 
Ravitch, 2000). 
Once pre-service teachers graduate and move into classrooms of the ir own, 
profe siona1 development then becomes the method by which school sy terns and 
historians attempt to rectify history teachers' poor historical knowledge and in tructional 
methodologies. Since 2001 , one way that school districts and universities have attempted 
to address these deficits is by partnering on the federally-funded Teaching American 
History (T AH) grant projects. Des igned to improve teacher content knowledge in and of 
history, these grants seek to marshal the be t resources available for history education. As 
part of the partnership requirement fo rT AH grants, every grant must include at lea t one 
nonprofit history or humanities organization, library, or museum. Perhap the mo t 
ambitious attempt to improve history education in a generation, this patt nershi p 
requirement recognizes the important ro le that historic sites can have in improving 
hi story education. However, the result of the partnerships on these grants have been, at 
best, mixed. 
Preliminary reports indicate that even when renowned historians are called upon 
to teach hi tory to history teachers, their method remain limi ted largely to "chalk and 
talk" and miss this opportunity to do more than tell history teachers about the books that 
4 
they have written (Long, 2006; Pesick & Weintraub , 2003). The effect, it seems, is 
providing teachers with more information that they do not know what to do with. More 
dispiriting is the effect that these programs have on veteran teachers who have been 
teaching via passive methods for many years. The longer they have been teaching, the 
less receptive they are to using more "authentic" inquiry-based historical methods. 
However, younger teachers, or those newer to the profession, appear more inclined 
towards including historical inquiry methods in their classrooms (Warren, 2007). 
Even in their attempts to make use of the troves of historical documents now 
available via the internet, TAH project directors describe a "show and tell" process of 
highlighting excellent collections of historical documents without explicitly showing 
teachers how historians mi.ght use those documents, or even which ones among those vast 
collections they would choose. Emphasis, rather, was placed on evaluating the veracity of 
the websites, developing course-specific websites with links to reputable sites, identifying 
which ones offered 'high quality facsimiles' of historic documents, and moving teachers 
past their discomfort with technology. (Moyer, Onosko, Forcey, & Cobb, 2003; Warren, 
2007; Zeisler-Yralsted, 2003). The effect, it seems, is providing teachers with more 
information that they do not know what to do with rather than integrating either the 
documents or the historic sites from which they are drawn into effective classroom 
experiences. 
If the lack of alignment between departments prevents university-based teacher 
education programs from fully preparing pre-service teachers to teach history and 
professional development programs encounter many teachers too late to instill historical 
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thinking skills the result is the same: teachers are unable to pass these critical thinking 
skills on to their students. Though hjstoric sites are being asked to help address these 
inherent problems, they know far too little about the effectiveness of their own 
educational operations to be the kind of partners necessary to improve history education. 
However, if historic sites can demonstrate the role they can p1ay in encouraging historic 
thinking skill s, then they can work with greater efficacy with teacher training programs 
and K - 12 schools to improve teacher and student historical thinking. 
Conceptual Underpinnings for the Study 
At this intersection of historians and educators, in a unique moment in its own history, 
stands the Old North Church, Boston , Massachusetts. Since its inception in 1722, the Old 
North Church has collected documentation related to fundraising activities for the 
building of the church, constiUction documents, vital records (including marriage, 
baptism, and burial records), pew records, vestry meeting minutes, communiques from 
different vicars of the church, and materials related to the Old North's hjstoric and iconic 
role in American history. 
In 2004, these records, for the first time since the church's founding, were 
gathered together in one place at the Massachusetts Historical Society. As of spring 2007, 
the archive was fully cataloged and made avai lable to scholars and the public. Because 
there has been no access to these historical records, there currently exists no body of 
scholarly work about the history of the Old North. Thus, attempts to fu lly interpret the 
site based on the unknown contents of the archjve have been at best incomplete. Take as 
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the most obvious example the core story of Paul Revere and April 18, 1775: All the 
information we have about that story come from secondary source , other historic site , 
or varying degrees of urban and patriotic legend. But the official church records are s ilent 
on the matter. The events within the church and neighborhood leading up to it, the 
interpersonal intrigues of the rector who was fired the morn ing before the signal lanterns 
were lit, the high treason of using an Anglican Church-the King's own church-for 
warning the Patriots, the subsequent shuttering of the church by General Thomas Gage-
all these elements of the story are vaguely rumored about, but have never been ful ly 
brought to light. 
Over the next several years, many new stories will su rely emerge from our 
archives, but we will not have anything that looks like a "finished" story for some time. 
Therefore, we have decided to make the process of constructing our understanding of the 
Old North transparent, revealing to the public information about the Old North as we 
uncover it. Thus, the Old North 's interpretive and educational programs will center on 
how that hi torical information i constructed and interpreted. In hort, programs will be 
designed to ensure that students and visitors had better understanding of the "hows" and 
"whys" of this history, rather than focusing on the " what" and "when." 
The Old North is unique among American hi storic sites in that every American 
history textbook and state curri cu la across the country makes reference to it and its core 
story. The unusual situation of a having a high-profile historic site with a newly available 
wealth of additional information to incorporate into its interpretive plan affords us the 
rare opp01tunity to expose the public to the process of historical research and 
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interpretation. It al so provides the rare opportunity to build research-ba ed practices into 
an historic site that promote not only an under tanding of the history, but as a model for 
integrating historical thinking into every aspect of it public and educational 
programmjng. 
Thus, the Old North, in partnership with the Massachusetts In titute for 
Technology's (MIT's) HyperStudio Laboratory for Digital Humanitie i building an on-
line and on site hypermedia-based education program, entitled "Tories, Timid or True 
Blue?" (TTTB). TTTB provide access to digitized documents from the Old North's 
archival collection via interactive modules that teach students and vi itors how historical 
information is gathered, constructed, and interpreted. Rather than focusing on the strict 
historical narrative that students, educators, and visitors already know about the Old 
North. The e flexible hypermedia modules, ba ed on Wineburg's heuri tics, raise 
questions about what history i , how it is constructed, who gets to have a say, and why. 
If learning to read and think like historians is the key to encouraging historical 
thinking in students and teacher , the structured rel ationships between documents and 
ideas presented in hypermedia environments provide significant advantages over 
traditional text for modeling scholarly interaction with documents. For instance: 
Scholarly mticles situate themselves within a field of relation , most of which the 
print medium keeps out of sight and relatively difficult to follow because in print 
technology the referenced or linked materials lie spatially distant from the 
references to them. Electronic hypertext, in contrast, makes ind ividual reference 
easy to follow, and the entire field of interconnections obvious and easy to 
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navigate. Changing the ea e with which one can orient onese lf with in such a 
context and pursue individual references radically changes both the experience of 
reading and ultimately the nature of what is read. For example, if one possessed a 
system in which [James Joyce's Ulysses] was linked to all the other materials it 
cited, it would exist a part of a much larger sy te rn in which the totality might 
count more than the individual document; [Ulysses] would now be woven more 
ti ghtly into its context than would a printed counterpart (Landow, 2006, pp. 3-4). 
In thi s way, TTTB invite tudents and vi itor to fo llow the winding path through 
an archival collection that, if presented as traditional text, would seem inert to all but the 
most sophi ticated readers. It provides a multi-layered context within which to construct 
a historical understanding critically approach their visi t to the Old North, and prepares 
them to encounter other museums and hi storic sites and beyond. 
Statement of the Problem 
Tories, Timid, or True Blue? allows student to view the Old North from multiple 
perspectives and time periods and exercise important critical thinking kills . This 
program offers no 'right' answers about what our hi tory is. Instead, it exposes the 
myriad stories that could be told and shows something of the subjecti ve process of 
assembling the narratives that have come to be regarded as authoritative. This is the 
stated goals of employing this program: to address the problem of an uncritical 
acceptance of the historical narrative. Studies have hown that using multiple documents 
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to construct understanding of historical event , both in paper-based and hypermedia 
environments, improves historical thinking (De La Paz, 2005; TaJJ y & Goldberg, 2005 ; 
Hynd-Shanahan, Holschuh, & Hubbard, 2004;Yang, 2003). Surprisingly, though, neither 
the use of historic sites to improve historical thinking, nor the use of multiple documents 
paired directly with the historic site from which these documents were derived have 
been tudied. Further, no measures ex ist to determine any amplifying effect that the 
combination might have on historical thinking. This research seeks to addre s thi gap. 
While it might seem obvious that hi toric sites would be in the position to best 
encourage historical thinking, there is no en e of what methods they might employ in 
their most basic public interactions to achieve these ends. This deficit ex ists, in part, 
because there is no measure or framework against which to determine how hi storical 
thinking might be similar or different when buildings, rather than documents alone are 
used to create historical understanding. With aJJ of these questions unanswered, how then 
can historic sites begin to fulfill their role in helping to improve historical thinking and 
history education? 
Research Questions 
The overarching goal of this study is to under tand how to better use historic ites to help 
improve history teacher preparation, and ultimately create better history teacher . Thus, 
what follows is a mixed method study that eek to address the following re earch 
que tions critical for building thi s under tanding: 
RQ l ) How do historians use hi toric ites to construct hi storical meaning? 
lO 
RQ2) Does using the "Tories, Timid or True Blue?" (TTTB) program more 
closely align lay thinking proce e with the historical thinking of hi , torians? 
If so, how? 
RQ3) Does TTTB better prepare teachers to encoun ter an unmediated historic 
site? If so, how? 
Design of the Study 
RQl) How do hi storians use hi toric ites to con truct historical meaning? 
[f the goal of this study is to encourage hi torical thinking using historic sites, then first it 
must bee tablished whether Wineburg's heuri tics for historical thinking hold true for 
historic sites. Wineburg based his heuristic on observations of historians ' processes 
while using documents and photograph ; however, neither hi s study nor the myriad 
tudies on historical thinking that followed addressed what processe historians engage in 
when considering historic buildings or built environments. For example, one of the 
heuristic , corroboration, is the proces by which historians make ide-by-side 
comparisons of documents to check the veracity of the accounts given. How would one 
do a side-by-side comparison of two buildings from the same era, but in different cities? 
In different pa11s of the same city? Even if one views historic buildings and the ir contents 
as a type of document, then they are minimally, a type of document that one can 
phy ically step into. This shift alone cau es uch a significant change in perspective that 
one has to question whether and to what degree the meaning-making proces would be 
similar or different from that which Wineburg describes. 
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Therefore, the first phase of thi s study will replicate Wineburg's 1991 study from 
which he devised the heuristics for historical thinking. However, rather than observing 
historians attempt to make meaning out of paper-based documentary evidence, historians 
will be observed as they tour the Old North Church to determine how they would 
construct historical meaning using an historic building. 
To elicit evidence of hi storical thinking as related to buildings, five historians 
were recorded individually conducting ' think aloud' tours the Old North Church. As the 
purpose of these tours was to determine how experts in the field would construct meaning 
using an historic building, rather than documents, the practitioners received no additional 
interpretive information (e.g. guided tours, reading materials, interpretive panels, etc.) 
beyond the Old North Church proper. Each of these hi storians holds a PhD and is 
currently working in their chosen specialty. 
The findings from this investigation will serve either to confirm the use of 
Wineburg's heuristics when evaluating historic buildings, or be used to create an entirely 
new set of standards against which to assess historical thinking at historic sites. 
Subsequently, the framework devised will then be used to assess levels of historical 
thinking in subsequent historic-site-based activities in this study. 
Incorporating Hypermedia Tools to Augment Historical Site Practices 
RQ2) How does using the TTTB program more closely align lay thinking 
processes with the hi storical thinking of historians both on-line and on-site? 
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RQ3) Does TTTB better prepare teachers to encounter an unmediated historic 
site? If so, how? 
In addition to tours, many historic sites frequently offer education programs fo r students, 
teachers, and visitors. In general , visitors to the site who engage in these education 
programs often work in close concert with site educators for several hours at a time. 
Therefore, site-based education programs represent the means by which historic sites 
offer the best opportunity for introducing skills that directly target the development of 
historical thinking. 
The recommended format for historic s ite education programs follow a three-step 
model: Step 1: Provide pre-visit materials to introduce students and teachers to the 
historic site, materials, and major concepts, while still in classrooms; Step 2: the on-site 
program, in which participants engage in a hands-on investigation of some aspect of the 
major themes or stories related to the site; Step 3: post-visit materials that provide 
curricular connections and extensions of work done on-site for use back in the classroom. 
(Bitgood 1994; Delany, 1967; Farmer& Watt, 1995; Koran, Lehman, Shafer, & Koran, 
1983; Orion, 1993; Ramey-Gassert, Walberg, & Walberg, 1994) 
Increasingly, there is also recognition of the potential fo r using web-based 
programs or document databases to integrate primary sources into history classrooms. 
While there are critics of the medium, there have been promising results in improving 
both affective measures of student attitudes towards learning history, as well as improved 
historical inquiry methods (Azevedo, 2005; Saye & Brush, 2002; Tally & Goldenberg, 
2005; Yang, 2003; Yang, 2007). Further, though few TAH directors mention explicit use 
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of historic sites, all of them indicated the degree to which each program relied upon web-
ba ed programs, either websites or interactive models, to provide the resources with 
which teachers could better integrate historical artifacts and thinking skills into the ir 
classrooms (Long, 2006; Moyer, 2003; Mucher, 2007; Pesick, 2003; Ragland, 2007; 
Warren, 2007; Zeisler-Vralsted, 2003). Therefore, the integration of web-baed 
programming is integral to understanding current practices in history education. 
Hypermedia at the Old North 
Thus, the Old North, in partnership with the Ma sachusetts Institute for Technology's 
(MIT's) HyperStudio Laboratory for Digital Humanities built an on-line and on ite 
education program, designed to more fu lly integrate the aforementioned Steps I, 2, and 3, 
into both on-site and classroom activitie . The program entitled "Tories, Timid or True 
Blue?" (TTTB) provides access to digitized documents from the Old North' archival 
collection via interactive modules that teach tudents and visitors how historical 
information is gathered, constructed, and interpreted. Rather than focusi ng on the trict 
historical nanative that students, educators, and visitors already know about the Old 
North, these modules, based on Wineburg's heuri stics, raise questions about what history 
is, how it is constructed, who gets to have a say, and why. In this way, TTTB invite 
tudents and visitors to critically approach their visit to the Old North, and prepares them 
to encounter other museums and historic ite and beyond. 
The physical layout of the interior of the Old North provides an exceptional 
opportunity for the investigation of individual decision-making. Restored in 1912 to its 
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original 1723 floor plan, the interior of the Old Notth is comprised of box pews, which 
individual families in 1775 purchased and maintained as semi-private propetty. This 
physical layout provides the vi sual structure for the front page of our investigation 
modules. 
From this front page, the first layer will pose a question based on one of the lives 
of one of the pew holders from the 1775 congregation; e.g., For Mather Byles Jr. , the 
Tory rector of the church, whose repeated clashes with the vestry and frustration with the 
growing antipathy towards loyal ists in Boston, led him to consider moving hi s family to 
Portsmouth. Students will receive a short biographical sketch of Byle's situation, 
including salient points about his family's economic, political, community, and religious 
life. The question posed would at first appear simple: Does Mather Byles leave Boston 
for Portsmouth? Based on this information, students then determine a plausible prediction 
for what Byles would do, and explain their thinking. 
In the next layer, students then must determine what the available documentary 
evidence shows, about what his deci sion was and what questions then remain 
unanswered. Archival materials from our collection-pew deeds, genealogical 
information, vital records, vestry records, and salient secondary sources-are all 
available to students. Using these materials, students construct their own arguments 
about what happened and why, as well as posing their own questions and saying what 
additional information would strengthen their case. 
Using this type of interactive programming raises some critical questions that will 
guide the second half of the study: 
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(RQ2) Does using the "Tories, Timid or True Blue?" (TTTB) program more 
closely align lay thinking processes with the historical thinking of historians? And 
if so, how? 
(RQ3) Does TTTB better prepare teachers to encounter an unmediated historic 
si te? If so, how? 
The partic ipants for this part of the study were 15 grade 5-12 teachers currently in 
their own classrooms, with some history/social studies teaching responsibilities. Prior to 
their work with TTTB, participants were observed as they recorded "think aloud" tours 
(similar to the historians' tours in RQl ) of the Old South Meetinghouse (OSMH), a 
contemporaneous site to the Old North Church, also located in Boston, MA. Evaluated 
against the framework outlined in RQl, their statements at OSMH to determine what, if 
any, historical thinking is evident in their initial encounter with an historic site. 
Next, these same participants were observed and evaluated for instances of 
historical thinking as they worked through three of the TTTB biographical modules. 
Subsequently, participants conducted "think aloud" tours of the Old N01th to see if their 
experience with TTTB caused any changes in their approach to the historic site, or ability 
to think historically about what they encountered at the Old North Church, as compared 
to their experiences at the Old South Meetinghouse. 
Discourse analysis was the primary method of evaluating statements made by 
participants on their tours. Additional material , including small group interviews, TTTB 
essays, lesson plans from both OSMH and Old North were collected and evaluated for 
evidence of historical thinking. 
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Conclusion 
The purpose of this study is to more fully understand what it means to think 
historically at historic sites, and what methods may be effective in encouraging hi storical 
thinking. In addition to teacher educators, the question of the development and 
transference of historical thinking skills from TTTB to unmediated historic site 
experiences is of significant interest/concern to historic sites and museums who seek to 
provide visitors with meaningful experiences, to challenge stereotypes, and to counter 
ahistorical, apocryphal, or anachronistic misunderstandings of the history presented. 
Further, the ability to effectively prepare visitors-teachers, students, and others-- to 
encounter history-both in terms of attitudes and skills-provides the foundation on 
which historic sites will be able to better serve to improve the quality of history education 
for both students and teachers. 
Defmition of Terms 
Old North Church 
At Old North, as with most other historic site , there is idiosyncratic terminology used to 
describe particular persons, their functions, locations, or duties performed. These terms 
will be used consistently throughout the paper and only refer to the specific persons or 
duties listed below. 
At Old North, "guide" is the title given to non-gift shop employees who are 
trained to tell the stories of the Old North and interact with the visitors to the Old North. 
At other sites, they may be called "tour guides," "docents ," or even "educators." The 
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naming of these personnel and their specific dutie are idiosyncratic to particular sites. 
At the Old North, the chief re pon ibility of the guide is to pre ent the 'standard 
tour,' a tO-minute scripted talk about the history and material cultu re of the Old North, 
which concludes with an invitation to ask further questions of the guides, who are then 
identified by name and location within the Old North. 
These arne guides al o present 'Behind the Scenes Tours ' which are 
approx imately 40 minute tours of the Old North Campus, includi ng visiting the crypt and 
bell tower in the steeple. 
Old North Campus: In addition to the Old North Church, there are several other 
buildings, courtyards, and gardens surrounding it that are referred to collectively as the 
Old North Campus. A ll activities related to touring the Old North take place within the 
confines of the campus which includes: The Old North Church; the 1918 Chapel built for 
WaJdensian Italian immigrants which now houses the gift shop; the C lough house, one of 
the oldest remaining brick residences in Bo ton, which now serves primarily as an 
orientation center for the Behind the Scenes Tour ; the 18th century garden, containing 
heirloom species of herbs and flowers; the Third Lantern Garden , so named after 
President Gerald Ford's visit initiating the Bicentennial celebration in 1976; the Bigelow 
courtyard, which contains a small side garden for reflection and seasonal ly holds a 
memorial garden to the troops who have died in Iraq and Afghanistan; the Washington 
Memorial Garden, one of the few secluded places on campus reserved for quiet 
meditation; and 193 Salem Street, which houses the admin istrative offices of the Old 
North C hurch and the Old North Foundation. 
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Old North Church: The physical, hi torical tructure of the Old North Church. 
Old North Foundation: The Old North Foundation is the 501(c) (3) non-profit 
organization that runs the daily operations of the Old North Church as an hi toric ite. It 
has no religious, ministerial, or ecumenical dutie . 
Old North Congregation: The active Episcopal congregation that worsh ips at the 
Old North Church. 
Old North: To distingu ish between the duties of the historic site-related 
Foundation, and the religious duties of the Old North Congregation, the short-hand Old 
North is used to describe both the historic- ite related functions performed by the 
Foundation and its staff at the Old North Church, as well as its role a historic site, rather 
than as a religious site . 
TITB Modules 
The TTTB program is based on the biographies of individuals who sat in particular pews 
in the Old North . The term Module is used to de c ribe the discrete biographical 
constructs contained within TTTB. They are named for the people/persons whose story is 
under investigation. E ach module addres es a specific historical problem and requires the 
use of specific historical skills, as indicated in parenthesis. In the Alpha model, there are 
four modules. They are Module I-Byle (narrative), Module IT- Pulling (interpretation/ 
hi toriography), Module III- Humphries (negative research), and Module N-Gage 
(in terpretationlhistoriograph y). 
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Historical Thinking: According to Wineberg's study ( 1991) the cognitive 
processes used when considering historical evidence are: (a) corroboration, comparing 
documents with one another; (b) sourcing, determining the source of the document before 
reading the body of the text; and finall y( c) Contextua/ization, situating a document in a 
concrete temporal and spatial context. 
Hypermedia/Hypertext: In popular and scholarly literature, hypermedia and 
hypertext tend to be used interchangeably. Hypermedia/Hypertext refers to an electronic 
information medium that "branches and allows choices to the reader, best read at an 
interactive screen. As popularly conceived, this is a series of text chunks connected by 
links which offer the reader different pathways ... Hypermedia simply extends the notion 
of the text in hypertext by including visual information, sound , animation, and other 
forms of data"(Landow, 2006, pp. 3). 
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2. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Like the discipline itself, the role of history in education, popular culture, and our 
understanding of it, has not been a static recitation of names and dates, but a vibrant 
debate shaped by larger cultural forces. The following discussion explores how those 
changing understandings of history, and the larger understanding about effective learning, 
have influenced the debate about what history should be taught and how it should be 
presented. Critical to this discussion is the difficulty that teacher education has had in 
preparing teachers to provide authentic history instruction and why historic sites and 
museums, whose educational orientation emphasizes free-choice, constructivist learning, 
may provide the critical missing elements necessary for ensuring effective, authentic 
history education for all students. 
Historians swoon when describing the complexities of uncovering new historical 
understandings. And yet, the layman often thinks of history as the "spinach of the liberal 
arts: it may be good for you, but it is not fun" (Spoehr & Spoehr, 1994, p. 71 ). 
Most students see history as a collection of "essential facts" that function as the 
"multiplication tables of history . . . to be known as automatically as those in ar·ithmetic" 
(Barr, Barth, & Shermis, 1977 pp. 20-21). These facts comprise a "dry, dull" discipline, 
"concerned mainly with a Whiggish, political narTative .. . and the activities of the male 
'top people"' (Booth, 1994, p. 61). 
Recent studies indicate that students of history regard historians as documenters 
looking for the "right" answers, whose work is done once those answers ar·e found. Few 
students, even in college, hold intermediate or advanced conceptions of the work of 
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historians as synthes izers constructing particular theories of hi story, replete with their 
own biases that are repeatedly corroborated or dismissed by their peers (Hynd-Shanahan, 
Holschuh, & Hubbard, 2004; Lee & Ashby, 2000; Wineburg, 199 1). Eventually, some of 
these students become history educators and, though they develop a better command of 
the subject matter, they tend to teach what they view as "the most accurate story," often 
with a "strong and linear nationali st narrative of progress from the past, to the present to 
the future" (Sandwell , 2005). 
Textbooks, the medium through which most students first encounter history, 
attempt to assemble a catalog of facts into a cohesive story, usually told from the 
perspective of an anonymous, authoritative narrator (Paxton, 1999). From early ages, 
students form powerful allegiances to the literal meaning of textbooks and the view that 
they contain "what reall y happened" (VanSledright, 2002). Unlike narrati ve histories 
written for adults in which the use of footnotes and reference materials lays bare the fact-
finding process, children's hi storical textbooks rarely invite students to identi fy or 
question bias, discern the author's intent, seek corroborating sources , or even introduce 
the authors (Paxton, 1999). Thus, students encounter history texts uncritically, inviting 
the typical experience students articulate as, "I don't know. I am just reading. I am not 
thinking anything" (Paxton, 1997, p. 241) . This passionless lack of "thinking anything" 
has been identified as the difference between how historians and students of history 
typically encounter historical information (Wineburg, 199 1 ). For history educators, the 
ability to align student thinking processes more closely with that of histori ans represents 
the critical element students need to turn an assemblage of facts into a meaningful way of 
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thinking about the world. It is essential , however, to ensure that before hi tory educators 
can re-align student thinking processes, that they too have mastered the proce e of 
historians. 
Historians' View of Historical Thinking 
Hi torians have long argued that the tudy of hi tory is a rigorous mental disc ipline 
requiring the interpretation of multiple ource and corroboration across discipl ine . 
Historical study contains a unique internal logic that draws upon, but is di tinct fro m 
other subject areas. That internal logic of hi story has by turns been referred to as an 
"historic sense", "historical reasoning", and "historical thinking." Histori ans, it appears, 
have some sense of agreement about what con titutes historical thinking, and though they 
speak in fa irly general terms, the underlying assumptions about what they are doing 
remain relatively stable. 
The discussion among historian about what historical thinking is or what an 
hi torical "sense" (Bell & McCollum, 1917) e ncompasses rarely includes attempt to 
describe the specific cognitive functions hi torical thinking requires; rather, the 
discussants speak in broad generalities. Their descriptions emphasize the use of material s, 
the types of subjects with which historian can work, and history' s function as a larger 
social good; but not what it is like to be in ide the historian 's head. For example: 
The logic of historical thought i not a formal logic of deductive inference .... It 
consists neither in inductive reasoning from the particular, nor in deductive 
reasoning from the general to the particular. Instead, it is a proces of adductive 
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reasoning in the sense of adducing answers to specific questions, so that a 
satisfactory "fit" is obtained. The answer may be general or particular, as the 
questions require. History is, in short, a problem solving discipline (Fischer, 1971 , 
p. xv). 
A perusal of several descriptions of what historians do and how they perceive 
their work (Barr, Barth, & Shermis,l977; Booth, 1994; Fischer, 197 1; Nash, 1997) leaves 
the impression that there are certain underlying assumptions about history as a discipline 
concerned with "problem solving," the synthesis of multiple sources to arrive at 
conclusions, and the greater good that knowing about history bestows upon individuals 
and society, but provides no real guidance to someone who has not undertaken historical 
study. To wit: 
Facts . . . are essential building blocks; without them you cannot do history ... 
But. . . thinking historically requires going beyond chronology or chronicle and 
looking at the relations that the facts bear to one another. [P]resent day histori ans 
remain fully in agreement that the facts do not speak for themselves and that it is 
the historian 's job to ask the right questions, to draw appropriate inferences, to 
make careful judgments when possible (and speculations when necessary), and to 
arrive at considered conclusions about what it means. Thinking historically, in 
other words, does not call for accumulation, but discrimination and informed 
judgment. (Spoehr & Spoehr, 1994, p. 71 ; emphasis added) 
Certainly, this is a very thoughtful description of what historians do, and based on 
their own descriptions, other historians would likely concur. However, this gives no 
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useful guidance to history educators or students about how to under tand the work of 
historians: What does it mean to "do hi tory?" How does one identify the "right" 
questions to a k? How does one discern which facts bear what re lation to other facts? 
How does one know how to draw an appropriate inference? Is it ever appropriate to 
speculate? It i clear that something-info rmed judgment, perhaps-ha been happening 
in the minds of historians for generation , but they have been largely unable to articulate 
to non-hi torians what informs that judgment. 
Because "doing history" requires a broad use of interdisciplinary sources and 
methods to construct meaning, understanding what is distinctive about history and the 
cogniti ve skills it entails requires an examination of certain other discipl ines. In other 
words, we must look outside the discipline of hi tory, to those disciplines that employ the 
language, methodologies, and metrics-the pecific cognitive functions-from which 
historians borrow, and with which they interact productively. Therefore, educational 
psychologi ts and educators, rather than historians, may offer the best framework for 
clarifying what historical thinking entails (Seixa , 1994). 
How History Education Fostered Differing Views of History ( 1857-1945) 
In 1857, 43 educators assembled in Philadelphia to form the National Education 
Association (NEA), in pan a a way to begin to address the needs of public education and 
educators. As public schooling became a more regulated and systematized endeavor, 
educators began to draw upon the resources of other professional associations for 
guidance in developing appropriate curricular content. Between 1880 and 1920, the NEA 
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formed a series of councils and committees to determine the best course for a variety of 
content areas, including history, and what would be known by 1921 as "social studies" 
(Barr, Barth, & Shermis, 1977, p. 25). 
Thus, at the turn of the last century, the question of how to think hi storically, and 
about what, was enmeshed in the larger debate about how to teach history in schools and 
what history's function should be. Three different schools of thought developed: learning 
history for history's sake; using history as "vehicle for social reconstruction" (Barr, 
Barth, & Shermis, 1977, p. 24); and cultivation of citizenship. Of the three, the "history 
for history's sake" school had the greatest and longest-lasting influence over the field and 
how it was taught (Barr, Barth, & Shermis, p. 21). 
Those who advocated history for history's sake tended to be proponents of either 
of the two major educational theories of the day: classicism and mental discipline. 
Classicists believed that learning should focus on the "great ideas of antiquity that have 
survived through the ages" (Barr, Barth, & Shermis, 1977, p. 20). Mental disciplinarians 
believed that the mind was a muscle, to be developed through rigorous exercise taken via 
encounters with difficult and obscure topics, dead languages, and mathematics. 
Combined, these educators advocated that history, if it was to be taught in schools, 
should insti ll in students an "encyclopedic factual knowledge of the past [that] was 
sufficiently difficult to discipline the faculties of the mind" (Barr, Ba11h, & Shermis, pp. 
19-20). 
Historical thinking as it concerned the classicists and advocates of mental 
discipline centered upon memorization of factual knowledge through drill and repetition. 
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History was not interdisciplinary knowledge to be synthesized, but rather a series of facts 
that was to be " learned by heart (e.g. memorized) and, when forgotten, learned 
again ... "(N.E.A., 1894) . The memorization of these catechisms was part of the college 
admissions requirements of the late 1800s. Sadly, for many, thi s conception of historical 
thinking as rote memorization remains the only one that many students encounter to this 
day. 
In 1892, however, the NEA formed one of its more influential study groups, the 
Committee of Ten, to advocate wide-ranging changes to the public school curricular 
landscape and preparations for college admissions. The committee was chaired by 
Harvard president Charles W . Eliot, who was a mathematician and an advocate of mental 
discipline. Eliot saw the need to organize and systematize knowledge, bu t did not see the 
need to limit the topics that students encountered. Unlike most mental disciplinarians, 
Eliot thought that "any subject, so long as it was capable of being studied over a 
sustained period, was a disciplinary subject" (Kliebard, 1982, p. 19). This vision took the 
swdy of history, for one example, well beyond the bounds of Greece and Rome. 
Under Eliot's leadership, the Committee and its report came to be hailed in its 
time as "the most important educational document ever published in this country" (Mehl, 
1960, p. 29), and it drew together under its aegis an entirely new breed of historians. 
Previous generations of American historians had been "hobbyists" and "armchair 
intellectuals," whereas these new historians-including Charles Kendall Adams of the 
University of Washington, Albert Bushnell Hrut of Hru·vard, James Harvey of Columbia, 
and Woodrow Wilson of Princeton-had "earned doctorates at German universities, 
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where they were taught 'scientific' methods for exploring historical causation and 
meaning" (Nash, Crabtree, & Dunn, 2000, p. 34). These individuals, who saw themselves 
as creating a "new history" (Nash, Crabtree, & Dunn, p. 33), would offer up what for the 
time were radical suggestions for the study of history: 
To sum up, one object of historical tudy is the acquirement of useful facts; but 
the chief object is the training of the judgment, in selecting the grounds of an 
opinion, in putting things together, in generalizing upon facts, in estimating 
character, in applying the lessons of history to current events, and in accustoming 
students to state their conclusions in their own words. (NEA, 1894, p. 170) 
History, then, was not to be a collection of facts to be memorized, but was to 
entail a more deliberative process. Again, in the words of historians, we see a shift away 
from a particular mental process (memorization) toward another set of processes 
("training of the judgment," "estimating character," "applying the lessons of history"), 
which the NEA committee assumed reasonable people could learn how to do; however, 
the report offered no specific pedagogical or cognitive guidance about how to undertake 
such a thing. Thus, buy 1910, a study of aims fo r teaching history revealed more than 200 
different goals (Barr, Barth, & Sherrnis, p. 24). 
In 19 17, J. Carleton Bell, managing editor for the Journal of Educational 
Psychology, wrote an article entitled "The Historic Sense;" this article and a companion 
piece Bell wrote with hi s colleague David F. McCollum, entitled "A Study of the 
Attainments of Pupils in United States History," sought to clearly answer the question, 
"What is an historic sense? How can it be developed?" (Bell & McCollum, 1917, p. 
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3 17)-but not from the perspecti ve of an hi storian, or even a hi story teache r. In tead, 
they assetted that these were questions in which "the educational psychologist i 
interested and which it is incumbent upon him to atte mpt to answer" (Be ll & McCollum, 
p. 3 18). 
In "A Study of the Attainments of Pupi ls in United States History," Be ll and 
McCollum outline standards for asses ing tudent understanding of hi story. According to 
the authors, students should pos ess: 
I ) the "ability to understand pre ent events in light of the past;" 
2) "skill in sifting and evaluating a ma of miscellaneous material such a 
newspaper accounts, hearsay, partisan attacks, contemporary accounts . . . [to] 
construct from this confused tangle a straightforward and probable account of 
what happened;" 
3) an "appreciation and comprehen ion of a simple historical narrative with an 
understanding of the forces depicted in it"; 
4) the ability to give "reflective and discriminating replies to thought que tions 
on a given historical situation;" and 
5) the ability to "answer question revealing the range of their historical 
information" (Bell & McCollum, 19 17, pp. 257- 258). 
The last method, the authors agreed, wa the "narrowest and in thee timation of 
orne writer , the least important type of hi torica1 ability, but it is the one which i the 
mo t readily tested and was therefore cho en for study" (Bell & McCollum, 19 17, p. 
258). Sadly, the bulk of their study empha ized how many "Men/Events," " Histori cal 
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Terms," and so forth students correctly identified from a list of 100 items the researchers 
developed (Bell & McCollum, p. 269). 
During the ensuing interwar period, other educational psychologists, fueled by the 
movement toward objective testing and psychometrics , developed a series of scales and 
factual tests designed to assess student "knowledge of history" that fi t into the still-
prevailing view of history as a collection of names and dates (Wineburg, 2001). 
Combined with the rise in public schools of behaviorist approaches (according to which 
children who exhibited the "correct behavior"-that is, who provided a correct answer-
were deemed to "know" history, and those who exhibited the "wrong behavior"-as by 
offering divergent answers or posing questions themselves-are "wrong" (Wineburg, 
2000, p. 308), historical thinking for the masses remained a question of providing correct 
answers to factual questions. 
Thus, al though they articulated for the first time a kind of matrix against which 
the specific cognitive functions of historical thinking might be measured, Bell and 
McCollum had little impact on the teaching of history beyond their study of student 
factual recall. This was probably because in the larger context of the times, much of what 
was done in the name of public education was designed to ensure a competent workforce 
in the face of in increasingly mechanized and bureaucratized world (Tyack, 1974 ). 
Jerome Bruner, who later led the New Social Studies movement in the 1960s and 70s, 
assessed the whole of the educational landscape thusly: 
Around the turn of the last century, the conception of the learning process as 
depicted by psychology gradually shifted away from an emphasis upon the 
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production of general understanding to an emphasis on the acquisition of specific 
skill s ... Whereas the earlier emphasis had led to research students on the transfer 
of the formal discipline-the value obtained from training of such "faculties" as 
analysis, judgment, memory, and so forth-later work tended to explore the 
transfer of identical elements or specific skills .... In consequence, there was 
relatively little work by American psychologists during the first four decades of 
this century on the manner in which the student could be trained to grasp the 
underlying structure of significance of complex knowledge (Bruner, 1960, pp. 5-
6). 
It would take the threat of a Communist on every street corner to realign the American 
educational priorities to include "analysis" and "judgment." 
How History Education Fostered Differing Views of History (Post-WWII) 
With the introduction of the G.I. Bill following World War II, enrollment at American 
colleges and universities swelled with hundreds of thousands of people who otherwise 
would not have attended college or graduate school. Their sheer numbers, the variety of 
subjects they studied-from labor relations to the lives of African Americans-and the 
variety of class and socioeconomic backgrounds these students brought with them 
overwhelmed the academy and forced changes within the different disciplines, including 
history. Within the discipline, this new wave of historical inquiry forced a reexamination 
of what legitimate history could discuss (Nash, Crabtree, & Dunn, 2000, p. 55). 
As the specter of a Red Tide loomed and the 1957 Sputnik launch created a 
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national call to action, President Eisenhower formed the President's Commission on 
National Goals, assembled to provide a coordinated response to all the challenges facing 
the nation. One of the commission's most broad-reaching goals charged: "Education at 
every level and in every discipline must be strengthe ned and its effectiveness enhanced" 
(Nash, Crabtree, & Dunn, 2000, p. 71). 
As a result of these recommendations, Congress approved new funding fo r a 
series of educational initiatives: New Math, New Science, and what would become 
known as the New Social Studies. This spawned a series of educational initiatives that 
laid the groundwork to bring academe, which had long retreated from K-12 education, 
back into conversation with it (Barr, Batt h, & Shennis, 1977, p. 24). 
Central to the New Social Studies was the concept of ' inquiry-based' teaching and 
learning. Inquiry meant more than simply asking questions, rather it was viewed as a 
"quest for meaning that requi res one to peiform certain intellectual operations in order to 
make experience understandable (Beyer, 1971, p. 14). Adherents revived the position 
first articulated in the NEA's 1894 report that facts alone were insufficient fo r historical 
study, declaring that it was: 
No longer possible to teach myiiads of facts with any assurance they will be 
applicable, let alone true in years to come. No longer can teaching concentrate on 
passing on almanacs worth of data. [T]his includes helping [students] learn how 
to develop new knowledge from what is already known while at the same time 
coping with change. This, in sum, means helping them to learn on their own, 
helping them inquire (Beyer, 1971, p. iv). 
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What emerged were concurrent ini tiative on several distinct, though inter-related, 
aspects of social studies . These included the production of new teaching materi als; 
development o f instructional objective and the psychometrics against which to mea ure 
these objectives; the development of new teaching strategies and/or methodological 
approaches; new methodologies for improving large and small-group instruction; and 
teacher training in these new approaches (Fenton, 1967, p.3). 
The fir t of these initiative emphas ized creating new teaching materials a well as 
a d ifferent methodological approach to soc ial tudies instruction. Jerome Bruner of 
Harvard organized what became known as the Woods Hole Conference. This conference 
assembled linguists, anthropologist , sociologists, biologists, historians, and other social 
scientists to discuss ways in which they could improve the nation's educational system. A 
li vely debate ensued, and, as revealed in its fi nal report, the assemblage agreed that the 
intellectual inquiry on which they based the ir academic research needed to fi nd its way 
back into the classroom. Their recommendation were 
all premised upon a central conviction: that inte llectual activity anywhere is the 
arne, whether it is at the frontier of knowledge or in a third grade classroom. 
What a scientist does at his desk or in a laboratory, what a literary critic does 
reading a poem, are of the same order as what anybody else does when he is 
engaged in like activities if he i to achieve understanding. The difference i in 
degree, not in kind. The schoolboy learning physics is a physicist, and it is easier 
for him to learn physics behaving li ke a physicist than doing something el e. The 
" omething else" usually invo lve the ta k of mastering what came to be called at 
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Woods Hole, a "middle language"-dassroom discussions and textbooks that talk 
about the conclusions in a field of intellectual inquiry rather than centering upon 
the inquiry itself (Bruner, 1960, p. 14 ). 
Displacing this "middle language" meant displacing facts-based history lessons 
with inquiry-based, cross-curricular programs of study. Perhaps the best-known initiative 
to come out of the Woods Hole Conference was Bruner' s Man: A Course of Study 
(MACOS). MACOS was a program designed to close the gap between the classroom and 
the frontiers of research, both in education generally and within the social sciences. 
MACOS brought together an impressive array of educators and scholars to create an 
inquiry-based, student-centered approach to teaching the social sciences to school age 
children. Bruner assembled linguists, anthropologists, sociologists, biologists, historians, 
and other content specialists to help develop materials that attempted to answer the 
question: What is human about human beings (Dow, 199 1, p. 31 )? 
At the heart of this undertaking was Bruner' s assertion, "We begin with the 
hypothesis that any subject can be taught effectively in some intellectually honest form to 
any child at any stage of development" (Bruner, 1960, p. 33). That set the agenda for the 
creation of some of the most wide-ranging and, for its day, cutting-edge teaching 
materials, integrating the social sciences into conceptual materials for school age 
students. The project was energizing for its par1icipants, all of whom were encouraged to 
question the materials and the process at every point (Dow, 1991 , p. 37). The materials 
created never gained broad application, but the influence of these materials and the "new 
social studies '" emphasis on teaching students in the underlying structure of a discipline 
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did creep into wide-spread pedagogical techniques and piqued the interest of educational 
psychologists who began to study their effectiveness. 
Shortly after Bruner published The Process of Education ( 1960), Benjamin S. 
Bloom coordinated an assemblage of education psychologists and educators who sought 
to clarify the objectives of the educational system by creating a framework against which 
to measure specific cognitive aims. He described his work as 
an attempt to build a taxonomy of educational objectives. It is intended to provide 
for classification of the goals of our educational system .... It is especially 
intended to help them [educators] discuss these problems with greater precision. 
For example, some teachers believe their students should "really understand," 
others want desire their students to "internalize knowledge," still others want their 
students to "grasp the core or essence" or "comprehend." Do they all mean the 
same thing? ... Through reference to the taxonomy as a set of standard 
classifications, teachers should be able to define such nebu lous terms as those 
given above (Bloom, 1965, p. 1). 
The authors of the rep01t, called Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, developed 
a detailed classification system that identified the specific cognitive functions in 
education, listing them from simplest to most complex, and including key words that 
indicated how and when they were used (see Table 1). The authors further noted that far 
too much classroom time was spent on low cognitive abilities such as knowledge and 
comprehension, while synthesis of materials received very little attention (Booth, 1994, 
p. 62). 
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T bl 1 Bl I T a e . ooms axonomy 
Inte llectual behavior Key words 
Knowledge arrange, define, duplicate, label , list, memorize, name, order, 
recognize, relate, recall, repeat, reproduce, state 
Comprehension classify, describe, discuss, explain, express, identify, indicate, 
locate, recognize, report, restate, review, select, translate 
Application apply, choose, demonstrate, dramatize, employ, illustrate, 
interpret, operate, practice, schedule, sketch, solve, use, write 
Analysis analyze, appraise, calculate, categorize, compare, contrast, 
criticize, differentiate, discriminate, distinguish, examine, 
experiment, question, test 
Synthesis arrange, assemble, collect, compose, construct, create, design, 
develop, formulate, manage, organize, plan, prepare, propose, 
set up, write 
Evaluation appraise, argue, assess, attach, choose, compare, defend, 
estimate, judge, predict, rate, core, select, support, value, 
evaluate 
Simple and easy to use, by the late 1970s Bloom's taxonomy had become a 
standard part of how teachers were taught to think about teaching "higher-order thinkjng 
skills" (analysis, synthesis, and evaluation) to their students across disciplines. Bloom's 
taxonomy provided a systematized language that both education researchers and 
educators could use to describe the internal workings of their own disciplines and how 
they might engage other academic disciplines . 
Building on Bloom's and other researchers' work on general educational 
objectives and critical thinking, historian Edwin Fenton, in his capacity as head of pre-
service history teacher education at the Carnegie Institute of Pittsburg, advocated a two-
pronged approach and advocated use of a distinct inquiry methods for social studies 
instruction . Fenton outlined the framework for this method as a "Mode of Inquiry" for 
the Social Studies, a cognitively progressive framework- in that lower cognitive skjlls 
must be mastered before more complex ones- that made useful the co llection of facts 
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already emphasized in social studies instruction (Fenton, 1967, p.l6). Then, dispiri ted by 
the "pat assertions" found in standard history textbooks, developed his book 32 Problems 
in World History, providing materials for and encouraging the use of primary source 
documents as a means of stimulating student interest and getting students to "experience 
the work of hi storians and make sense of raw data" (Evans, 2004, p. 125). 
Table 2. Steps in a Mode of Inquiry for the Social Studies 
'Steps in a Mode of Inquiry for the Social Studies ' 
1. Recognizing a problem from data 
2. Formulating hypotheses 
a. Asking Analytical Questions 
b. Stating hypotheses 
c. Remaining aware of the tentative nature of hypotheses 
3. Recognizing the logical implications of hypotheses 
4. Gathering data 
a. Deciding what data will be needed 
b. Selecting or rejecting sources 
5. Analyzing, evaluating and interpreting data 
a. Selecting relevant data 
b. Evaluating sources 
i. Determining the frame of reference of an author 
ii. Determining an accuracy of statements of fact 
c. Interpreting the data 
6. Evaluating the hypothesis in light of the data 
a. Modifying the hypotheses, if necessary 
i. Rejecting a logical implication unsupported by data 
ii. Restating the hypothesis 
b. Stating a generalization 
(Fenton, 1967, p.l6) 
Predictably though, as it gained traction in educational circles, by the late 1970s 
and into the 1980s, countervailing cultural forces began to insist upon "Back to Basics" 
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curriculum, eschewing inquiry methods as "too much pedagogical faddism" (Brodinsky, 
1982) and reasserting the primacy of content over critical thinking: 
The kind of critical thinking we wish to encourage must rest on a solid base of 
factual knowledge. In thi s regard, we reject educational theory that considers and 
kind of curriculaT content to be as good as any other, claiming that all students 
need to know is "how to learn." ... o r that in an era of rapid change, all 
knowledge necessarily becomes "obsolete"(Gagnon, 1989, p. 255). 
Thus, as cognitive researchers throughout 1970s and 1980s investigated student 
thinking in mathematics, the sciences, computer science, and economics to determine 
what if any content-specific thinking existed, progress in history and the social studies 
languished. The first effort to draw all of these studies together in one volume, Ellen 
Gagne 's The Cognitive Psychology of School Learning ( 1985) contained over 400 
references, but not one related to history (Wineburg, 2000, p. 44). 
However, in the 1990s, a series of studies related to historical thinking poured 
forth. The most significant of these was Samuel Wineburg 's 1991 Historical Problem 
Solving: A Study of the Cognitive Processes Used in the Evaluation of Documentary and 
Pictorial Evidence. In thi s study, Wineburg presented historians and school children with 
a series of photographs and primary source documents and recorded how each group used 
the materials to understand what happened during the Battles of Lexington and Concord. 
The historians, Wineburg noted, processed the materials entirely differently than 
students did. The students viewed the materials for comprehension, to Jearn the story, but 
gave no weight to the legitimacy of one source over another. The historians, conversely, 
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approached the sources as a puzzle to be solved. The very first thing they did when 
encountering a new source wa not to read it for comprehension, but rather to look to the 
reference at the bottom of the page to determine who wrote/created this ource and when 
they did. They placed the document in an hi storical context which they possessed in their 
minds and proceeded to read the document with a clear understanding of who wrote it, 
when, for what likely purpose, and how that per pective colored the document and the 
author's understanding of the events at Lexington and Concord. Subsequently, they 
discounted documents that could not be reconciled with other facts in evidence, and 
repeatedly moved between the documents to determine their degree of legitimacy. 
From these observations, Wineburg outlined three heuristics as intrinsic to 
developing historical understanding: (a) corroboration, the act of comparing documents 
with one another; (b) sourcing, the act of looking fir t to the source of the document 
before reading the body of the text; and (c) Contextualization, the act of si tuating a 
document in a concrete temporal and spatial context (Wineburg, p. 77). These heuristics 
provide the framework hi storians use to make en e of documents, di cern patterns, and 
differentiate types of evidence. 
These heuristics have themselves become the stmcture around which subsequent 
researchers have posed their queries for further inquiry into understanding historical 
thinking and its application in educational setting . 
Understanding Historical Thinking in the Classroom.: Textbooks vs. Multiple Texts 
Despite these efforts to use encourage the u e of authentic inquiry and ource material, 
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classroom teachers tend to rely upon textbooks to teach history. The continuing reliance 
on traditional textbooks is troubling, and evidence suggests the use of traditional history 
textbooks may actually impede the development of historical thinking (Wineburg, 2000). 
Textbooks attempt to assemble a catalog of facts into a cohesive story, usually told from 
the perspective of an anonymous, authoritative author (Paxton, 1999). Unlike narrative 
hi stories written for adults in which the use of footnotes and reference materials lays bare 
the fact-finding process, children's historical textbooks make no effort to invite students 
to identify or question bias, discern authors ' intent, seek corroborating sources, or even 
introduce the authors (Paxton, 1999). Thus, too often, students encounter history texts 
uncritically, inviting the typical experience students articulate as, "I don 't know. I am just 
reading. I am not thinking anything" (Paxton, 1997, p. 241). 
While the groups of authors who collaborate to write history textbooks 
intentionally seek to remain anonymous narrators, studies suggest that texts with strong 
authorial presence actually forge human-to-human bonds between the reader and author 
(Paxton, 1999). In think-aloud studies, in which students responded to texts with strong 
and weak authorial presence, Paxton analyzed the metadiscourse, the way in which the 
author directs the reader or reveals opinions, between the students and the author. 
Students perceived the visible author to be younger, dressed more casually, and to be the 
kind of teacher whose class relied upon projects, discussions, and student-centered 
activities. By contrast, students universally viewed the anonymous narrators as older, 
formally dressed men in whose classes student would heavily use textbooks, worksheets, 
and the chalkboard (Paxton, 1997). 
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Though students strongly indicated that they would prefer to have the visible 
author as teacher, when asked which o f the two was more trustworthy, the anonymou 
author handily won their trust (Paxton, 1997). This appears to corroborate Wineberg's 
find ings (2000) that suggest high chool students perceive detachment and lack of 
emotion as truer indications of legitimate hi torical understand ing than subjective 
involvement. 
To remedy the deadening effect of traditional history texts, two schools of reform 
have developed. Acknowledging that, in pite of their flaws, history teachers are largely 
dependent upon these textbooks, the first idea is to improve the quality of hi tory 
textbooks to create more "considerate texts," e.g., texts that are considerate of the reader 
(Pax ton, 1997). The best considerate texts present history with a strong narrative voice 
that guides students through the text, prompting them to imagine how participants in 
certain events must have felt, while inter per ing primary source text throughout the 
narrative. Initial research indicates that in pite of the decoding challenges pre ented by 
the in ertion of primary source text, such textbooks not only held student interest, but 
stimulated it (Afflerbach & VanSiedright, 200 1). 
The more radical call is to rid history classes of textbooks altogether and construct 
courses around well-selected primary source material s, textual inquiry, and historical 
problem solving (Hynd-Shanahan et al. , 2004; Paxton, 1999; Tally & Goldberg, 2005). 
With the troves of primary documents becoming available via the internet, acces to vast 
quantities of primary sources is no longer limited to scholars. Studies sugge t intertextual 
examinati on of events leads to more crit ical thinking about and deeper understandi ng of 
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historic events (De La Paz, 2005; Hynd-Shanahan et al., 2004). Though students showed 
marked improvement in historical thinking and comprehension after initial interaction 
with these methodologies, researchers have pointedly insisted that repeated interaction 
with intertex tual comparisons and problem-solving strategies were necessary if they were 
to have lasting impact on student thinking (De La Paz, 2005; Tally & Goldberg, 2005). 
While there is much support for document-based teaching, it has inherent 
drawbacks. Document-based teaching requires teachers who are facile with the methods 
and have considerable practice thinking like historians (Tally & Goldberg, 2005). There 
remains a fundamental tension between providing students with multiple points of view 
of different events and building background knowledge against which to interpret those 
points of view. 
Documentary-based courses significantly lack a cohesive narrative construct, 
posing a considerable drawback for their use with young students (De La Paz, 2005). 
Students' lack of familiarity with era-specific vocabulary or writing styles presents 
particular challenges for students with language-based learning disabilities, or deficits in 
developmental contextualization of history (De La Paz, 2005; Lee & Ashby, 2000). This 
is even more important when one considers that even when students are explicitly taught 
to use Wineburg's heuristics in examining multiple documents, they rarely contextualize 
the information gleaned due to poor prior knowledge (Nokes, Dole, & Hacker, 2007). 
However, students in classes that employ document-based instruction held significantly 
more positive views of their coursework than in previous textbook-based classes (De La 
Paz, 2005; Tally & Goldberg, 2005) and learn significantly more than similar students in 
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textbook-based classes (Nokes Dole, & Hacker, 2007). 
Understanding Historical thinking in the Classroom: Interpreting Visual Sources 
The success of text-based courses, using either primary sources or textbooks, depends in 
part upon students' ability to access the written word. Such textual emphasis may be 
another barrier to learning for young students, English-language learners, and students 
with language-based learning di sabilities (De La Paz, 2005; Tally and Goldberg, 2005). 
However, studies of student use of visual imagery to develop historical understanding 
indicate that children begin to understand history by the what, the material culture, rather 
than by the when of dates and time periods, and are able to place images in historical 
context without direct content instruction (Barton & Levstik, 1996; Tally & Goldberg, 
2005). Children's ability to interpret images and draw conclusions from them grows more 
sophisticated with age; however, the methods by which they reach these conclusions 
remains constant throughout schooling and appears to be the skill most intuitively akin to 
that which historians practice (Barton & Levstik, 1994 ; Wineburg, 199 1). 
Considered investigation into interpreti ng visual sources may counter the "Disney 
effect" (Afflerbach & VanSledright, 200 1), in which children have developed a set 
historical narratives based on movies. Though it might appear discouraging to find 
children developing their understanding of history from popular movies, their prior 
experiences with such movies, if properly addressed by the teacher, provide a significant 




Part of the disparity between how student encounter history and how hi tori ans do falls 
to how history teachers themselves have been prepared to teach hi story. They cannot 
teach students to think like historians, often, because they have never seen how historians 
think or what processes they engage in to shape their understanding of the pa t. 
The traditional method of training teacher in university-based teacher education 
programs does not currently ensure that new teachers have sufficient depth of content 
knowledge, or pedagogical content knowledge-"that pecial amalgam of content and 
pedagogy that is uniquely the province of teachers, their own special form of professional 
understanding" (Shulman, 1987, p. 8) to offer students more than just the dreaded "names 
and dates" approach to history in truction. 
The typical experience for pre- ervice teachers in content areas includes 
pedagogical in truction from a series of education professors and content knowledge 
from a series of humanities professors, with meager processing of the information gained 
from either (Thornton, 2001 ). Hi tory professors tend to use teacher-cente red 
methodologies to present their material , which tends to be on the leading edge of their 
discipline rather than rooted in the foundational elements pre-service teachers must 
master and teach in their own classes. 
Limi ted content knowledge continues to be a ignificant problem for new 
elementary teachers corning into practice. Many pre-service elementary teachers describe 
their own content knowledge of history as weak, and their interest and enthusiasm in the 
subject matter as lacking (Fritzer & Kumar, 2002). Levstik (2000) find lack of 
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experience with historical inquiry plague both pre-service and experienced teachers. She 
also finds inexperience alone does not cau e poor instruction: Teachers frequently 
worried that students were not developmentally ready to encounter "negative" elements 
of American history, often arguing that presenting such stories threatened to undermine 
socia l unity and consensus. Further, fear of repercussions fro m parents and admini tration 
forced many teachers to "emphasize the obviou , cheerfu l, and stereotypical" (p.290). 
A 1996 National Council of Educational Statistics report states that, regardle s of 
ocioeconomic factors at the school in which they taught, between 49.9% and 56.3% of 
the nation 's history teachers were teaching "out of field," or without the benefit of a 
college major or minor in history. 1 Two significant factors contribute to the prevalence of 
out-of-field teachers: the popular view that teaching history requires no special skills 
"beyond the ability to stay a few page ahead of the students in the text book" (Rav itch, 
2000, p. 148); and state certification requirement emphasizing pedagogical training 
rather than content knowledge. Pedagogical emphasis generally provides few 
opportunities for pre-service teachers to encounter the processes by which knowledge is 
created, manipulated, constructed, or politic ized, thus rendering them unab le to provide 
those learning experiences for their students (Levstik, 2002; Rav itch, 2000). Indeed, 
research suggests that teachers with Master' s degrees or extensive teaching experience 
often incorporate even fewer of the critical thinking activities needed for low- to mid-
1 The 1996 report was the last one in which '·hi tory" wa assessed as distinct from " ocial tudies··. In 
subsequent tudies conducted in 2000 and 2002, when hi tory and social studies are assessed together, the 
percentage drops to merely 12% of "out of fie ld" teacher . While this appears to be less of a cau e for 
concern, it masks the fact that to receive 'social s tudies' certification, in many states, teachers can apply for 
this licensure with backgrounds in areas such a psychology, sociology, anthropology, or political c ience. 
even though socia l studies courses are primari ly comprised o f historical content. 
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advantage learners to develop historical thinking than pre-service and novice teachers 
(Torif, 2005). 
One of the stated goals of the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 is to remedy the 
problem of out-of-field teaching and weak content-area knowledge by ensuring that every 
clas room has a "highly qualified" teacher. Included in that defini tion, for new midd le 
and high school teachers, is the requirement that teacher hold at least a bachelor' degree 
in the ubject area in which they teach. Elementary school teachers must demon trate 
competence in reading, writing, mathematic , and other subject areas in the elementary 
school curriculum. 
Assuming history is one of the "other subject areas," one might optimisticall y 
interpret this legislation as demonstrating upport for improved teacher training. 
However, given the conspicuous absence of history fro m among the content areas 
required for educator licensing and federally mandated subject-area testing, evidence is 
mounting that history is being squeezed out of the curriculum2 to make way for ubject 
areas that are tested (Wills, 2007). 
While the study of history is "rooted in reading and writing and it cannot exist 
apart from these skills" (Pesick, 2003) emphasis on testing mandates in reading and 
writing have reduced hi story instruction to a "li teracy endeavor-finding the main ideas 
and supporting details, to compare and contra t, to make inferences, to scan, and to 
under tand graphical material-all important reading skills". This literacy empha i 
2 Average instructional time devoted to hi tory and social tudies at the e lementary level ha 
declined 32% since the 200 1-2002 academic year. In middle and high school grades, instrucrional time has 
remained re lati vely stable, though 18% and 23% re pectively, have reported putting emphasis on rhe 
content and skills covered on sta te tests used for NCLB to a "great extent" (McMurrcr, 2007). 
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further reinforces history simply as a narrati ve of what happened in the past, while failing 
to address the goals of hj story education-understanding people and places, both past and 
present, the ' big ideas' that have shaped them, critical thinking and decision making, and 
preparation fo r citizenship (McGuire, 2007). Thus, the greater emphasis in preparing 
teachers to improve literacy skills often reduces time devoted to developing authentic 
history instruction- inquiry-based methods, critical thinking, and evaluation of evidence 
and leads to a greater reliance upon textbook-centered lessons and 'traditional' 
instructional methods-lectures, worksheets, memorization, videos- for fear of 
sanctions for students' failure to perform (Rabb, 2007; Vogler, 2005; Wills, 2007). 
Teacher Professional Development 
Professional development then becomes the method by which school systems and 
historians attempt to rectify teachers' content and methodological deficits. Since 2001, 
school di stricts, universities, and historic sites have attempted to address some of these 
deficits by partnering on the federally-funded Teaching American History (T AH) grant 
projects. Perhaps the most ambitious attempt to improve hi story education in a 
generation, the results of the prutnershjps on these grants, designed to improve teacher 
content knowledge in and of history, have been, at best, mjxed. 
Prelimjnary reports from several project directors indicate that though teachers ru·e 
encouraged by their interactions with historians, and "it is cleru· that K -12 teachers shru·e a 
common goal with university professors: teaching history to young people," even when 
top-flight hi storians are specifically engaged to fundamentally alter history education by 
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training teachers directly, they tend to use traditional methods in which the historians 
"stand and de li ver" while the teachers "sit and get" (Long, 2006; Pesick & Weintraub, 
2003 ). T AH program directors across the nation describe the passive instructional 
methods used by historians: "She reviewed her most recent book"; " In her 
presentations"; "[he] discussed''; "patt icipants were delighted to hear from university 
hi storians"; "teachers heard the historians"; "he revealed"; and so on (Hall & Scott, 
2007; Moyer, Onosko, Forcey, & Cobb, 2003; Pesick & Weintraub, 2003; Warren, 2007; 
Zeisler-Vralsted , 2003; emphasis added). 
Within these descriptions of TAH programs, few indicate any level of interaction 
with their historic site partners; of the nine available, only one describes an 'at the table' 
prutnership from planning through execution (WruTen, 2007). The remainder either make 
no explicit mention of their historic site partners, regard the sites as places to go on 'field 
trips' , or in one incident, disastrously, used a Tall Ship as a recruiting tool to increase 
enrollment in this professional development program (Hall , 2007; Zeisler-Vralsted, 
2003). 
Part of this may be explained by the complex nature of multiple agency 
prutnerships, but it is more likely an indication of the perception among teachers and 
professors that museums and historic sites are solely for enrichment, not education (Tal, 
& Steiner, 2006; Tal, Bamberger, & Morag, 2005). And while museums and historic sites 
are part of the same professional communities, as a result of disagreements in the field 
about the role of education deprutments hould play in museums and historic sites, there 
is little agreement about how either define their educational roles or evaluate the 
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effectiveness of the techniques used therein (Hein, 2002; Tal & Steiner, 2006; Tal & 
Morag, 2007). 
Learning in Museums and Historic Sites 
In much the same way that cognitive studies have changed bow we think about learning 
in schools, research in educational psychology and sociology have changed museum 
practice to understand and optimize the kind of learning that takes place in museums and 
at historic sites . Within that research, two ideas guide much of contemporary museum 
education practice: visitors are not pa1t of a homogeneous, passive, "general public," but 
an active audience with their own needs, learning styles, and socio-cultural agendas; and 
that those visitors construct meaning about what they encounter in their own way (Hein, 
1999; Hooper-Greenhill, 2001a; Weil, 2002). 
For centuries, the primary responsibility of the museums and historic sites were to 
preserve the past-gather, store and study the things of human and the natural past-and 
to" ' raise ' the level of public understanding, to 'elevate' the spirits of its visitors, and to 
refine and ' uplift' the common taste" (Weil , 2002, p. 196). The new heights to which 
those visitors would be raised would of course be determined by the refined tastes of the 
privileged classes and the scholarly precision of the curators drawn from their ranks 
(Hein, 2000, p.60; Hooper-Greenhill , 1992, p.210; Weil, 2002, p.28). This mission of 
inculcation, of the museum as a thing done to visitors, would dominate the thi nking in 
and about museums until the final decades of the last centu ry (Wei!, 2002). 
Following the same contours as the debate in history education, what fi nal ly 
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changed in museums was part of the larger shift in education away from didactic 
pedagogies and behaviori sm towards a new model, influenced by the educat ional works 
of John Dewey, Maria Montessori , and Jerome Bruner, and psychologists Jean Piaget and 
L.V. Vygotsky, that emphasized student-centered, rather than object- or subject-centered 
learning, self-directed learning and discovery to construct meaning (Hein, 2000, pp. 116-
7). These methods , along with the idea that the central task of teaching is not to transmit 
knowledge to students, but to guide them in their learning, have come to be known as 
constructivism (Hooper-Greenhill, 2002; Hein, 2002). As constructivist theories became 
more broadly accepted, it forced changes within museum operations that shifted the 
emphasis away from a curatorial hegemony and the primacy of the object, towards a 
more visitor-experience-centered model. 
At the heart of constructivist learning in museums is "free-choice learning"; that 
museums are settings in which visitors have the opportunity to control their own learning 
and the variables that affect learning, such as visitor choice (Do I want to go to the 
museum?), interest (Do I want to learn this? To what degree?), motivation (Why do I 
want to learn this?), and locus of control (Do I want to go here or over there?) (Falk & 
Dierking, 2000). 
Adding to the complexity of understanding learning in museums is the socio-
cultural context in which most visitors choose to attend. For example, a pair of visitors 
who plan a day together, coming with certain expectations about what and bow much 
they should see, view several exhibits, sometimes together, sometimes individually, 
discussing what they see, and leaving when mutually agreed, will have different learning 
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experiences than an individual in a large, organized group that is moved through an 
exhibit, engage in a pre-determined learning activity, and leave at a pre-determined time. 
(Csikszentmihalyi & Hermanson, 2001; Falk & Dierking, 2000; Hoeper-Greenhill, 
200 lb; Rennie & Johnston, 2007). 
Further, learning that takes place is not always immediately apparent. The long-
term impact of a museum visit cannot be known until the individual determines what 
relevance the museum experience has in his or her life and how that experience transfers 
from the context of the museum to his or her life (Anderson, Storksdeick, and Speck, 
2007; Rennie & Johnston, 2007). 
While the variables that dictate how individuals encounter museums might appear 
to be too idiosyncratic to be broadly effective, it is that idiosyncratically applied range of 
variables that Jessica Davis and Howard Gardner (2001) note as central to creating 
"individual-centered museums" that could compliment the more structured learning 
found in schools. This notion of the individual-centered museum comes into clearer focus 
as Eilean Hoeper-Greenhill (2007) describes the results of her multi-year study of 
educational outcomes in 39 separate museums across Great Britain: 
Learning in museums emerges as embodied, immersive, holistic, individualized, 
performative and identity-related. Museums stimulate the desire to know and try 
harder; they stimulate a "readiness to learn," and success in learning through the 
"serious play" experienced in museums enables learners to feel more confident, to 
being to develop resilience and receptiveness and potentially to develop a stronger 
self-image. Museums clearly have the opportunity to present themselves as 
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powerful sites for learning in po t-modernity. (p. 12) 
It is in harnessing the ele ments that stimulate the desire to know, the read iness to 
learn, and learning through "serious play" that we can most effectively use mu eums and 
hi storic sites to bridge the chasm between traditionally divided teacher education 
programs. In order to successfully integrate hi toric sites into teacher education and 
professional development programs, we mu t move away from a general di cu sion of 
museum education towards a better specific understand what effect these myriad factor 
have on building hi storical thinking skill . 
Summary 
Throughout the history of American chooling, historians and students of hi story have 
understood and encountered history in fundamentally different ways. For mo t students, 
history is as presented in textbook : an authoritative, singular collection of facts, of 
names and dates, that when memorized, tudent of it can be said to ' know' hi tory. 
Frequently, these students na"ive conception of history is reinforced by inaccurate popular 
movies, and by teachers whose own weakne se in their understandings of history dri ve 
them to emphasize "obvious, cheerful, and stereotypical" versions of a historical 
nan·ati ve. 
However, for historians, history i fu ndamentally an inquiry-based, problem-
solving di scipline that requires the synthe i of multiple sources to arrive at rea oned 
conclusions, based on their reading of mul tiple ources, viewing events fro m multiple 
perspectives, using cognitive processes de cribed as " hi storical thinking." And there is 
significant evidence that shows that when tudents use multiple texts rather than 
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textbooks, employ historical thinking skill s and trategies to decipher historica l meaning, 
and in general , encounter hi story as hi torians, they do so with greater interest, 
understand it in greater depth , and deve lop more ophi ticated under tanding of the world 
around them. 
However, to encourage these practices in chools, significant emphasis needs to 
be made in improving training for teachers while they are still in pre- ervice preparation 
programs, as profess ional development, however well structured or intended often has 
little effect on the fund amentals of how experienced history teachers teach. Neither is it 
sufficient to allow history profes ors to model 'chalk and talk' methods and expect 
teachers to intuitively understand that these lectures reveal the product of historical study, 
not the processes of it. Nor is it sufficient to al low schools of education to train teacher 
in pedagogy divorced from its content root . Teacher must have u eful materials and 
settings that support student-learning, encourage critical investigati on of historical topics, 
and inquiry-based experiences with authentic historic resources. 
One of the most promi ing directions for teacher training is the increased attempts 
to incorporate historic sites into teacher training and professional. With their emphasis on 
providing learner-directed, free-choice learning experiences, integrating hi storic sites into 
history education provides a critical setting that more closely mimics the experiences of 
histori ans working to construct hi tory than traditional classroom settings. However, too 
little is known or understood about how to effectively use these histori c sites into 
professional development to ensure meaningful ou tcomes. 
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3. INCORPORATING HYPERMEDIA TOOLS TO DEVELOP HISTORICAL 
THINKING AT HISTORICAL SITES 
If schools of education and professional development programs are not fully preparing 
hi story teachers to teach history, and weigh hi torical evidence, replete with it 
complexitie , and they are thus unable to pas these critical thinking ski lls on to their 
tudent , it is incumbent upon historic ite as tewards of history, to bridge thi gap. If 
hi storic sites can demonstrably improve hi toric thinking skill s, then they can work with 
greater efficacy with teacher training programs and K-12 schools to improve teacher and 
student historical thinking. The question must then be asked: How can historic ites can 
help to improve historical thinking? 
The Old North Church, Boston, in partner hip with the Massachusetts Institute for 
Technology's (MIT's) HyperStudio Laboratory for Digital Humanities used the Berliner 
sehen project software to create an online educational program, entitled "Tories, Timid or 
True Blue?" (TTTB), to provide acce to Old North ' archival collection and created 
interactive modules that teach students and visitors how historical information i 
gathered , constructed, and interpreted. 
Originally designed for tudent in German Studies, Berliner sehen enables 
students to explore multiple narratives, derive evidence from a wealth of historical 
document , and create compelling argument through the use of original source . The 
original Berliner sehen project con ist of everal hours of natural conversation with 
Berlin residents from different social background which acquaint students with the many 
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facets of individual lives. Together with an extensive archive of texts, images, and 
historical audio and video documents, Berliner sehen's innovative user interface 
highlights the exploration, comprehension, and interpretation of primary documents 
within their social and historical contexts. Students collect and share media documents 
with their fell ow students and thus gain a deeper understanding of hi story through 
collaboration and acti ve learning. 
Distinct from static document-based programs the adaptation of Berliner sehen 
interface for Tories, Timid, or True Blue? presents archival material in a series of 
relational fields (Landow, 2006) that most closely mimics how historians and hi story 
practitioners encounter and understand hi storical information. 
Building on Hooper-Greenhill' s (2007) the idea of "serious play" and Davis and 
Gardner's (2001) "individualized museums," and based on Wineburg's heuristics for 
developing historical thinking (sourcing, corroboration, and contextualization), TTTB 
allows users to raise questions about how history is constructed , who gets to have a say, 
and experience the idiosyncratic quality of histOiical interpretation. 
TTTB User Scenario 
To provide context for the following discussion about how teachers interacted 
with and subsequently used the information gleaned from TTTB to interpret the Old 
No1th Church, what fo llows is a user scenario outlining the program elements of the 
Byles module. The other three program modules (Pulling, Gage, and Humphries) fo llow 
the same format and are available in Appendix A. 
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Introductory screen 
The first screen users encounter is the introductory screen (Figure 1) featuring an 
introductory scenario for the investigation and a map of the 1723 pew plan from the 
interior of the Old North Church. Embedded in the pew map are "hot spots" that indicate 
entry points for the larger investigation. 
Figure 1: Introductory Screen 
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For example, to choose to investigate the Byles module, a user would use a 
mouse-click on the Byles hot spot (top left-center of the pew map). In choosing this 
module, a pop-up window would appear that lays out the particular set of circumstances 
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that Mather Byles faced on the eve of the Revolution. 
Biographical Modules 
Figure 2: Mather Byles Scenario 
Mather Byles. Jr. 
Morning . April18, 1775· The Proprietors of the Old North Church meet to discuss, once 
again, their ongoing dispute with the church's Rector, the Rev. Mather Byles, J r. A rumor 
has spread that Byles is negotiating with an Anglican congregation in Portsmouth, NH to 
become their Rector. After years of conflict over money and ideology, the Proprietors have 
had enough; they send a committee to Byles's house to ask, once and f or all, what his 
intentions are. Is he committed to serving the Old North or is he leaving f or Portsmouth ? 
Mather Byles, Jr. is a husband, father, and newly converted Anglican minister. He replaces 
Old North 's beloved founding Rector, Dr. Timothy Cutler, who had died after 40 years of 
spi ritual leadership. The congregation bas high expectations for Byles-expectations he is 
unable to live up to. His father, also a minister, is a much beloved figure in Boston despite his 
staunch loyalty to the Crown. Rev. Byles, Sr. is known for his sense of humor and charm . Rev. 
Byles Jr., it seems, does not share his father's friendly nature. Almost immediately, Byles and 
church leaders are arguing over his salary and later over his loyal ism. 
As a leader in the Anglican community, Byles speaks out against the "fooli shness" of the 
Patriot cause. But many members of Old North's congregation are employed in the maritime 
trades and, devastated by the closure of the port of Boston, ha,·e sided with the rebels. They 
are unhappy being reminded in Byles's weekly sermons that the Old North is the King's 
church and oftheir duty to the Crm.vn. As tempers flare in the city, tension rises in the 
congregation. 
With war looming, the offer to serve St. J ohn's in Portsmouth is very tempting to Byles. A 
prosperous seaport north of Boston, Portsmouth is still a welcoming place for Loyalists. And 
he would have the opportunity to negotiate a more agreeable salary to support his large 
family. 
However, Byles has strong ties to Boston , his family tree extending all the way back to the 
founding of the city. It would be hard to leave. And members of his immediate family have 
fallen ill. On April 3rd, he buries his daughter Mary at the Old North and his ,..,~fe is also very 
sick; a move might be too much for her. Could be bear to lose another loved one? 
At the close of this scenario is a central guide question: "Did Mather Byles leave 
Boston for Portsmouth?" This question is embedded in a navigation bar that brings users 
to the next screen, the document workspace. (Figure 3.) 
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Document Workspace 
Figure 3: Document Workspace 
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This workspace offers 18 documents -both primary and secondary sources-with 
which users are to determine what Mather Byles did and did not do in response to his 
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circumstances. To access these documents, users must drag and drop them into the center 
screen (Figure 4). 
Figure 4: Document Selection 
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Inside the document viewer, there are three distinct elements: Guide questions, 
document image, and document citation. 
To help users focus on what is most important in each document, on the left side 
of the workspace is a set of questions to consider. For each module there are only 10 
questions, but each question only appears when the document presented can help answer 
that question. For example, the Proprietor Accounts (pictured in Figure 4) is presented 
with the three questions: 
1. Did Mather Byles leave Boston for Portsmouth? 
2. Is there any evidence that Byles left the Old North? 
3. What are some of the personal and professional factors that may have influenced 
Byles ' s decision to leave Old North? 
As indicated in Figure 5, these are only three of the questions that guide the larger 
documentary investigation, ultimately moving towards a determination of what it was 
that Mather Byles did on the eve of Revolution. The full set of guide questions as 
pictured in Figure 5 are available as part of the tool bar at the top of the document 
workspace. 
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Figure 5: Guide Questions 
QL"ESTIONS TO CONSID.ER 
Is there any e,·idence that Byles left the Old Xortb? 
\\bere did Byles live after 1?'"'5? 
Is there any e,·idence from Portsmouth to mdicate that Byles e,·er li,·ed or worked there? 
If he didn "t lea,·e Boston after he was fired. ts there any e,·idence to suggest/ explain when he did 
lea,·e? 
\\bat are some of the personal and professional factors that may have influenced Byles's 
decision to lea,·e Boston? 
Is there any e\-idence that indicates where he spent the years during or after the war and '"nat his 
life might be like? 
Is there an~· e\-idence to suggest what happened to his extended family (mother, father, sisters, 
or brothers)? 
\\bat did Byles do before coming to the Old Xortb Church? 
\\bat role did the Mather and Byles families play in Boston before the Re,·olution? 
In the center panel of the document viewer is an image of the document for 
investigation. Users have two options for document views: 1) users may view an enlarged 
document image [figure 6] or 2) may view a transcription of the document [figure 7] for 
ease of reading. 
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Figure 6: Enlarged document image 
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Figure 7: Document transcription 
Proprietor Accounts, April 18, 1775 
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Users may view as many documents, as often as they would like, in order to 
answer the central guide question. After viewing each document, they are given the 
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option to save the document for future u e. When they save it, they must add a hort 
comment explaining why or what evidence this provides to address the larger question. 
Interpretation Screen 
When their documentary inve tigation is complete, users move to an 
Interpretation screen (Figure 8). Here, u er take the evidence gathered from the different 
documents and write a short interpretive e ay an wering the central guide question. 
Figure 8: Interpretation screen 
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After users have completed their essay, they may leave the program or go back to 
the beginning and investigate a different module. Each module follows the same process, 
however, the scenarios (See Appendix A) and historic documents (See Appendix B) 
attached to each module is different. 
Summary 
In the chapter 5, we will see how the use of TTTB as a pre-visit activity affects 
the teachers' ability to critically encounter and to interpret the physical environs Old 
North Church, including, what, if any effect it has on their facility to engage in hi storical 
th inking at the site . However, before that aspect of the study can take place, it is critical 
to assess Wineburg's framework for historical thinking to determine applicability at 
hi storic sites. 
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4. HISTORIANS AND HISTORICAL THINKING AT HISTORIC SITES 
Historical inquiry requires facility with the countless types of evidence necessary for 
building a full sense of an historical period or event. However, contemporary history 
education has emphasized using only textual documents and pictorial evidence when 
attempting to encourage hi storical thinking. This condition is largely based on the use of 
W.ineburg's 199 1 study in which he uses documentary and pictorial evidence to 
understand how historians make sense of historical evidence. As we saw in the previous 
chapter, it is possible to stimulate such historical thinking using multiple documents, but 
it is not known how historical thinking presents when historians encounter historic 
buildings or built environments. As this study is intended to better understand how to use 
historic sites to encourage historical thinking, it is essential to understand what it means 
to think historically in relation to evidence other than textual documents, specifically, 
historic buildings. Thus, before we can make any determination of effectiveness in using 
a program like TTTB to encourage historical thinking at a historic site, we must establish 
what historical thinking looks like at an historic site. The following study addresses that 
need, investigates what historical thinking using an historic site entails, and proposes a 
framework against which historical thinking may be assessed. This framework is used in 
the subsequent chapters to determine what effect, if any, TTTB had on teacher historical 
thinking in their unmediated encounters with hi storic sites. 
Considering Historical Thinking and Types of Historical Evidence 
Wineburg 's precepts for historical thinking provide the most widely accepted measure for 
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discerning how historians think about the materials they use to construct hi sto ry. Since 
the publication of Wineburg's study, the term "historical thinking" has become part of the 
professional parlance of history educators, with its own body of literatu re3, and 
innumerable professional conference sessions4 on the topic. If, as Bruner (1960) argues, 
for students to learn hi story, they must behave as historians, then Wineburg' s heuristics 
(corroboration, sourcing, contextualization) to date, represent the most accepted 
procedures for engendering those behaviors in students. 
As such , much of the subsequent study of student historical thinking has centered 
on either teaching students to use these heuristics as an instructional methodology that 
leads to better understanding of historical events or as the intellectual framework within 
which to encourage inter-textual analysis of historical accounts (De La Paz, 2005; 
Leinhardt & Young, 1996; Nokes, Dole, & Hacker, 2007; Tally & Goldenberg, 2005; 
VanSledright & Kelly, 1998; Wiley & Voss, 1999; Yang, 2003; Yang, 2007). 
The purpose of Wineburg's study was to understand how historians derived 
meaning from documentary and pictorial evidence, thus it is appropri ate that the body of 
literature that has grown arou nd Wineburg' s work has centered on documentary anal ysis. 
However, while documentary analysis is a critical element of historical study, it does not 
represent the full spectrum of hi storical evidence historians consider. In addition to 
documents and pictorial evidence, hi storians use the full range of material culture-
3 As of July 2009, according to the Web of Science database, Wineburg's 1991 art icle has been c ited in I l2 
other peer-reviewed articles. His 200 I book "Historica l Thinking and Other Unnatura l Acts,·· which 
includes a synopsis o f the 199 l study, has become a standard text for many history education methodology 
courses. 
~ In addition to other conferences, The National Council for History Education and The National Council 
on the Socia l Studies Annual Conferences li st "historical thinking" as o ne of the subcategories for 
conference sessions, on par with topics like "Media Li teracy" and "Historica l Content." 
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artifacts, buildings, landscapes, and other ephemera- to construct their understanding of 
historical agents and events. Yet, at this time, there appear to be no publ.ished accounts of 
the applicability of Wineburg's heuristics to the use of historical materials beyond the 
documentary in neither general, nor historic buildings/built environments in particular. 
Thus, before undertaking a larger investigation into the use of historical buildings 
for the purpose of improving historical thinking, we must establish whether or not 
Wineburg's heuristics hold true for constructing meaning at historic sites/built 
environments. Next, it must be determined if these are the only appropri ate guidelines for 
what could be considered historical thinking when historic sites/built environments are 
involved. 
This part of the study seeks to contribute to our understanding of the problem of 
effectively encouraging historical thinking by evaluating, and if necessary, modifying 
Wineburg's heuristics for historical thinking to determine if it is applicable to the 
problem-solving activities historians use at historic sites. Thus, to determine if the 
practices outlined in the current framework for historical thinking, Wineburg ' s heuristics, 
are most reflective of how historians encounter historic sites, this study is a replication of 
the 1991 study from which these Wineburg 's heuristics were derived to see what, if any, 
difference exists between how historians encounter buildings as distinct from documents. 
Population 
Following the think aloud procedures laid out by Wineburg, five practicing historians 
toured the Old North Church, Boston, MA and recorded their thoughts and interpretations 
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a they walked through the building. All of the hi torians hold a Ph.D. and are currently 
working in the ir chosen pecialty. Three of the histori ans (H3, H4, and H5) had never 
vi ited the church, or and two (H1 and H2) not been inside in more than 15 years. A ll five 
hi storians expressed a general familiarity with the story of Paul Revere and the lanterns, 
but had no pecific knowledge of the larger hi tory of the Old North. Each u ed hand-
held audio recorders to record their thought a they moved through the bu ilding, but 
were given no additional interpretive media (gu ided tour, reading material s, pamphlets) 
beyond the Old North Church proper. 
Method 
This wi ll be a small replication of the first part of Wineburg's 199 1 (p. 74) study with 
historians and documents, and wi ll follow Wineburg's methods, with appropriate 
modifications. As such, the following provide a comparison between the methodology 
and equence Wineburg used in the 1991 tudy and the modifications made for use in this 
cu rre nt tudy. 
The first portion of the study invo lves presenting subjects with a protoco l to use a 
think aloud procedure and then subsequent application of the think a loud procedure in a 
tour of the Old North Church. Wineburg inu·oduced it accordingly: 
Think-aloud. Subjects practiced the think-aloud procedure using a three-digit 
multiplication program and a erie of anagrams, as recommended by Eric son 
and Simon ( L 984, p. 376). When comfortable using this technique, subjects were 
told that they would be presented with a series of documents about the Battle of 
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Lexington and that their goal wa "to try to understand what happened at 
Lexington Green on the morning of April 19, 1775" (Wineburg, 1991, p. 75). 
Thinking aloud, it seems, does not come naturally, so to ensure clarity of the think-aloud 
protocol, a similar set of puzzles wjjj be used prior to investigation of the Old North 
Church. The tests were administered in the admi ni tration building of the Old North 
Church campus, adjacent to the church. Subject did not have to en ter the Church to enter 
this section of the Old North campus. 
The most signi ficant modification of the Wineburg study is in replacing the set of 
documents with the Old North Church building. Wineburg describes hi procedures as 
follows: 
Presentation of the texts. Subjects read the documents aloud ... . They were 
encouraged to say everything that came to mind as they read but were given no 
specific prompts or probes for when to comment. Only when they fell silent for 
several seconds were they asked "What are you thinking?" or "Why did you 
pause?" Each written document was pre ented twice: first in it complete form 
and then, broken up into individual sentences, each appearing on a eparate 5 in . x 
7 in. index card. This method had the advantage of allowing subjects to first see 
documents as they might appear in a book of hi storical source ... ; al o, during the 
second presentation, it encouraged readers to low down the reading process to 
make it more amenable to thinking aloud. After reading Document 1 for the 
second time, subjects were given two reference sheets containing all eight written 
documents. Subjects were told that the purpo e of these sheets was to eliminate 
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the need to "flip back through the index cru·ds" if they wanted to refer to an earlier 
document (Wineburg, 1991, p. 75). 
In this study, the physical building (Old North Church) replaces the historical 
documents. However, viewing historic bu ildings, rather than documents, tends to be a 
more holistic experience, rather than one that can easily be excerpted as the documents 
mentioned above. To allow the subjects to take in the building in smaller sections, the 
subjects were asked to assess the exterior, including both the building proper and its 
setting; the first floor of the interior, roaming wherever they would like to; and finally the 
second floor galleries of the church. Subjects will be limited to these sections of the 
building, as they are the only publicly accessible parts of the building. 
Continuing with Wineburg's procedures: 
Picture evaluation. When subjects had completed reading the eight written 
documents, they were shown copies of the three paintings, with the name of the 
artist and the date of the painting deleted. They were asked to think aloud as they 
reviewed these paintings. When subjects finished commenting, they were asked 
which of the pictures "most accurately depicts what happened on Lexington 
Green." They were also asked to date each picture (Wineburg, 1991 , p. 75). 
Rather than using photographs as Wineburg did, subjects will be asked which three 
areas/objects (e.g., box pew, the organ , the Newman window, etc.) within the Old North 
best helped them develop an understanding of the meaning, purpose, function , or history 
of the building. 
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Ranking task. After eva luating the picture , subjects were asked to rank the 
written documents in order of their "trustworthiness as sources for understanding 
what happened on Lex ington Green" (Wineburg, 199 1, p. 75). 
After identifying these areas, subjects were asked to rank the three spaces they identif ied 
as to the ir ab ility to provide the mo t reliable clue a to the meaning, purpo e, function, 
or history of the building. 
Finally, for Wineburg's procedures: 
Identification of terms. After the ranking task, subjects were a ked to identify 12 
terms (names, events, and concepts drawn fro m the Colonial period) as a rough 
measure of background knowledge. (Students completed thi s task as part of the 
written pretest described above.) The following terms were identified: (a) Olive 
Branch Petition; (b) George Grenville; (c) virtual representation; (d) Salutary 
Neglect;(e) Townshend Acts; (f) Quebec Act; (g) Proclamation of 1763; (h) 
Pontiac; (i) Battle of Saratoga; j ) "one by land, two by sea"; (k) internal taxation; 
and (1) Fort Ticonderoga (Wineburg, 199 1, p. 75). 
As these two studies investigate materials of the same time period, merely events 
at the opposite ends of the same day, in the same time period, we will use the same terms. 
These terms were used to help determine the level of prior knowledge specific to the time 
period most closely associated with the core story of the Old North Church (American 
Revolution, Paul Revere and the lantern hanging, etc .) 
Wineburg did not include interviews in hi s study, but in this current study, short 
interviews were conducted following the tour , whereupon, subjects were asked 
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explicitly: 
1) How working with buildings differ from working with document ; 
2) How they understand buildings differently from documents. What do they see 
as the differences? 
3) How do they construct meaning out of buildings? 
So while following Wineburg' procedure closely, the shift from 2-dimen ional 
to 3-dimensional evidence necessitated rea onable alterations. 
Categorization of Responses 
After recording history practitioners' utterances at the Old North , their responses will be 
categorized in accordance with Wineburg' heuristics to determine whether or not thi 
categorization scheme is applicable. If they are not applicable, more suitable categories 
will be developed. 
Historian In terviews 
This tudy used five historians of varying experience and disciplinary specialties. After 
conducting the interviews, significant differences between the histori ans in terms of years 
of experience, familiarity with the time period, and facility in working with material 
culture became evident. The historians with more expert knowledge working with 
material culture and buildings simply 'read' the bui lding, but often struggled to describe 
the specific strategies they tacitly employed (Chi, 2006). Similarly, the hi torians with 
greater experience in the time period spoke almost entirely of the content connection 
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they could make with their prior knowledge, u ing fragmentary cues to activate a schema 
that yields a set of 'good' possible interpretation (Chi , Feltovich, & Glaser, 198 1). 
Conversely, those with less experience in the time period or with materi al culture more 
openly employed 'metastatements' (Simon & Simon, 1978) about the thinking trategies 
they were using to make meaning. 
Thus, in order to properly contextualize the commentary provided by the 
historian , prior to analyzing the tran cript of their tours, they were ranked according to 
their relative experience, based on the continuum of skills and domai n knowledge that 
would be most helpful in interpreting the Old North Church as an historic site: Area of 
speciali zation, primary evidentiary material, number of years as a professional historian , 
and number of correct responses to the term identifications (as listed in the methodology 
section.) Thus, rankings were determjned u ing the following criteria/point values: 
Table 3: Criteria for historian rankings 
3 points (most expert 2 (moderate expert 1 (least expert 
knowledge) knowledge) knowledge) 
Area of Early American American History Non-American 
Specialization History (Pre- 1789) (Post- 1789) History 
Primary evidentiary Works primarily with Works equally with Works primarily 
material artifacts/buildings artifacts/buildings and with documents 
documents 
Number of years as a 20+ years 10-19 years 1-9 years 
professional historian 
(calculated upon 
completion of PhD.) 
Term identification 9-12 correct respon es 5-8 correct responses 0-4 correct 
respon e 
The hi storians were ranked accordingly: 
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Table 4. Historian Rankings 
Histor- Area of Primary evidentiary Years as Term Ranking 
ian Specialization material Practicing Identification (1-Most expert 
Historian knowledge to 
5-Least expe1t 
knowledge) 
Hl Early Buildings/Documents 20+ 9-12 1 
American 
H2 American Documents 20+ 9-12 2 
H3 American Buildings/Documents 10-19 0-4 3 
H4 American Buildings/ Artifacts 1-9 0-4 4 
H5 Non-American Documents l-9 0-4 5 
The Challenge of "Reading" Old North Church 
In order to have a sense of the layers and contradictions within the building's visual 
record, the major elements of the church's interior are discussed here to establish some 
sense of the difficulty in reading the "text" presented to the histori ans. 
Known best for its role in the events of April 18, 1775, including Paul Revere's 
infamous midnight ride, and the Henry Wadsw01th Longfellow poem that made it legend, 
the Old N01th Church, was founded in 1723 and remains in its original location on Salem 
Street, Boston. The Old North Church has continuously operated as an active church 
since opening in 1723, closing only for a sh01t period during the Revolution from 1775-
78. As with most hi storic buildings, the current configu ration of the Old North Church is 
an amalgamation of original materials, a series of repairs, changing fashions, restorations, 
and modern intrusions necessary to maintain the building as both a working church and a 
historic site that sees more than 500,000 visitors annually. 
While the primary structure remains largely in its original configuration, the 
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interior of the church currently reflect a 1912 Colonial Revival restoration. fn hort, it is 
decorated the way people in 1912 believed or hoped it looked in 1775, but pai nt analysis 
and subsequent historic structures report confirm that it is not an accu rate reflection of 
how it would have looked during the Revolutionary Era. ln the midst of a massive influx 
of Italian Catholic Immigrants into the neighborhood at the turn of the last century, the 
Church wa stripped of its high Victorian embellishments to more closely re emble a 
simple, white, Congregationalist Meeting Hou e that people think of in a sociation with 
Patriot Boston. The purpose of this rede ign, however, according to Bishop William 
Lawrence, who oversaw the 1912 re toration of the Church, was "that we shall have a 
little oasis of old Americanism right in the midst of that Italian population."5 
Restored in 1912 to its original I 723 floor plan, the interior of the Old North is 
composed of box pews, which individual families during the Colonial era purchased and 
maintained as semi-private property. The e pews, said to have been the highest in all of 
Boston, were designed for both practical and ocial effect. The high walls of the box 
pews, in combination with foot warmers, kept the cold drafts of winter out whi le keeping 
heat in . Social ly, the pew and its location wa a symbol of one's family 's wealth and 
social standing. 
Congregants had to rent their pew if they wanted to worship at Old North. As a 
result, there are significant records indicating who sat where and the duration of their 
tay. Families, as long as they kept up their pew rents, had exclusive use of tho e pew 
and would decorate them to their own ta tes with fine fabrics and furniture. One example 
5 Bishop William Lawrence, Letter to Mr. Kellen, Bar Harbor, Maine. July II , 19 12 (Christ Church in the 
City of Bo ton Archives.) 
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of a decorated pew, the Bay Pew, commemorating the donation from the Bay of 
Honduras shipping company, who donated the funds necessary to build the church 's first 
steeple, sits at the front of the church. 
In many ways, the religious affiliation of the Old North has always set it apart 
from the dominant religious movements in Boston and its North End neighborhood. In 
the 18th century the Old North was an Anglican parish in the middle of Congregationalist 
Boston. As members of the Church of England-the very church whose persecution 
Boston's Puritan forbears left England to escape-the congregation at Old North had a 
large loyalist population and was deeply involved in the commercial and governmental 
pursuits of the Crown within the Colony. However, of all the Anglican pa1ishes in 
Boston, it was considered the most sympathetic to the Patriot cause. Throughout the 19th 
and 20th centuries, the Old North stood as a Protestant church in what became in turn a 
"ghetto" for, in turn , Jewish and Irish and Italian Catholic immigrants. These 
incongruities are rife throughout the physical plant of the Old North. 
Within the church, the altar area is distinctly Anglican in form and fu nction. The organ, 
still it its original location, is also indicative of Anglican, rather than Congregational 
services, where the use of instrumental music was frowned upon. However, the Victorian 
wineglass pulpit and sounding board are most frequently found in New England churches 
in which greater emphasis is placed on preaching than, or in the absence of, the Eucharist. 
The historical and ethnic ties and strains are also evident at Old North. Inside the 
church, there are many different memorial plaques commemorating both Patriots and 
Loyalists who died during the Revolu tion. Similarly, above the congregation fly flags of 
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Great Britain , St. George, and many of the early New England colonies. However, al o 
honored is Reverend William Croswell , believed to be instrumental in precipitating the 
anti-Irish, anti-Catholic feelings that led to the 1834 burning of the Ursuline Convent in 
Charlestown. F inally, the building now used as the gift shop is the deconsecrated chape l 
built in 19 18 for Italian Waldensian Prote tant . 
These multiple themes, time period , philo ophical and religious differences all 
coalesce into a historic site that opens its door to more than 500,000 visitors every year. 
Other than the Guide staff, there are currently no interpretive panels or media that explain 
the layers of history to visitors. Thus, it requires a certain expert knowledge to begin to 
untangle these disparate elements to make en e of them in the context of the physical 
space of the Old North. 
Re ult 
Coding for Historical Thinking 
As previously stated, Wineburg establi hed the following heuristics as intrinsic to 
developing historical thinking: 
Corroboration, the act of comparing documents with one another; 
Sourcing, the act of looking fir t to the source of the document before reading the 
body of the text 
Contextualization, the act of ituating a document in a concrete temporal and 
spatial context. 
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The following is a discussion of the utterance in the historian transcript a they relate to 
these heuristics. 
From Sourcing to Origination 
As described by Wineburg, sourcing involves looking at the source of a document before 
reading the body of the text. He also ind icates that searching for the source of a document 
is one of the first actions historians perform in their attempts to under tand a particular 
document. 
In relation to historic buildings however, sourcing is a problematic heuristic. 
While historians may attempt to ascertain which individual or group of people built a 
building, very few buildings are the result of single authorship in the same way as 
documents. Most public buildings contain layer of financiers, bureaucrats, architect , 
arti ans, laborers, long stretches of time over which all of these actors work in harmony 
or at odds and finally a public who might u e the building differently than originall y 
intended. Thus, authorship is an essentially collecti ve activity, the understanding of 
which is best described as one that combines the "where" (the geography and landscape) 
and a layered, chronological "when" of Wineburg's contextualization (p.80) with the 
"circumstances of document generation" (p.83) of sourc ing, than by sourcing alone. 
However, as with document sourcing, each of the historians sought to estab lish the 
circumstances of the buildings' origin before moving on to subsequent question in their 
inve tigation. 
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H 1, the historian ranked as having mo t expertise in the time period, use of 
buildings for analys is, and number of year of profess ional experience, articulated the 
fi rst part of his process thusly: 
First thing I try to do is try to place it in its original context, to get some idea what 
it originall y looked like when it was originally built, and what... and more 
importantly to me, again thi i what why I am really concerned with what the 
original setting of that building wou ld have been and how that may have changed 
over time. Because, to me, it i really impossible to even begin to understand what 
the intent was of the bui lders and the occupants and the people who were involved 
in that building unless you get a sen e as to what it looked like on its ori ginal 
landscape and not just its original appearance . Urn, so that is the fi rst thing I try to 
get a look around it on the outside before corning in and making sense of it in that 
way. 
At the outset of the church tour, H4, aJ o knowledgeable about the use of buildings in 
historical analysis , clearly attempts to identify the circumstances of generation of the 
building, but also indicates the Jack of single authorship by the use of the plural " people" 
and " their thought process." 
H4-Uh ... (looking toward the steeple) I guess, one of the things, when I look at 
a building that I am not familiar with or don't know that much about, in term of 
its architecture and things like that, I ba ically ask a lot of questions. Uh, 
obviously its got a lot of crosse and all the usual Christian symbols umm .. . So 
my big question would be: how did it. .. how did it get here? Why did they choose 
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this site? Uh, who built it? Uh, What was their . .. I mean, they were probably, I 
guess, based on, you know, the construction of the bu ilding, probably had some 
money to put together. How did they get the money! Did they have subscriptions? 
I don' t know. Maybe pew tax? Or something like that? Uh, you know, who were 
the people who were part of putting this here and what was ... their. . . thought 
process, I guess. 
Similarly, H3 provides an almost identical battery of questions starting with the 
"siting" of the building and the series of choices that any one of the players involved with 
the origin of the building undertook: 
H3-I would start with its siting, its location, ... How the architect, builder or 
designer chose to place the building on the site they had , they would have had a 
parcel plan set aside, and then their next decision would have been where to 
locate the building on that site. Also how big to make the building on that site, did 
they want to use the entire site for the building, or did they need to save some of 
the site for, say, urn, a cemetery, if it' s a church, or some other activity that the 
function of the building might have needed. So that we would see when we walk 
around the building to see maybe how the urn, the rest of the site is used, so, so so 
yes, they have the land, they have to decide how big to make the build ing, then 
how to face the building on the site .... Where urn, why the building is where it is. 
So in terms of siting that is where I would start with that, j ust even, its location, 
umm ... 
Throughout these exchanges, it is clear that all three hi storians are attempting to 
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discern the origins of the building; not necessarily in the sense of "who made it?" but 
rather "how did it come to be in this place?'' And unlike determining the source or 
attribution of a document, in relation to a building, there is no one statement that could 
answer that question. However, the questions they present offer an attempt at situating 
the building in a series of contexts-economic, social, religious, geographic-to 
determine why the building exists as it does. Similarly, the remaining historians also 
sought to answer these questions before moving into a larger analysis of the building. 
Thus, rather than using sourcing as the standard for historical thi nking, it would 
appear that what the historians are attempting to understand is the larger question of 
Origination, rather than singular documentary authorship. 
From Corroboration to Correspondence 
Wineburg defines corroboration as "the act of comparing documents with one another" 
for the purpose of checking " important details against each other before accepting them 
as plausible or likely" (Wineburg, p.77). 
Within cityscapes, particularly one with as diverse a body of available 
architectural forms as Boston, it is easy to imagine that historians could compare one 
building to another. And certainly, within the historian interviews, each of the hi storians 
references the buildings surrounding the Old North Church to derive some type of 
meaning from the available evidence. Thi s referencing, however, is much more akin to 
contextualization-understanding the where and when of historical events-than it is to 
corroboration. 
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Unlike documents, which can be compared side by side, buildings are not nearly 
as portable, making it impossible for historians to complete a side-by-side compari son of 
the Old North Church to buildings other than the ones next to which it is situated. 
Further, the historians cannot check "important detail s" of a building to see if they are 
"plausible" or "likely." The "details" of a building simply are. They exist. There is 
nothing "plausible" about the features that from which they attempt to derive meaning. 
The most approximate documentary equivalent of a building is the U.S. 
Constitution. Ultimately, what was in the originally ratified Constitution (i.e., the 
completion of construction) was the product of a series of arguments and counter 
arguments for or against some specific provision. It is the product of the negotiations that 
we study, the conclusions. Historians can then go back and study the negotiations 
themselves (or in the case of the Constitution be frustrated by the Framer's collective 
agreement to destroy their process notes) or use the Constitution itself to frame future 
questions for inquiry. As a document, it can be revised and amended (also through a 
series of negotiations, each with their own implication) but those are amendments to the 
original and are seen as such. The amendments are worthy of study on their own. The 
original is worthy of study on its own. You can pick a date and choose how many of the 
amendments you want to deal with in your study. But however you set up your study, you 
are working from a known set of conclusions. 
Not all documents work off of these conclusion. Some documents just provide 
raw data--individual notes, personal letters, vital records, etc.-- giving only a sliver of the 
picture of any particular historical moment. The creation of these documents can be made 
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in passing, as part of a process, as a singular reflection on an event, but they provide the 
data whjch historians can use to construct their conclusions about may or may not have 
happened. But the data that most documents provide are rare ly the result of the 
deliberative choices that are required for the construction of something as complicated as 
a constitution or a building, and therefore often reflect less 'processed' info rmation. 
Thus, the hlstorians in the present study consistentl y refer to building elements as 
a set of choices and describe other buildings where sirilllar sets of choices were made-
both in terms of the physical structure of the building, as well as the physical expressions 
of the religious and social workings of the church-to other, different churches and 
historic buildings from sirilllar time periods. 
Alright, what do I see? ... church architecture is not my specialty, so, urn, and I' ve 
seen this in a several of churches out here, that I am not as farillliar with where I 
come from, the Midwest, the thing hanging over the pulpit. When I' ve seen that ... 
I don't know what to do with that. . . So if someone were to ask me, that would be 
the first question that I would ask. What can you tell me about why that thing 
hangs over the pulpit? Um. I am also really interested in the pew boxes because 
that is something that I am not so farillliar with , um, I would imagine, that looking 
at thi s church, what I draw from mainly is my own religious background, urn, I 
grew up Catholic, so, none of the churches I went to, looked like this, they didn' t 
have pew boxes ... or that thing hanging over the ... but obviously there are some 
sirilllarities, so I recogruze some basic things, these are pews, the altar is up there, 
the pulpit. .. altar rail, so, urn, in trying to make sense of this, the closest thing I 
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have to come up with is going back what I grew up with. 
Here, H4 identifies the "known" elements of church architectu re and decoration 
("so I recognize some basic things, these are pews, the altar is up there, the pulpit. .. altar 
rail"), but, as she surveys the interior of the church, she holds three specific forms in her 
mind 's eye: her sense of distinct geographic features ("where I come from, the Midwest, 
the thing hanging over the pulpit"); her sense of what a Catholic Church looks like 
("none of the churches I went to, looked like thi s"); her sense of the religious practice and 
rites of the Catholicism in which she was raised ("in trying to make sense of this, the 
closest thing I have to come up with is going back what I grew up with"). 
Thus, in her attempt to make meaning out of what is presented to her in the fo rm 
of a church, H4 does attempt to find the relationships between what she sees with what 
other information about the church. However, the inability to make side-by-side 
comparisons with other churches leaves H4 to consu·uct her information in relation to a 
mental model of a church, and thus establishes her childhood, Midwestern, Catholic 
church as the canonical form of what a church looks like and how it functions. From this 
mental model , H4 not only attempts to geographically situate the church via distinct New 
England vernacular features (box pews, sounding board over the pulpit), but also the 
conventions of the faith practiced within the church (inclusion of an altar rail). 
Throughout the interviews, in addition to using their own personal houses of 
worship as a basis for comparison, each of the historians offered a range of historic 
churches that they cite in their attempts to discern meaning: Christ Church, Philadelphia; 
Presbyterian Church, New Castle Delaware; Immanuel on the Green, New Castle 
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Delaware; the works of Sir Christopher Wren; Old South Meetinghouse, Boston; Trinity 
Church, Boston; collectively, the Catholic Churches of France and Italy. Employing a 
"Goldilocks" strategy, the historians used these buildings to situate the Old North within 
a cluster of buildings, which they declared either more or less ornate, of 
contemporaneous design, or similar religious expression. 
In terms of design and ornamentation, the historians would indicate a cluster of 
buildings within which to situate the Old North and draw out comparisons. For example, 
throughout her tour, H5, being less familiar with American churches, uses the 
ornamentation as a framework in which to situate Old North: 
Table 5. Detail of HS's Corroboration 
Less Ornamentation Most Approximate More Ornamentation 
... maybe that's just the image ... well it's very comparable also interesting is all the li ght 
I' ve had because everything to the buildings in that is in this place is so 
that is o ld where I a m from Philadelphia different from churches in 
[West Virginia] is quite Dijon, where they are big grey 
rugged .. . we do have some tombs. l mean, they have some 
18th C stuff left, but it' s like wi ndows, but they are mostly 
logs .. . Um, but you know the stained glass, they don't have 
buildings were built of logs nearly as many windows 
I'm always on the continent, Wow, it is just really so 
so I don't even have any different from European 
images in my head of British cathedrals ... 
Churches of thi s time 
this is really curious to me 
because I have never seen a 
church set up like this 
before .. . but it does look like 
the buildings in Phi ladelphia 
that I visited 
they look more like some form 
of strict Congregational ists 
with this austere setting 
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For example, upon entering the main body of the church, H5 situated the Old 
North thusly: 
It's, I wouldn ' t say it's ornate in a European sense, like a church in Italy, or 
France or Spain, but there's certainly more interior decoration than you would 
find in for example the old Presbyterian Church in New Castle Delaware, which is 
right across the Green from Immanuel on the Green with is the Episcopal church. 
Both are rather severe, rather plain, but the Presbyterian Church especially. 
Beyond merely comparing ornamentation and form, the historians attempt to 
answer the question of the fu nction that the building served and how that is expressed 
within the space. For example, H3, illustrates how making meaning of the form informs 
the understanding of the function of the building: 
H3-Uh, the Pews have numbers, that would tell you that somehow they are 
keeping track of who has what number that people don't come in willy-nilly and 
just sit anywhere. In fact they don't they have little nameplates so that even that 
would be part of the, urn, system of the community that you would have your own 
particular pew and uh, again, we could probably find out, oh, they had to pay rent, 
that was some way of uh, uh, making income for the church. But again, there is a 
structure here, so you didn' t just come in and sit anywhere, it wasn't free 
flowing ... you didn't sort of come and leave once you got your box you didn ' t 
leave until everyone else left. And again that would be interesting to compare 
with what we know about the particular uh, habits of the service, and and the in 
that denomination. So you can take the space and parallel it with what you know 
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about American Religious practice . .. and that would be interesting to see how 
that worked out. 
Thus, it appears that the historians are engaged less in the act of corroborating 
plausible details of other churches with that of the Old North, but are engaged in 
something that might be better described as correspondence . Correspondence is defined 
as: the agreement of or relation between sets in which each member of one set is 
associated with one or more members of the other; to compare function. With 
correspondence, historians attempt to check the architectural features and the procedural 
workings of the Old No11h as an historic church with their prior understanding of the 
form, functions, duties, or rituals of other churches or hi storic buildings encountered. 
The ability to perform this check is dependent upon both the capacity to seek out 
corresponding visual analogs (specific to distinct architectural features), but also the 
functional community elements (e.g., Anglican services vs. Congregationalist services; 
understanding relative community wealth; skill of builders; etc.) with which the 
historians are familiar. The primary question historians appear to be asking themselves is 
'How does what they do/did here compare with what they have done elsewhere that I can 
recall?" 
These questions of form and function of the building operate as distinct from 
questions regarding documentary accounts of events that may or may not have taken 
place within its walls. 
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Contextua/ization 
Wineburg defi nes contextualization as the act of situating a document in concrete 
temporal and spatial context. With contextualization, hi storians, Wineburg asserts, seek 
to answer the questions of the "when" and "where" of a particular historical event. 
The historians do employ contextualization, as Wineburg defines it, throughout 
their tours of the Old North. In fact, throughout this study, it became clear that 
contextualization is nearly omnipresent in the historians' tours. This is not surpri sing 
given the role it plays in grounding historical thinking in time and place. As hi storian 
David Glassberg (200 1) notes, 
Our sense of place and of history are inextricably intertwined. Every sense of 
place is also a sense of time; at the individual level we describe space as time 
(something is thirty minutes away) and time as space (the past is near or distant). 
We can perceive different times in the same place, as we move to a new housing 
development and fill our homes with family heirlooms, or look at a field and 
remember what used to be there, while imagining what will be there in the future. 
(p. 125) 
When encountering the Old North Church, the question of where is resolved 
without having to ask it. The where is the Old North Church, in the North End of Boston. 
The when becomes the multiple layers of time and social conditions during which various 
events took place. However, as distinct from situating a document in a single time or 
place, the historians in their discussion of the Old North sift through the strata of time 
evident within a single place to place individual , events, or building elements within 
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their proper place. Rather than being a static attempt to date e lements, the historians 
constantly move between the time periods. Thus, contextualization is about sorting 
through the layers of evidence available and placing the individuals, events, or building 
e lements within the layer most appropriate to further the discuss ion, sifting and relegating 
anachronistic e lements to their appropriate time period or place. 
To this point, few differences have emerged between the historians based on their 
experience levels, however, the ability to properly contextual ize the buildings relies to a 
great extent on the specific prior knowledge that historians bring to the process. It is with 
contextualization that the differences in experience level begin to emerge. 
For example, Hl and H2, who have the greatest prior knowledge of the time 
periods and movements most relevant to understanding the Old North, are able to 
establish contextual strata of time across a 300 year sweep of Bostonian history: 
H l - It says Christ Church 1723, which of course right off the bat tells you that 
this is not a Puritan Church, but a Church of England church. Which is interesting 
particularly too, when you think of Copp's Hill , the cemetery right up the street, 
being one of the leading Puritan cemeteries in Boston. So here we have an image 
of Anglican royal authority in the middle of Puritan Patriot Boston .... and this is a 
really cool example of a nice 18th century building that shows that, uh, increasing 
prosperity that, uh, rational order. .. that the citizens were talking about 
EnEghtenment, in, in , in many ways in coming to America, and also too, the large 
impressive size of this church. To think of how well built the church must have 
been almost 300 years ago to be till standing today. Now, its historical 
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significance may have something to do with that, but just looking at it it looks like 
really good shape and is an indication again too of the wealth and prominence of 
Boston in the early 18th century. And I couldn ' t help when I was driving in , 
coming over Mysticffobin bridge, there the church dominates the 18th century 
township that really much of the North End still looks like. 
This passage is particularly rich because of the frequency and multi-directional 
shifts H 1 uses to place the Old Nolth within its historical context. H1 's consideration of 
the contextual layers of Old North can be visualized as shown in Figure 1. H 1 begins hi s 
discussion in 18th century Boston, reaches back into the 17th European history, and ties it 
in with his 21st-century experience of the site. 
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Figure 9. H l 's Visualization of Contextual Strata at the Old North Church 
J 7th Ccu tury 
J th Centu ry 
19th Centu•1' 
20th Century 
historical significance - {implied Paul Revere reference) 
Present ~ 
.\lfystic/Tobin Bridge -------~ North End still looks like ... 
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Similarly, H2 moves between I 690 and the pre ent to declare that by the time of 
Revolution, the Old North wa "already old": 
H2- The uh, the uh juxtapos ition, the Episcopal, or Anglican church in what 
became a largely working class, or Italian community or other ethnic groups I' ve 
always been kind of amu ed by that. The treet Fe ti vals, the th ings hanging over 
the treets; the old men playing bocce bal l; The sign in the back when we went 
into your office for Sir William Phip 's house in the garden across the street. I 
mean, at the time of the Revolution, thi wa already old. 
Figure 10. Visualization of the Contextual Strata of the Old North 
1690 




{CHRIST CHURCll] was already old ( 172:~) 
At titt> of Re\olution (17i5) 
. \nglican/ Episcopal 
(implied Brahmin) +--j uxtaposition __.. 
wo1 king dass, 
Italian community 
(implkd C.·uholic) 
treet festivals. bocce ball __ __, 
Throughout the rest of their tours, H 1, H2, and H3 , make these contex tualizations wi th 
relati ve ease. Conversely, the historians ranked a having the least prior knowledge 
relevant to understanding the Old North, H4 and H5 have considerably more difficulty 
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sorting through the dissonance that the 1912 Colonial Revival restoration create in the 
visual record. Not knowing enough about the Old North, they attempt to piece together 
the e lements to build a consistent picture of a time period, but lack of specific prior 
knowledge inhibits their abiljty to infer further knowledge (Chi, Glaser, & Rees, 1982; 
Falk & Dierking, 2000), and leads them into dead ends. In the example below, H5 
attempts to reconcile what she knows of Anglican with larger religious movement - the 
Reformation, the Pilgrims and Puritan -to explain the lack of ornamentation. Upon 
finding the Bay Pew, decorated in brocade, her interviewer mentions that all of the pews 
would have been similarly decorated. Theca cade of associations that follows he 
quickly fi ll s in the layers of what those decorations would mean in terms of what 
happened to the physical plant of the church ("Oh, so they stripped this all down later?"), 
it's affect on the social fabric of the in titution (" o you could really strut your stuff'), 
and ("Oh, see well this would have been o much more ornate looking ... ") how much 
ornamentation to layer back in to her vi uali zation of the church: 
H5-I don ' t know what the Angl ican call them ... they were pretty lucky with all 
these windows that spared them fire-that they had ail these windows-you 
reall y don ' t need much light in here at all- it is reall y about all I know- a total 
lack of ornamentation, given that they are Anglicans-There is nothing 
ornamental in here-I wonder if they were influenced by the Pilgrims here or 
Puritans or more austere sects to build an austere sects-or maybe the Anglicans 
were up to this too-next time I'm in England I'll go see some old Anglican 
churches to see if they are this plain- Its funny what the Reformation did- Just 
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tripping the churches like this, urn, oh wow somebody had a nice box a nice uh, 
does that go back to the earlie t days? So that i must be like the governor's box? 
Oh, so the members of that trading company sat there. That j ust doesn' t seem 
right in here. Just uh, thi s box all decorated up like that. Oh wow- I guess it' s a 
special box. 
1- 0h, the decorations there? The other boxes would have been decorated li ke 
that. 
H5- 0h, o they stripped this all down later? Oh that would give this church a 
whole different look ... Oh, o you could really strut your stuff. . . interesting ... now, 
I'm changing my whole mind about the place . . .1' m seeing these people si tting in 
their white boxes . . . now they can all j ust decorate . .. such a pity we don' t have 
that. . . Yeah, so we could have had green and yellow and all kind of boxes .. . well , 
thi s would look really different with that. .. so interesting ... I guess that' s it. .. Oh, 
see well this would have been so much more ornate looking . . . well this would 
have looked so different. . . oh, this is uch a fake! 
The addition of this one piece of information about the decoration changed her 
"whole mind about the place," moving the church out from under the sway of the 
austerity of the Pilgrims and Puri tans and firmly back into the High Church Anglican 
fold. Similarl y, H4 clearly identifies the discontinuity between the original High Church 
Anglican features of the Old North , with the more spare elements borne out of the 
Colonial Revival restoration. H4 is clearly attempting to build the contextual layers of the 
church, but is missing key elements neces ary to do so. Of interest is H4 's being unable 
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to properly contextualize what she is seeing and beginning to shift (indicated by **) into 
a series of questions and problem- olving technique : 
H4-the one question I would have about the organ would be when that came 
in ... I don ' t know much about organs, or what not. .. but it wou ld seem that that 
came in later. .. I don ' t know a date ... but it doe n't seem to be part of the original 
equ ipment. It doesn't look to me ... I don ' t know, but that just seems to be my fir t 
impression. It looks ... It looks a little flashy ... compared to the rest of the .. . 
building. So, it surprises me actually. Urn ... It's very beautiful. .. but, um ... all the 
gold, and the ... I guess the ... [ ... ] those are cherubs or angels or something like 
that. . . It' s a lot more ornate than everything else ... with maybe the exception of 
the chandeliers ... I guess .. . are much more simple or subdued ... but then I guess 
you have this little decoration on the railing .. . .it is very simi lar to ... o I guess, I 
would wonder. .. my question if that was added later. . .if that. .. its hard to tell. Urn, 
a slightly different, brighter white, I don ' t know if that means anything at all , but, 
urn ... I don ' t know and I guess that ... reflects my ignorance of exactly what the 
ideals of this particular faith were ... when you come in it seems a little 
more .. .low key . .. so I guess I'm surpri ed by .. . urn, all the gold and all the .. . I 
think the angels up here . .. that. .. I don't know .. .l guess ... this whole part here 
seems really curious to me ... Itju t eem ... maybe it 's the whole white New 
England church thing that kind of says to me austerity ... and then you know, you 
come in and see ... you come back here and see this . . . this big ... you 
know ... um ... **so I guess looking at the organ would also lead me to wonder 
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about what kind of hymns they sang and what the musical part of their service 
was like and if they used if for anything else .. .if they were ... who was the organist 
you know, what was their role in the church? If this was added later, how did they 
pay for it? ... Did they, you know, raise funds for it in the church? Was there a 
tithe? I don ' t know ... That would be one of my first questions: When did it get put 
in? Was this an original part of the building. I guess, I don't know .. . 
In the absence of additional information, once the visual record becomes too muddied 
effectively delineate the strata of time presented, she begins to employ a problem solving 
heuristic, the supposition, (to be discussed below) in an attempt to reconcile the visual 
record with her prior knowledge. 
Wineburg and Beyond 
As indicated thus far, the actions historians engage in when interpreting historic buildings 
are initially very similar to those proposed by Wineburg, but to require reasonable 
modifications to be useful for understanding what hi storians do with historic buildings. 
However, beyond the heuristics Wineburg laid out, there emerged other elements of 
historical thought so consistent, in both frequency and form, throughout the historians' 
interviews, that they merit inclusion in any framework for historical thinking as related to 
historic buildings. 
Supposition 
While Wineburg deals primarily with how historians use the evidence presented to them 
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to construct a sense of what occurred in those documents, he did not fully explore what 
historians did with the absence of that information. Though he did note that two of his 
historians made note of the absence of information, and indicated that this might provide 
a "clue to how historians "find" new research questions" (Wineburg 1991, p.82), he did 
not fully explore it in the 1991 study. It is unclear if what he found was that the historians 
inconsistently applied these strategies to documents, whatever he observed, it is not 
reported within his study. However, buildings are text, but tend to be non-linear in their 
presentation. Thus, the historians, in addition to engaging prior knowledge to interpret the 
building, must infer a good deal of information into what they see, but: 
What is in this way inferred is essentially something imagined. If we look out 
over the sea and perceive a ship and five minutes later look again and perceive it 
in a different place, we find ourselves obliged to imagine it as having occupied 
intermediate positions when we were not looking. (Collingwood, 1993, p. 241) 
What historians do in circumstances that go beyond their prior knowledge is 
consistent with , and the categories thus draw upon the literature related to, the aspect of 
historical thinking described as "historical imagination." 
Use of the word " imagination" on its own is enormously problematic and, given 
its use in common parlance, when applied to historical thought, it is so likely to be 
misunderstood as to be rendered entirely useless. To say, then, that the historians engaged 
in imaginative thought is not to say that what they did was engage in creative "fl ights of 
fancy." Instead, they employed a particular type of imaginative thought, the supposition, 
as a problem-solving strategy with which they can both depart from the evidence 
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presented, as well as root the evidence in that which is known, using what Lee ( 1978), in 
his discussion of historical imagination de cribe as "a very sophisticated mixture of 
imaging, supposing and then more imaging, the latter often accompanied by a contro lled 
f low of associations, and the whole performance tied down to whatever evidence is 
available" (p. 8 1 ). 
How they gather that evidence i e entia) to the entire undettaking and clearly 
evident in the historian tours of the Old North: "First, evidence is created by que tion , 
and what questions ought to be asked i a matter of judgment. ... Second, where 
supposing is concerned, the premises are upplied by the evidence" (Lee, 1984, p. 87). 
Throughout their tours of the Old North , the historians used suppositions in two 
very consistent ways, either as a tentative hypothesis or an "if-then" proposal. 
As in the example of H4 above, the hi torians would occasionally encounter 
element that could not be easily reconciled with prior knowledge or verified by out ide 
ources. (e.g., "The one question I would have about the organ would be when that came 
in .... It looks a little flashy, compared to the re t of the building"). In these in tance , the 
historians began to gathe r evidence, u ually in the form of a series of questions ("Who 
was the organist, you know, what was their role in the church. If this was added later, 
how did they pay for it? Did they rai se funds for it in the church? Was there a tithe?") and 
propose hypotheses-tentative assumption -about what might have happened and why 
("But it would seem that that came in later-1 don't know a date-but it doesn't eem to 
be part of the original equipment"). 
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A with the example above, the e uppo ition were most frequently een m 
instances where the historians had either little experience interpreting s imilar phy ical 
environs, or knew little about the time period6. Frequently, while develop ing said 
hypotheses, historians suggested documentary evidence or alternative sources to answer 
their questions, but in the absence of the materials necessary to resolve the question they 
seemed to file away the information a an intriguing tidbit, mention it as a tarring point 
for future research, or returned to it to try agajn to make sense of it. The exchange below 
is an example of a supposition a hi torical thinking: 
(Interviewer (I) and H5 viewing the recently excavated Newman Window on the 
interior right southern wall of the Old North Church. ) 
HS- Well , after. .. Originally it topped here ... originally it was a window. Or did 
they just wall it up? 
!- They just walled it up. 
HS- Taxes? 
I-What do you mean, "Taxes"? 
HS- I don't know-earlier period in history, people walled up windows for tax 
purposes. 
!- Because people were charged by window? 
HS- Mhmm, but that doesn' t eem like that would apply to a church- o, I mean 
the church seems to have given money, to the Crown in other ways besides direct 
taxation. So why did they wall up the window? 
6 Accordingly, while all the historians executed suppositions, H4 and HS employed them with greater 
frequency than H3, H2, or HI. 
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I-I have no idea. 
H5- And so did they-I mean, has it been there, well , it' s been closed off, right? 
1- Right. 
H5- You don ' t know why they walled it up? 
1-At one point, there was a niche in there where they put the bust of George 
Washington-but it doesn' t really explain why you would block a window to do 
that. 
H5-Right-' cause they have another bust over there and they didn't block a 
window-interesting. The other side doesn't have a window. Maybe-they have a 
little design-maybe somebody who was rich here was getting sun in his eyes-
"Shut that damn window! Wall it up!" 
Here H5 is engaged in a systematic elimination of possible factors that may have 
led the congregation to encase a southern-facing window entirely in brick. The evidence 
is incomplete or misleading and requires a supposition beyond the evidence, but the 
supposition offered is well within the bounds of probable human behavior. However, just 
imagining beyond the evidence is insufficient to consider this ' historical thinking' . In 
order for a supposition to be historical thinking it must be 1) connected to a specific 
physical space, 2) take into consideration specific historic agents, 3) a hypothesis positing 
a plausible solution to or reason for the information gap, 4) that is rooted in specific prior 
historical knowledge. Accordingly, the above excerpt rises to the level of histori cal 
thinking: 
1) Connection to the physical space: Newman Window 
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2) Specific historic agent(s) "they" (members of the congregation; those responsible 
for the maintenance of the church). 
3) Hypothesis: 
a. "Maybe somebody who was rich here was getting sun in his eyes-' Shut 
that damn window! Wall it up! "' 
4) Connection to specific prior historical knowledge: 
a. "Walled up windows for tax purposes?" 
b. "But that doesn ' t seem like that would apply to a church-so, I mean the 
church seems to have given money, to the Crown in other ways besides 
direct taxation." 
In this way, by using very controlled imaginings, the histori ans attempted to solve 
the problems that arose from having an incomplete record before them. With the 
supposition, the historian stacks the information to create an evidentiary foundation from 
which to depart from the known. In other words, "The evidence on its own does not 
resolve the query. Therefore, based on the available evidence, prior knowledge, and how 
I understand the world to work, this is a plausible scenario or outcome." 
Empathetic Insight 
In addition to their attempts to ascertain what the various historic agents at the Old North 
did throughout the centuries, the historians each paused in an attempt to understand or 
describe what the historic agents li kely felt as events unfolded around them. Again, the 
historians attempted to put themselves in the place of the historic agents, but in more than 
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just a sense of sharing a "common form of life at a very basic level with all other 
humans" (Lee, 1984, p.89) . The historians employed a more nuanced type of empathy 
that Lee in hi s study of historical imagination describes as empathy (as achievement): 
Empathy in history is much more like an achievement: it is knowing what 
someone (or some group) believed, valued, felt and sought to attain. It is being in 
a position to entertain (not necessarily to share) these beliefs, and being in a 
position to consider the impact of these emotions (not necessari ly to feel them). 
Empathy as achievement involves grasping the internal connections between an 
agent' s beliefs and goals, or between the values and beliefs of a social group, and 
this is a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for historical understanding (Lee, 
1984, pp. 89-90). 
It is that assertion, that empathy " is necessary but not sufficient for hi storical 
understanding," that distinguishes it from merely identifying or sympathizing with an 
historical agent. In order to fuJly comprehend history, it is essential to grasp the goals and 
intentions of historical agents within the context of their si tuations, for the purposes of 
seeing how these led to a particular action or set of actions. However, those goals or 
intentions cannot be the sole factors taken into account when attempting to understand 
that historical agent's situation. 
Within each of their tours, ranging between 43-64 minutes, each historian 
presented at least five (5) instances of empathetic insights (H l-5; H5-5 ; H3-5; H4-7; H5-
6) in their tours of the Old North, the historians presented highly contextualized instances 
of empathic insights. 
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How they came to employ empathetic insights, once agai n, follows a very 
controlled pattern in which the historians frame a logic around the possible emotions of a 
set of historical circumstances. The histori ans begin with some sort of insight about a 
historical agent and then construct a series of seemingly concentric contextual statements 
around the person or persons about which they are speaking. Finally, when the full 
picture is laid out before them, they position the historical agent at the center of those 
contextual statements. To wit: 
(H4 imagines the emotional reaction that early settlers would have to finding the 
virgin. forests of the Eastern Woodlands.) 
H4-ln terms of the boards that were of a certain width were saved fo r the king 
for the masts of his ships- so that ' s something that I look at a lot more than I did 
before. This is pretty impressive, when you look at these- how huge those trees 
must have been. And again, and this is baggage from what I do, but knowing that 
people settled here from England and they pretty much deforested-and the just 
the sheer joy they must have had when they saw all this wood and then chopped it 
all down ... 
Table 6. Detail of H4's Empathetic Insight 
Emotion/Value/Belief Contextual Statement Contextual Statement Contextual Statement 
[related to [related to natural [re lated to knowing 
understanding re ources] the background of 
mercantile the I i ves of the 
re lationship between settle rs] 
of the early colony 
and crown] 
just the sheer joy they boards that were of a how huge those trees but knowing that 
must have had when certain width were mu st have been people settled here 
they saw all thi s wood saved for the king for from England 
the masts of his ships 
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HS- Well, my first thought is no wonder these Bostonians were so confident, 
look at their place! They were rich! Rich! Rich! Well it is really interesting, cause 
obviously ... they are really prosperou , that they are doing really well, but this 
kind of highlights it. Trying to think-through-it just started, two hundred years 
before this-just part of society grew up! It's quite advanced .... 'cause I think the 
way I learned American history, is you know these were kind of rugged colonists 
confronting the brutal king-and it's like so wrong! Course this is going back to 
high school-my last American hi story class was as an undergrad. And maybe 
that's just the image I've had because everything that is old where I am from is 
quite rugged. We do have some 18th-century stuff left, but it' s like logs. But you 
know the buildings were built of logs, so it's urn, kinda easy to see how they 
could have the audacity to revolt. 
Table 7. Detail of HS's Empathetic Insight 
Emotion/Value/Belief Contextual Contextual Contextual Statement 
Statement Statement [related to misconception 
[related to [related to about the time period] 
wealth evident] re lative newness 
of colony] 
no wonder these They were rich! it just these were ldnd of rugged 
Bostonians were so Rich! Rich started . . . two colonists confronting the brutal 
confident hundred years king ... and its like so wrong! 
before this .. . just 
part of society 
grew up!. ... It 's 
quite advanced 
H3-When you give this kind of attention to a structure at this time-in a place 
that was still a colony that didn't have easy access to trained individuals, or just 
people who had to learn things on their own, or weren't certain materials-aU the 
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famous stories of Thomas Jeffer on at UV A trying to get marble into Virginia, so 
that he could have capitals on the rotunda ... the urn, when you think of the 
struggle ... they didn ' t have the ea e that we have today to mastermind the e 
projects. So the fact that they did, [and] how important it must have been to them, 
as a community, as a group to have the structure. I always see the structure a a 
vi ual manifestation of what wa important, what was deemed significant to 
people in that place. 
Table 8. Detail of H3's Empathetic Insight 
Emoti onlY a I ue/Be l ief Contextual Contextual State ment Contextua l Statement 
State ment [related to availability of [related to lack of 




how important it in a place that or weren' t certai n the urn, when you think 
mu t have been to was still a material , a ll the famous of the struggle ... they 
the m colo ny that torie o f Tho mas d idn't have the ea e that 
didn ' t have easy Jeffer on at UV A trying we have today to 
access to tra ined to get marble into ma terrnind the e 
indi viduals Virginia, so that he projects 
could have capitals on 
the rotunda ... 
H 1- Really, really spectacular. .. but again it 's just exactly the kind of elaborate 
ritual and ornamentation that the e settlers of Massachusetts were trying to avoid. 
And they were incredibly up et about, when thi came in, when the first Anglican 
church was built in Boston ... 
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Table 9: Detail of Hl 's Empathetic Insight 
Emotion/Value/Belief Contextual Statement Contextual Statement 
[related to the pa1ticulars of [related to the confl icts 
Puritan worship] between Anglicans and 
Puritans in Boston] 
they were incredibly upset but again its just exactly the when th is came in , when the 
about kind of elaborate ritual and fi rst Anglican church was 
ornamentation that these bui lt in Boston 
settle rs of Massachusetts were 
trying to avoid 
H2-Well, here's an example of the heartbreak I was suggesting might have been 
present in this parish. He may have been well loved and respected by many but 
because of hi s political allegiance, or his allegiance to the church of England and 
the king is the head of the church of England, he's banished. And if he comes 
back, death without benefit of clergy. For a priest? Now that' s, that's a pretty 
tough for me to read-! mean we still have that kind of tension today. People who 
are suspected of being or are in some danger because they look Muslim, or in 
previous years, in the 1850s, Catholics, particularly Irish Catholics, but uh, death 
without benefit of clergy, to me that has to me that has sort of Puritan overtones, 
or overtones of the Middle Ages, Catholics torturing and killing Protestants, and 
Protestants doing the same to Catholics. 
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Table 10. Detail of H2's Empathetic Insight 
Emotion/Value Contextual Contextual Contextual Statement Contextual 
/Be lief Statement State ment [related to re ligious Statement 
[related to [related to persecuti ons throughout [related to specific 
po litical harshness of the centuries] religious 
situation] de nying persecutions 
re ligious ritual throughout the 




the hea11break I but because And if he comes mean we still have that me that has to me 
was suggesting of his back, death kind of te nsion today. that has sort of 
might have po litical without benefi t People who are suspected Puritan overtones, 
been present in allegiance, or of clergy. For a of being or are in some or overtones of the 
this pari sh. hi s a llegiance priest? danger because they look middle ages 
to the church Muslim, or in previous 
of England years, in the 1850s, 
Catholics, particul arly 
Irish Catho lics 
To a certain degree, empathy is the interpretative element of last recourse: only 
when a critical mass of available information has been gathered did the historians make 
any mention of any sort of empathetic insight 
To a certain degree, empathy is the interpretative element of last recourse: onl y 
when a critical mass of available information has been gathered did the historians make 
any mention of any sort of empathetic insight 
Summary 
As indicated by the analysis above, Wineburg's heuristics for historical thinking, while a 
good foundation on which to build, are not directly applicable to describe how historians 
interpret historic buildings. However, using the Wineburg's model, with modifications, 
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a nd the additio n of suppositio ns and e m pathe tic ins ight, a modified a nd expande d 
fra me w o rk i proposed in T able ll. 




the act o f 
comparing 
docume nts with 
one another. 
Contextualiz-
ation: the act of 
situating a 
document in a 
concrete 
tempora l and 
spatial context 
Sourcing: the 
act of lookjng 
first to the 
source of the 
document 
before reading 




Correspondence: to c heck 
the architectural feature 
and the procedural 
workings of x building as 
a n hi storic church with 
prior understanding of the 
form, functions, dutie , or 
rituals of other churche or 
historic buildings 
encountered. 
Rationale For Modjfications/ Expansion 
Wi neburg state that the purpo e of corroboration is 
I so that hi storians can check " important detail s" of a 
document to see if they are "piau ible" or " like ly". 
However, with buildings, the "details" of a bu ilding 
simply are. They exist. There i nothing pl ausible 
about them. Further, the inability to make side-by-
side compari ons with other buildings of similar 
type requires indi viduals to compare information in 
re lation to similar buildings they have previously 
encountered, in the atte mpt to understand what is 
distinct about the new building presented. 
Contextualization, is about As the "where" of Wineburg's Contextualization is 
sorting through the layers resolved by virtue of being in a physical space, the 
of evidence available and contextualization that occurs requi re being able to 
placing the indi viduals, I see that ' where' in the multiple time periods, 
events, or building however muddled the vi ual record . A distinct from 
ele ments within the layer I s ituating a document in a single time o r place, the 
most appropriate to further hi torians sift through the strata of time evident 
the di scussion, sifting and within a single place to locate individuals, events, or 
re legating anachronistic building elements within their proper context. 
e lements to their 
appropriate time period or 
place. 
Origination, under tanding Similar to sourcing, historians do attempt to 
the multiple factors ascertain which indi vidual or group of people built a 
involved in a building 's building, however, very few buildings are the result 
origins, rather than of single autho rship in the same way as documents. 
singular documentary However, building ' authorship' is an essentia lly 
authorship. collective acti vity, the understanding of which is 
more closely a li gned with the proce es indicated by 
contextualization than by sourcing. However, 
historians appear to be attempting to understand the 
larger question of how did this building come be to 
in this place? a process that might be better 
under tood as determjning the origin of a building, 
rather than authorship. 
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Wineburg Supposition: Strategy with When historians find themselves in a situation 
offers no which historians both takes where: The evidence on its own does not resolve the 
heuristic for an imaginative departure query. They take a very controlled imaginati ve leap 
Supposition. from the evidence based on the avai lable evidence, prior knowledge, 
presented, while rooti ng and an understanding of how the world works, to 
that historical possibility in suggest a plausible scenario or outcome. 
the evidence of that which 
is known. Suppositi on may 
take the form of ei.ther a 
highly-contex tuali zed "if-
then" statement or 
hypothesis. 
Wineburg Empathic Insight Empathic In order to fully comprehend hi story, it is essential to 
offers no or experiential insight into grasp the goals and intentions of hi storical agents 
heu1istic for an historic moment, event, within the context of their situations, for the 
Empathic or social dynamic in which purpo es of seeing how these led to a particular 
Insight. an historian puts him or action or set of actions. However, those goals or 
herself in the place of an intentions cannot be the sole factors taken into 
hi storic agent, in reaction account when attempting to understand that 
to physical stimuli historical agent 's situation. The inclusion of this 
provided by be ing in an heuristic is essential for modeling how to properly 
hi st01ic place. include the highl y-contextuali zed empathy (as 
achievement) in a historical study. 
This framework provides a clearer sense of what constitutes hi storical thinking 
when using historic sites. Thus, we may more effective ly develop program s and assess 
their effectiveness to this end. 
Both the framework outlined here and Wineburg 's heuristics are used in 
subsequent sections of this study. The first test of the framework o utlined in this chapter 
will be in the next chapter, where it is used extensively to assess the effectiveness of 
Timid, or True Blue? in encouraging historica l thinking as it relates to histo ric s ites. 
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5. THE EFFECT OF TTTB ON HISTORICAL THINKING AT THE OLD 
NORTH CHURCH 
With a clear framework for understanding what historical thinking at historic sites entail s, 
we now move to determine the extent to which TTTB prepares teachers to engage in 
historical thinking as they encounter an unmediated historic s ite. Thus, the following pre-
post test study assesses the differences between participants' initial encounters with the 
Old North Church and the Old South Meeting House (OSMH). Both the pre-and-post test 
responses were coded against the framework fo r historical thinki ng laid out in the 
previous chapter. 
Participants 
Eighteen participants were assembled to take part in this study. One dropped out 
due to scheduling difficulties, and two others were eliminated because of technical 
problems with recording equipment. The following describes the results for the final 15 
participants. 
The participants for this study were recruited from throughout the Metro Boston 
area and represent schools that serve students in public and private, suburban and urban 
settings in grades 5- 12. Each participant received nominal monetary compensation as 
well as professional development credentials for their participation. Due to fairly 
complicated scheduling concerns, participants indicated their top two preferences for 
group assignments. 
ll 1 
Participants were then assigned an 'experience score' (S) based on their 
educational level, years of teaching, and certification area. As indicated in Table 4, 14 i 
the maximum experience score possible (educat ion plus years of teaching plu 
certif ication). 
Table 12. Experience Score Categories 
Education s Years of Teaching s Certification s 
Bachelor 1 l-3 years 1 Other I 
MA 2 4-6 years 2 Generalist' !HumanitieslS 2 
MA+<30 3 7-10 3 Social Studies11 3 
MA+30 4 11-15 years 4 History 4 
16-20 years 5 
21-25 years 6 
Once their "experience scores" were determined, participants were assigned to 
one of three testing groups with every effort made to ensure relative comparability 
between the groups. Group distribution i hown in Table 13. 
7 Generali t licensure req uires teachers show proficiency in English, history, mathemat ics, and cience on a 
state licensure exam, while ho lding a degree in one o f tho e areas. This is usua lly used for teacher that 
teach upper-level e lementary (51h grade) or where 6th grade is not considered part of how a particular chool 
district de lineates Middle School. 
8 Humanities licensure requires e ither a degree in Engli h or history and certifies teachers to teach in e ither 
or both content areas. This is primarily licen ure for middle school teachers. 
9 Social Studie licensure is no longer offered in Ma achuscLts. While many teachers with Social Studie 
licen e taught history classes, prior to its el imina tion, applicants could receive licensure with degree 
ranging from Political Sc ience, psychology. ociology, anthropology, etc. Holding Social Studies licen ure 
indicates that a teacher received their initial certi fication under previous regulations and has kept the ir 
licensure valid through continued professional development. This is dis tinc tly different from Hi story 
licensure which requires a degree in history, with which teachers may only teach history. 
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Table 13. Teacher Experience Scores 
Teacher Educational Years of Grade- Subject Area Experience 
Level Teaching Level Certification Score 
(out of 14) 
2 Day Group-Group Score 10.4 1u 
T(2) 1 Master's 7-10 years 5 Generalist 7 
T(2)2 Master's +30 11-15 years 9-12 History 12 
T(2)3 Master's <30 21-25 _years 9-12 History_IELL 13 
T(2)4 Master's <30 4-6 years 5 S_Qecial Needs 9 
T(2)5 Master's <30 21-25 years 5 S_Qecial Needs 11 
3 Day Grou_Q-Grou_Q Score 8.3 
T(3)6 Bachelor's 1-3 years 9- 12 Histol}' 6 
T(3)7 Master's 4-6 years 8 His tO!}' 8 
T(3)8 Master's <30 7-10 5 Social Studies 9 
T(3)9 Master's 4-6 years K- 12 Special Needs 5 
T(3) 10 Master' s +30 11-15 years 8 Social studies 11 
T(3) 11 Master's +30 21-25 years 9-12 History 14 
5-Day Group-Group Score 8 
T(5) 12 Bachelor's 4-6 years 8 History 7 
T(5)13 Master's 4-6 years 9-12 History 8 
T(5)14 Master's 1-3 years 9- 12 History 7 
T(5)15 Master's <30 16-20 years 6 Generalist 10 
Individual teachers are noted accordingly: The T indicates that they are teachers 
(as distinct from historians); the parenthetical number indicated which test group they 
were in, the 2-day, 3-day, or 5-day groups. And the final number 1- 15 is assigned as an 
individual signifier. Therefore, T(2)4 indicates that Teacher number 4 is from the 2-day 
group. 
While gender and ethnicity were not considered factors for assignment, 7 
pa1t icipants were male, 8 females; 2 were African-American, 13 were Non-
Hispanic/Caucasian. Distribution across groups is shown in Table 14. 
10 As the experience score in the 2-day grouping was higher than the other groupings, the affect of 
experience on his torical thi nking outcomes is d i cus ed in chapter 5, p. I 08-1 14. 
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Table 14. Gender and Ethnicity Distribution 
Male Female African- Non-Hispanic 
American Caucasian 
2-Day Group 2 3 1 4 
3-Day Group 2 4 1 5 
5-Day Group 3 1 0 4 
Procedure 
Approximate ly 1 week prior to their expo ure to TTTB, all three test group spent Day I 
of their sessions touring the Old South Meetinghouse (OSMH), also in Boston. OSMH is 
similar to Old North in its story, most significant time period, geography, and physical 
appearance11• The purpose of these se ions i to establish a baseline level of historical 
thinlUng for each participant. 
Again, the three groups and the length of interaction with TTTB imulated normal 
use conditions: the field trip (2-day), the independent, off-site user (3-day), the work hop 
format (5-day). All three test groups encountered TTTB for approximate ly the same 
amount of time, approximately three hour , with some minor variability ba ed on 
individual interest in the subject matter or facility in using the website. 
All groups proceeded through the ite eparately. Individuals used digital voice 
recorders to record how they interpret12 the ite prior to any information gathered from 
11 In formation about the history of Old South Meeting Hou e i available in Appendix C. 
12 Interpretation in museums often means the processes by which the museum and its ta ff communicate the 
mcaning(s) of an exhibit or object to visitors. Here, the meaning of " interpretation" derives from 
hermeneutics to mean the mental processes an individual uses to construct meaning from experience 
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tours or other interpretive materials. However, each participant was given the entire 
"History" section of the OSMH's website 13 to ensure that they would have re latively the 
same amount of content information about the site prior to their visit to the OSMH, as 
they would when touring Old North . 
At the end of the vi it to the OSMH, participants ketched out how they might use 
thi s historic site in their classroom teaching in their historic site report. Participant were 
encouraged to be as detailed about their ite use as pos ible. This is to determine a 
baseline usage for each individual teacher 's use of a histori c site prior to using TTTB as 
students and applying it to their role as teacher. It was also designed to capture the ir 
thoughts on the subject in case they were not particularl y talkative during the testing 
activities. 
Following their interaction with TTTB, participants then toured the Old North 
Church. All three te t groups were Jed through the site separately. Individuals were given 
15 minutes to tour the Old North with digital voice recorder so that they could record 
how they interpreted the s ite prior to any information gathered from organized tours or 
other interpretive materials. After their individual tours, the test groups gathered for a 
Question and Answer session with a guide, and then proceeded to take a 'Behind the 
Scenes Tour' (BTS) of the Old North . Following the BTS tours, participants were a ked 
to interpret a museum panel on Margaret Kemble Gage. 
At the end of the visit, participant were asked to ketch out how they might use 
this hi storic site in their classroom teaching in their historic site report. The final piece 
(Hooper-Greenhill , 1999). 
13 See Appendix C for fu ll text. 
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collected from participants was a short que tionnaire that asked how they defined hi tory. 
All of these materials were compared to their tours, lesson plans, and initial re ponses on 
their hi story questionnaires collected following their visit to OSMH, which were 
conducted in the same manner and sequence a indicated above. 
The only difference between the two site visits was the preparatory reading 
materials offered to participant before their tours. Prior to their visit to the OSMH, 
participants read the "History" section of the OSMH's website14. Prior to their vi it to the 
Old North, partic ipants used TTTB. 
Coding 
One of the challenges of evaluating hi torical thinking at historic sites is determining the 
best coding system for evaluating how participants handle the myri ad textual elements 
contained within the sites. For example, interpretive displays are largel y text-ba ed with 
artifacts displayed and contextualized by aid text. However, the sites are also replete 
with text-heavy memorial plaques or other permanent features of the bui lding , placed 
there as part of the building's function (e.g., panel listing the lO Commandment ). Thu , 
it is necessary to explain the rationale beh ind the coding scheme used here: 
The tours of the buildings, both OSMH and the Old North , were coded u ing th is 
author' s framework (see page 82), as this i designed specifically to addre s the 
peculiarities related to buildings, rather than documents. As the plaque in que tion are 
vital to the function and purpose of the building as a whole, the text on the memori al 
14 1 , fu ll text of the OSMH history that partici pants read is in Appendix C. 
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plaques is part of the building. Thus, participants' statements in relation to memorial 
plaques were coded accordingly. 
However, the interpretive mu eum panel will be coded again t Wineburg' 
framework. His framework wa designed to evaluate documentary and pictorial evidence, 
which comprises the majority of what would be contained in a traditional interpretive 
paneL A complicating factor: the occa ional three-dimensional object that is included in 
the di splays. In most circumstances, these objects serve as visual ampli fication of the text 
or vice ver a. As of this writing, no historical thinking framework exists to specifically 
address three-dimensional arti facts, as such, for the sake of simpl ic ity, though likely to 
the consternation of material culture speciali ts, these objects were considered as pictorial 
evidence. 
Two additional rater checked the coding scheme. Raters coded the statements 
against both the historical thinking frameworks. Inter-rater agreement averaged across all 
categories was 91 % (lowest- Supposition: 80%; highest-Empathy: 100%). 
Historical Utterances: Chunks and Pieces 
Of interest to this study was the difference in both the quality of the speech offered, as 
well as in the quantity of utterances indicating the different types of historical thinking. 
Initially, each whole hi torical thinking utterance, comprised of multiple single thought , 
was calculated as a single instance of historical thinking: 
Example: The rectors' plaque ... It does appear that Mather Byles left in 1775. So 
what did he do in that what is it a year? He left in 1776 with the British in Halifax. 
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What did he do in the year that he wa still in Boston when he was not rector of 
the church? 




The rectors' plaque .. . It does appear that Mather Byle left in 1775. So what 
1 did he do in that what i it a year? He left in 1776 with the British in Halifax. 
What did he do in the year that he wa still in Boston when he was not rector 
of the church? 
However, it became clear that this ystem o f enumeration, where a statement 
comprised of 5 individual thoughts could be equivalent to a statement with 20 individual 
thoughts, masked the complexity of thought evident within the hi torical th inking 
utterances. 
Therefore, the following dual coding scheme was devised to better represent the 
complexity inherent in the utterances: Prior to coding the transcripts, each single thought 
was isolated and designated as an "utterance." (A single thought = 1 utterance) Then, 
when coding the transcript, when a hi torical thinking utterance (compri ed of multiple 
single utterances) was detected, it was counted as a single historical thinking utterance. 
Then, the individual utterances within that hi storical thinking utterance were tallied 
separately. In other words, large "chunks" of hi torical thinking were broken down into 
smaller 'pieces' to prov ide better insight into the data. 
For example, using the same historical thinking utterance (chunk) as above, note 
the additional divisions of single utterances (piece ): 
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Example: The rectors' plaque .. .It does appear that Mather Byles left in 1775. So 
what did he do in that, what is it a year? He left in 1776 with the British in 
Halifax. What did he do in the year that he was still in Boston when he was not 
rector of the church? 




1 The rectors' plaque .. . 
2 it does appear that Mather Byles left in 1775 ... 
3 So what did he do in that, what is it a year? 
1 4 He left in 1776 with the British in Halifax ... 
5 What did he do in the year that he was stil l in Boston when he was 
not rector of the church? 
In this way, it is poss ible to see both the frequency and complexity of the 
historical thinking presented in the pre- and post- TTTB sessions. What follows, then, are 
the transcript di vision rules for delineating single thoughts out of the larger transcript and 
the logic behind them. When it was not immediately clear whether or not statement 
indicated single or multiple utterance , the audio tapes of the tours were consulted to 
determine where participants paused, thus indicating natural delineation of speech. 
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Division Rules 
l.No Division: Statements that were not divided. 
a. Complete sentences 
Complete sentences or independent clauses present as a single thoughts and were not 
divided. 
Example: 
Did the come here because it wa 
b. Like, you know, I mean 
Participant frequently used the place-holder "Like" or "you know" or "I mean" in their 
utterances. No sentences divis ion at these statements. 
Example: 
1 I You know, in you know, in so for, you know, in a communi ty li ke this, for 50, 70 I 
whatever years or whatever you know? 
c. Repetitions 
Closely occurring, exact repetitions are treated as one utterance. 
d. Dependent clauses 
Dependent clauses remain linked to the sentence, are considered part of that sentence, 
and the sentence is treated as a ingle utterance. 
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Example: 
1 And just on a side note and somewhat irrelevant to what we' re doing here, at the 
actual Mount Vernon, the mold that they used to make a plaster bust of Washington, 
I' ve always learned that that was the most realistic to hi s his . . . 
e. Quotes/readings from interpretive panels 
Instances of reading text from interpretive panels or plaques as a whole are treated as a 
single thought, even if multiple sentences are read, as they do not di rectly constitute 
participants' own thoughts. Commentary following or interspersed within the reading of a 
text are treated as separate utterances. 
Example: 
Wow ... look at this letter from William Lloyd Garrison to his son ... 
"too long our revolutionary fa thers have been held up as the noblest of patriots and the 
truest friends of liberty. They were too cowardly and too selfish to adhere to the 
principles they laid down. And they entailed upon their posterity as great a curse as 
could be inflicted. " That is pretty amazing. It' s not, uh, it's not a sentiment that is often 
expressed. 
Division: 
1 Wow ... 
2 look at this letter from William Lloyd Garrison to his son . .. 
3 "too long our revolutionary fathers have been held up as the noblest of patriots and 
the truest f riends of liberty. They were too cowardly and too selfish to adhere to the 
principles they laid down. And they entailed upon their posterity as great a curse as 
could be infl icted. " 
4 That is pretty amazing. 
5 It's not, uh, it' s not a sentiment that is often expressed. 
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f. Single-word declarations 
Throughout the tours, participants frequentl y made single word declarations such as, 
"Cool!" "Neat," "Wow," or, "Interesting." These declarations were treated as a single 
thoughts. 
Example: (As shown following the reading of an interpretive panel) 
"Revere Pew ... Paul Revere's son, Joseph Warren Revere ... still owned by his 
descendants ... " Wow! Cool. 
Division: 
1 "Revere Pew ... Paul Revere's son, Joseph Warren Revere ... still owned by his 
descendants ... " 
2 Wow! 
3 Cool. 
2. Division: Statements that were d ivided 
a. Compound sentences 
Compound sentences are treated as two separate utterances. 
Example: 
Why was that there and why was there was a need for that? 
Division: 
1 I Why was that there 
2 I and why was there was a need for that? 
Example: 
I thought I heard it had something to do with the sound, the way the sound reverberates 
when a preacher's urn preaching from the pulpit, but we always thought it was kind of 
funn y, because it looks like something that could probably crush him if it broke ... 
Division: 
I I thought I heard it had something to do with the sound the way the sound 
reverberates when a preacher's urn preaching from the pulpit 
2 but we always thought it was kind of funny because it looks like something that 
could probably crush him if it broke ... 
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b. Fragments 
Fragments are separated out and considered a ingle thought. Thi determination was due, 
in part, to the frequency with which fragment signaled a shift in the peaker's thinking 
and did not refer back to an original sentence. 
Example: 
Also wondering ... when I'm looking at the people who walking in here ... who sat. .. ok 
this is a place of interest in Bo ton, what it is to gain from it? 
Division: 
1 Also wondering 
2 when I'm looking at the people who walking in here, 
3 who sat, 
4 ok this is a place of interest in Boston, 
5 what it is to gain from it? 
c. Abrupt shifts 
Occasionall y, participants will abruptly change the direction of their commentary, 
making a tatement, and then moving on to an entire ly unrelated tatement. These shifts 
count as separate utterances: 
Example: I think that is definitely, well many historians would probably look at it as an 
extension of Puritanical views that stretch back to the very beginning of the [Old South 
Meeting House]. 
Division: 
l I think that is definitely, 
2 well many historians would probably look at it as an extension of Puritanical views 
that stretch back to the very beginning of the [Old South Meeting Ho use]. 
Individual Teacher Results 
Teachers' transcripts were divided according to the aforementioned rules . Table 7 is a 
tabulation of the historical thinking utterances (chunks) from the Pre-TTTB 
interpretation of OSMH and the OSMH interpretive panel , followed by the Post-TTTB 
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interpretation of Old North and the Old North interpretive panel. In question is whether 
or not there is any increase in historical thinking utterances, and if so, whether or not it is 
statistically significant. 

































Pre-mB Tours (OSMH) 




































































































































































Pre-mB Interpretive Panel (OSMH) 

































































































































































Using thi s data, the null hypothesis that there is no difference in the number of hi stori cal 
thinking utterances between the pre- and post-treatment data was te ted: 
The null hypothesis is rejected at a p-value of 2.956e-07. The observed mean of 
differences between the pre- and post-treatment data is -8.066667. The 95 % Confidence 
Interval for the mean difference in historical utterances is (-9.967433, -6. 165901 ), 
indicating a statistically s ignif icant increase in the number of hi storical utterances (totaled 
over all 8 categories.) The e ffect size, based on the SD from the two means, is 2.431 
(Cohen's d). 
Next i a tabulation of individual utterances (pieces), from the Pre-TTTB 
interpretations of OSMH and the OSMH interpretive panel, followed by the Post-TTTB 
interpretation of Old North and the Old North interpretive panel. In question again is 
whether or not there is any increase in historical thinking utterances, and if so, whether or 
not it is s ignifi cant. 
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Pre-ffiB Tours (OSMH) (N=1935) 

















































































Post-ffiB Tours (ONC) (N=2445) 


































































Pre-mB Interpretive Panel (OSMH) (N=355) 


















































































Post-mB Interpretive Panel (ONC) (N=712) 


































































Testing the null hypothesis that there is no difference in the number of individual 
utterances between the pre- and post-treatment data (totaled over all 8 categories: 5 as 
related to the historic site tours: Origination, Correspondence, Contextualization, 
Suppositions, Empathetic Insight and coded against this author' s model; 3 as related to 
Interpretive Panels: Corroboration, Contextualization, Sourcing) and coded against 
Wineburg's model. 
The null hypothesis is rejected at a p-value of 9.055e-06. The observed mean of 
differences between the pre- and post-treatment data is -57.13333. The 95% Confidence 
Interval for the mean difference in individual utterances is (-75.23937, -39.02729) 
indicating a statistically significant increase in the number of individual utterances 
(totaled over all 8 categories). The effect size, based on the SD from the two means, is 
1.551 (Cohen's d). 
Thus, as indicated above, there was a statistically significant increase in both the 
number of historical thinking utterances (chunks) as well as the individual utterances 
(pieces) . 
Correlation between Historical Thinking and Experience 
As indicated in Table 5, the experience score for the 2-day group (10.4) was slightly 
higher than either the 3-day group (8 .3) or the 5-day group (8) . To determine if this 
di sparity would have any significant effect on the TTTB testing outcomes, the following 
tests were calculated to determine if there was any correlation between Experience and 
(a) the number of pre-treatment historical utterances (totaled over all 8 categories: 5 as 
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related to the historic site tours: Origination, Correspondence, Contextualization, 
Suppositions, Empathetic Insight; 3 as related to Interpretive Panels: Corroboration, 
Contextualization, Sourcing); (b) the number of post-treatment historical utterances (c) 
the total number of historical utterances (Pre+Post) and (d) the differences in the number 
post- and pre-treatment hi storical utterances (Post-Pre). None of these data turned out to 
be significantly correlated with Experience. Both the Pearson (parametric) and Spearman 
(non-parametric) correlation measures were calculated. 
Accordingly, despite the difference in experience scores between the groups, there 
was no significant correlation between experience and historical thinking, thus mitigating 
concerns about the disparity. 
Comparing the Mean Increase in Historical Utterances among Groups 
Next, the Pre (OSMH)-Post (ONC) tallies groups were assessed to determine if there was 
any significant difference between the different testing groups in either historical thinking 
utterances or in individual utterances. 15 Then an ANOV A test (under the fixed effects 
model) was used to test whether there was a difference in the mean increase in historical 
utterances among the groups: 
Details of the F test: 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: diff 
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 
Section 2 18.150 9.075 0.7419 0.4968 
15 Complete break-downs according to groups are in the charts on 114 and 11 6, and also in Appendix I . 
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As there appears no significant difference between the testing groups, the 
discussion of the historical thinking by category will proceed without cont inuing to 
divide the responses by testing group. 
Results by Category 
Testing Indi vidual Types of Historical Thinking Utterances 
The following indicate the total historical thinking utterances (chunks) tal lied across all 
groups and coded against this author' s framework for historic al thinking. 
Table 19. Total Historical Thinking Utterances 
Origination Cor respondence Contextualization Suppositions Empathetic Total 
Insight Number 
OSMH 0 19 16 4 1 39 
ONC 1 27 17 34 5 82 
The following indicates the total utterances indicating complete thoughts (pieces) 
tallied across all groups and coded against this author's framework for historical thinking. 
Table 20. Total Utterances Indicating Complete Thoughts (pieces) 
Origination Correspondence Contextualization Suppositions Empathetic 
Insight 
OSMH 0 194 148 40 9 
(N=1935) 
ONC 16 352 146 196 150 
(N=2445) 
Total 16 160 -3 156 141 
Change 
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The following calculations use the above data to determine if there was any 
statistically significant change in historical thinking in the pre-post TTTB utterances in 
the tours of both the Old South Meeting House and the Old North Church. Using Welch's 
two-sample t-test (assuming unequal variances) to test the null hypothesis that there is no 
difference in the number of historical thinking utterances between the pre- and post-
treatment data against the general alternative that the true difference in means is not equal 
to zero, the results are as follows: 
Table 21. Pre-Post TTTB Results by Category 
Pre-Post TTTB Tours 
Origination: 
t = 1, df = 14, p-value = 0.3343 
Alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0 
95 percent confidence interval: -
0.07631911 0.20965245 
Sample estimates: 
Mean in Pre- Mean in Post-
0.00000000 0.06666667 
Result: Not Significant 
Correspondence 
t = 0.8677, df = 27.2 16, p-value = 0.3931 
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0 
95 percent confidence interval: 
-0.7273285 1.7939951 
sample estimates: 
Mean in Pre Mean in Post 
1.266667 1.800000 
Result: Not Significant 
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Contextualization 
t = 0.122, df = 26.444, p-value = 0.9038 
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0 
95 percent confidence interval: 
-1.055293 1.188627 
sample estimates: 
Mean in Pre Mean in Post 
1.066667 1.133333 
Result: Not Significant 
Suppositions 
t = 3.3275, df = 15.938, p-value = 0.004284 
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0 
95 percent confidence interval: 
0.7254125 3.2745875 
Sample estimates: 
Mean in Pre Mean in Post 
0.2666667 2.2666667 
Result: Significant with a p-value of 0.004284 
Empathetic 
t = 1.206, df = 16.772, p-value = 0.2445 
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0 
95 percent confidence interval: 
0.7336474 -0.200314 1 
Sample estimates: 
Mean in Pre Mean in Post 
0.06666667 0.33333333 
Result: Not Significant 
Differences between Pre-TITB and Post-TITB Interpretive Panels 
The fo llowing indicate the total historical thinking utterances (chunks) tallied 
across all groups and coded against Wineburg's framework for historical thinking. 
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Table 22. Interpretive Panels Total Historical Thinking Utterances 
Corroboration Contextualization Sourcing Average 
Time on task 
OSMH 1 44 0 3:44 
Panel 
(N= 455) 
ONC 180 199 97 10:03 
Panel 
(N=ll 32) 
The following indicates the total utterances indicating complete thoughts (pieces) 
tallied across all groups and coded against Wineburg's framework for hi storical thinking. 
Table 23. Interpretive Panels Total Utterances Indicating Complete Thoughts 
Corroboration Contextualization Sourcing Average 
T ime on task 
OSMH 1 10 0 3:44 
Panel 
(N= 155) 
ONC 34 36 18 10:03 
Panel 
(N= 11 33) 
The following calculations use the above data to determine if there was any 
statistically significant change in historical thinking in the pre-post TTTB utterances. 
Using Welch 's two-sample t-test (assuming unequal variances) to test the null hypothesis 
that there is no difference in the number of historical thinking utterances between the Pre 
and Post treatment data against the general alternative that the true difference in means is 
not equal to zero, the results are as foiJows: 
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Table 24. Pre-Post TTTB Interpretive Panel Results 
Corroboration 
t = 4.8135, df = 14.608, p-value = 0.0002449 
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0 
95 percent confidence interval: 
1.223555 3.176445 
sample estimates: 
mean in Pre mean in Post 
0.06666667 2.26666667 
Result: S~gnificant with a p-value of 0.0002449 
Contextualization 
t = 2.6341, df= 25.533, p-value = 0.01413 
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0 
95 percent confidence interval: 
0.3795084 3.0871583 
Sample estimates: 
Mean in Pre Mean in Post 
0.6666667 2.4000000 
Result: Significant with a p-value of 0.01413 
Sourcing 
t = 3.263 1, df = 14, p-value = 0.005663 
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0 
95 percent confidence interval: 
0.4112604 1.9887396 
Sample estimates: 
Mean in Pre Mean in Post 
0.0 1.2 
Result: Significant with a p-value of 0.005663 
Di cu ion 
A with the sequence above, first, we will look at the Pre-Post TTTB tour re ults, and 
then move on to Pre-Post TTTB interpretive panel results. 
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Historic Site Tours 
Origination 
Discourse about origination-questions about the circumstances of the building's origins-
- was virtually absent from the teachers' tours at both the OSMH and Old North, even 
after exposure to TTTB. At the OSMH, across all three test groups, there were no 
statements that indicated an attempt to di scern the origination of the building. At the Old 
North, after their experience with TTTB, despite starting in the same spot as the 
historians (across the street, facing the building with the 1723 cornerstone and Paul 
Revere Memorial Plaque), only three teachers made any mention of the exterior or 
questioned what the date might signify. (For comparison, each historian made at least two 
historical thinking utterances relating to questions of the church's origins.) Of those three 
teachers, only one statement might be considered origination. Here, T (2) L uses a 
memorial plaque to discern the building's origins: 
T(2) 1 ... see a gold placard the first stone laid in 1723 by the Reverend Samuel 
Myles, minister of King 's chapel, colonial times .. . [unintelligible] .. . uh, so this is 
definitely pre-Revolution. Yeah, and it looks like it was people may have come 
from the OSMH Church .... Let's see .. . "Christ Church, the Church of England, in 
the South part of this town, the first King's Chapel 1686, being inadequate for the 
needs of the people, subscriptions were obtained 1722 for a church in the North 
End, this most ancient house of worship, designed after the manner of Sir 
Christopher Wren opened December 29th 1723." 
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Unfortunately, the King's Chapel to which the plaque refers is not the Old South 
Meeting House, but King's Chapel , the first Anglican Congregation in Boston, which still 
sits two streets over from the OSMH, in the" outh part of town." 
Interestingly, while each historian walked around the building and through the 
adjoining courtyards, and one, through much of the surrounding neighborhood before 
entering the church, none of the teachers displayed any such behaviors. Note of the 
adjacent courtyards were made only when spied through an interior window, but the 
teachers did not go outside to investigate further. While the exterior of the building is not 
the only part of the church that might inspire questions of origination, it is less a question 
of location than sequence. Prior to the historians' investigation of the interior of the 
building, they considered the exterior for the clues it offered to understanding the role of 
the Old North as a building in its original setting, (e.g., siting, geography, year of 
fo unding, etc.), as a way of understanding what took place in and around the Old North. 
This evidence was largely overlooked by the teachers. 
Part of this may have been due to time constraints: the teachers were given 15 
minutes to tour the church before going on a guided tour. Many used that time to seek out 
references to individuals discussed within the TTTB modules or reconfirm what they had 
seen within the program (e.g., seating chart). Additionally, the situations presented within 
TTTB do not emphasize the origins of either the Old North 's congregation, or its 
existence as a physical structure. 
It appears that participants, rather than looking for information about the buildings 
origins, were focused instead on finding their "search images": 
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A [search image] is not a specific object but [is akin] to a concept, in this case, 
things re lated to a particular historical period. Armed with such images, visitors 
move through the museum. More experienced visitors have better museum search 
images than less experienced visitors, but vi rtuall y all visitors have a sense of 
what they 're looking for and how to find it. If these search images are 
particularly strong, visitors will walk past half the exhibits in the building in 
search of their goal. (Falk & Dierking, 2000, p. 118) 
Thus, questions related to the building's origins might be more prevalent if those 
aspects had been more prominent in the TTTB modules. 
Further, given that some of the distinct features intended to support the sourcing 
heuri stic in TTTB were not fu lly operational prior to evaluation, and incidence of 
sourcing was limited, it might be worthwhile to replicate this aspect of the study 
emphasizing this heuristic. 
Correspondence 
Similar to the historians' attempt to situate the Old North Church within a similar set of 
buildings, teachers frequently cited their personal houses of worship to indicate the 
similarities or differences with the buildings that they saw. However, beyond their houses 
of worship, there appeared to be a smaller visual catalog of buildings from which they 
drew their connections. 
At the Old South Meeting House, the correspondences made were: 
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Table 25. Teacher Correspondences at Old South Meeting House 
Similar, but different 
"looks like a courtroom" 
Mt. Vernon 
Lowell Mills (questioning if 
they simjlarly required 
attendance) 
Most Like OSMH 
"Protestant-based" churches 
"other churches with booths" 
Old North Church 
"Typical colonial buildings" 
"classic hi storical landmark" 
At Old North, correspondences were: 
Table 26. Teacher Correspondences at Old North Church 
Similar, but different 
"the Jesus painting is more 




Most Like Old North 
"Colonial style buildings" 
"the panes, the columns, 
paneling, the pulpit" 
"Very simplistic New 
England Church" 
"That hanging structure at 
OSMH" 
Immaculate Conception 
Catholic Church, Salem 
MA 
Not alike at all 
Catholic Churches 
Not alike at all 
"Not like most other 
churches that don' t have 
ties to the Revolution" 
"Thought it would be more 
European" 
While the teachers did not draw upon the deep visual memory/database of similar 
buildings from the time period as the historians, they did employ the correspondence 
heuristic at both OSMH and at the Old North. Where historians would employ a 
"Goldilocks" strategy, laying out a series of as many as 5-7 buildings amongst which the 
Old North would be situated, the teachers would most frequently indicate a single 
building or historic site against which to compare the OSMH or Old North. Interestingly, 
at the Old North, they most frequently cited OSMH as a comparable building. 
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Additionally, the language they use to describe these other sites or buildings is not 
as precisely differentiated in terms of using the names of artistic movements, 
architectural elements, or time periods. Where, for example, the historians precisely 
described the Old North 's architectural elements in terms of " tripartite Georgian 
symmetry", or made connections to the Enlightenment or Anglican influence on the 
architecture, the teachers seemed to have a far less differentiated sense of the time period. 
For example (emphasis added): 
T(5)12-It is painted simply with white, hardwood fl oors, with traditional, similar 
to the church, to our church, in Salem actually, which is a Catholic church, but it 
is one of the oldest in the diocese, so you can tell that the architecture was from 
that time. 
T (2)2- Ok, now I'm heading into .. .into the church ... as I walk into the ... / don't 
know if it's called the vestibule or not .. .immediately I notice the light things .. . it 
seems to be .. . probably typical of the church in its day . . . I also note that it has 
over the pulpit that same um, hanging structure that it had over at the Old South 
1 ... I'm sure there's a name for it. I don' t know what it is .. . 
T(3)7-Um, I guess pretty much similar architecture to any Colonial style 
building that one would enter ... the panes, the columns, the paneling, urn, the 
pulpit, the ... kind of multi-tiered candelabras and woodwork and such. 
Despite these differences, in their post-TTTB session at the Old North , the 
instances of correspondences nearl y doubled from 19 total utterances ( 1.26 per person) at 
OSMH to 27 total instances (1.8 per person) at Old North. However, when specific 
references to OSMH were removed from the calculations, the frequency of 
correspondences pre- and post-TTTB were identical (19 at OSMH to 19 at ONC, or 1.26 
to 1.26 per person), thus calling into question whether or not those references were the 
result of having been at OSMH in direct association with this study, rather than 
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spontaneous instances of corre pondence. 
Conte.xtua/ization 
The teachers employed the contextuaJization heuristic with approximately the same 
frequency at OSMH as at ONC, though, interestingly, at both sites, the teachers relied 
upon the written materials, as pre ented in either the interpretive panel at OSMH or the 
memoria l plaques at ONC to provide them with 'the story,' rather than attempting to 
derive meaning from the bu ildings themselve . 
There were two significant factor at OSMH that assisted the teachers in 
contextualizing what they encountered: Fir t, there is a series of interpretive panels, 
arranged chronologically, that provide the major elements of OSMH's story. Second, 
there is a time-line running the entire length of the Meeting House that indicates when 
major events at the Old South took place alongside other important events in American 
history (e.g., the Civ il War.) Using these interpretive elements, the teachers would read 
something on a panel or the timeline, pause, attempt to contextual ize it, and then move on 
to the next panel: 
T(5)12-Another thing that I find interesting [was] that it wasn' t religious or 
secular because it seems like it was rel igious cause Puritans were in power, but as 
you walk through the time line, but you can ee how OSMH was j ust a place 
where people met, as different thing , different events happened ... [interpretive 
panel on the] Tea Party, [interpretive panel on Revolutionary repercussions], then 
an [interpretive panel on the Civil War], o it really shows that it was a secular 
place, a opposed to a religious place. It was a meeting place. 
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Similarly, at the Old North, the teachers used the memorial plaques to provide 
clues to the larger story and then paused to contextualize the information. The chief 
difference between ONC's memorial plaques and the interpretive panels at OSMH is that 
the memorial plaques, have been installed ad hoc to memorialize specific individuals, 
from the mid-1800s to the present, and are part of the buildings historic fabric rather than 
a coordinated attempt to interpret the building. Thus, the contextualizations rendered 
required a deeper read of the building itself, rather than just fo llowing along the storyline. 
In thi s exchange, T (3)6 moves from trying to establish the narrative of the 
building to making a pretty sophisticated evaluation of the memorial plaques placed on 
the right side of the church.: 
T (3)6-So, what I think is particularly interesting about this church is that it is a 
mixture of both son of a Briti h monument to British soldiers that died in the 
revolution and urn, you know, so1t of a cornerstone of historic locations for the 
American revolution. That's sort of an interesting juxtaposition, ... An enemy to 
oppression .. . huh ... so, one side of the church is uh, uh , memorial to the British 
soldiers and the other to American. That's very interesting .. . 
Interestingly, of the historians, only Hl , the Anglican/First Period 
historian/archeologist made this connection. The connection to the British ' cause' is 
usually lost on visitors. 
Suppositions 
Similar to historians, when the teachers were unable to effectively contextualize elements 
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of the Old North and its story, they turned to uppo itions in an atte mpt to reconcile 
disparate elements. Of all of the result , perhap the most interesting i the imbalance of 
the instances of suppositions before and after TTTB exposure: Mean for individuals Pre-
0.267 to Post 2.267. 
Similar to historians with less expert knowledge of the site who used suppositions 
more frequently than historians with greater expert knowledge of the ite, the teachers 
following their TTTB experience frequently began to present hypotheticals, 
hypothesizing, pos ing question , often in connection with some content picked up in the 
TTTB documentation to try to make meaning out of some part of the physical structure of 
the building: 
T(2)5- The steeple was restored in. 1912 by the descendants of Paul Revere. Well 
that's-now that's again-makes me wonder if his descendant were involved in 
the preservation has something to do with why he gets all the credit. 
1) Connection to the physical space: Revere Plaque on front of Church 
2) Specific historic agent(s) Paul Revere; his descendants 
3) A hypothesis: 
a. makes me wonder if his descendants were involved in the preservation ha 
omething to do with why he get all the credit 
4) Connection to specific prior historical knowledge: (One of the TTTB 
Modules): The conflict between Pulling and Newman families about determining 
who gets credit for hanging the lantern . 
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Some in tances are simply an attempt to reconcile prior knowledge with the new space, 
following an if/then supposal: 
T(2)2-0h, I'm sitting in the pew of General Thomas Gage- o I know from 
another church where I've been with a another class-sometimes prominent 
familie sat in the back- o judging by this pew being in the back corner, so it 
probably was true that prominent people at in the back. 
1) Connection to the physical space: pew of General Thomas Gage 
2) Specific historic agent(s) prominent people 
3) A hypothesis: 
a. so judging by this pew being in the back corner, so it probably was true 
that prominent people sat in the back. 
4) Connection to specific prior historical knowledge: sometimes prominent 
fami lies sat in the back 
For others, they followed the pattern of po iting a series of questions leading to a 
gathering of evidence and a hypothesis that attempts to move beyond the evidence: 
T(S) 13-0ne thing that we've talked about with rectors, with Byles, and says that 
he ' down to 1775, and doesn ' t even talk about another reverend until 1778, but 
doesn' t talk about that three year period. So what happened during that three year 
period? Was the church completely disowned? What it non-that's very 
interesting. I mean, obviously I know what was going on historically, at that time, 
but I didn ' t know that necessarily meant that the church wa n't working any 
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more. And if it was, who was in charge? Who was responsible? Who was in a 
position of authority? 
l ) Connection to the physical space: Rectors' plaque 
2) Specific historic agent(s) Byles 
3) A hypothesis: So what happened during that three year period? Was the church 
completely disowned? What it non- that's very interesting. I mean, obviou ly I 
know what was going on hi torically, at that time, but I didn ' t know that 
necessarily meant that the church wa n' t working any more. And if it wa , who 
was in charge? Who was respon ible? Who was in a position of authority? 
4) Connection to specific prior historical knowledge: TTTB Byles Module: One 
thing that we've talked about with rectors, with Byles, and says that he's down to 
1775, and doesn't even talk about another reverend until 1778, but doe n' t talk 
about that three year period. 
However, at ONC, there were 14 other eparate instances where the teacher 
clearly employed a problem-solving strategy, though similar to supposition, it missed 
some essential element necessary to qualify a a supposition. The mjssing e lements most 
frequently are either connection to prior hi torical knowledge or in the construction of a 
hypothe is. It is worthwhile to note here again, Lee's construction of the uppo al: "First, 
ev idence is created by questions, and what que tions ought to be asked is a matter of 
judgment. ... Second, where supposing i concerned, the premises are supplied by the 
evidence" (Lee, 1984, p. 87). 
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Throughout the tours at ONC, the teachers supply a series of question to gather a 
body of evidence. However, though they have collected the evidence nece ary to make 
the supposal, they do not "cash in" (Lee, 1984, p.95) on the evidence collected or u e that 
evidence to build a particular interpretation based on that evidence. To wit: 
T(3)6-I wonder at what point they topped deeding the pews? At what point 
could your average Joe come in and, urn, you know, sit in church? And you can 
see from where I am tanding, how high the gallery is and how difficult it might 
have been to hear ... 
l ) Connection to the physical space: Pew Plates 
2) Specific historic agent(s) member of the congregation 
3) Gathering Evidence: I wonder at what point they stopped deeding the pew ? At 
what point could your average Joe come in and, urn, you know, sit in church? And 
you can see from where I am standing, how high the gallery is and how difficult it 
might have been to hear ... 
4) A hypothesis: (Missing) 
5) Connection to specific prior historical knowledge: Awareness of the practice of 
deeding pews. 
Also frequently missing wa a connection to specific historical knowledge. Often 
teachers employed a very general sen e of ociaJ classes, or social mores in the attempt to 
contextualize what they were seeing: 
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T(5) 13-It 's really interesting up at the very top in this middle section, there's 
this almost like luxury suite in the middle of the room, its all velvet and velvet 
padding, I think it' s velvet, I don' t know. But it's obviously a much different 
booth than everybody else has. Which the importance of that and who actually sat 
there and why they sat there and so on and so forth urn , I don't know the exact 
reason, but you can only just kind of hypothesize that it 's all due to importance in 
the social circle, through donations or urn, you know, being director of whatever, 
position of importance he or she may be. 
I ) Connection to the physical space: Bay Pew 
2) Specific historic agent(s): Members of the congregation 
3) Gathering of evidence: there's this almost like luxury suite in the middle of the 
room, its all velvet and velvet padding, I think it' s velvet, I don't know. But it's 
obviously a much different booth than everybody else has. 
4) A hypothesis: Which the importance of that and who actually sat there and why 
they sat there and so on and so forth urn, I don ' t know the exact reason, but you 
can only just kind of hypothesize that it's all due to importance in the social 
circle, through donations or urn, you know, being director of whatever, position of 
importance he or she may be 
5) Connection to specific prior historical knowledge: (absent) 
Or, made attempts to reconcile information that in some way seemed dissonant: 
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T(3)7-It's a beautiful, absolutely beautiful organ, and I wonder if the builder of 
the organ in this church . .. and if that organ was built in the 17 .. if he died in 1767 
that means it was built long before that. I find that hard to believe that it ' s lasted 
that long. Maybe it's a different one? 
1) Connection to the physical space: organ 
2) Specific historic agent(s): organ builder 
3) A hypothesis: and if that organ was built in the 17 . .if he died in 17 67 that means 
it was built long before that. I find that hard to believe that it 's lasted that long. 
4) Connection to specific prior historical knowledge: (absent) 
While these 14 statements do not rise to the level of supposal heuristic, the 
teachers clearly viewed the material encountered the Old North as "a problem to be 
solved" (Fischer, 1971, p. xv). If taken with the statements that do meet the criteria for 
supposition, ( 14 problem solving + 34 suppositions= 48; average of 3.2 per teacher), 
teachers minimally viewed the information presented at ONC as something they needed 
to wrestle with, which stands in marked contrast to the relative passivity (2 instances 
total, (. 13) average) of their tours of the OSMH. 
Empathetic Insight 
Only three of the teachers made any sort of Empathetic Insight comments, three out of 
four occurred in the post-TTTB session at Old North. 
The lack of statements of empathetic insight might be attributed to either of the 
following reasons: As already discussed, their ability to contextualize what they 
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encountered at the Old North with the larger hi torical record was limited, thus 
hampering their ability to engage in Empathetic In ight. Additionally, as indicated in the 
discussion of suppositions, teachers spent a great deal of time attempting to reconcile 
smaller sections of the church with what they had learned in TTTB. Only T(5) 14, early 
into his tour of the Old North , paused and declared his intention to put himself in the 
place of the historical agents at Old N011h: 
T(S) 14- 1 want to find one of the boxes with the people that we knew. So you can 
get that nice kind of li ke ... this is where these people were and you're standing 
there now. But, urn then I'm gonna take a second, actually do some thinking 
about what I'm actually seeing and what the church actually looks like. 
Then, in an extended di scussion, T(5) 14 ynthesized much of what had been 
presented in TTTB about being a congregant at the Old North in the period leading up to 
the Revo lution and connected it to the experience of standing in the church proper. In the 
resulting discussion T(5) 14 presents a macro analysis of the congregation as an "actual 
living society" and "part of a very vibrant community", layering in different historical 
agents, their actions (e.g., "what a jerk Byles i "),and perspectives (e.g., "that whole 
loyalist, patriots, neutral kind of thing") , exemplifying what Lee described as "grasping 
the internal connections between an agent's beliefs and goals, or between the values and 
beliefs of a social group"' (Lee, 1984, p. 89-90): 
T (5) 14- You look at the reserve boxe , or the you know the c losed off ones, and 
all these numbers start in 1724 or 1726, o it gives you an idea of you know, of 
not a church community that started , I gue it reinforces that they did-that 
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there's this long-standing Colonial life that doesn't just start here before, you 
know, ri ght before Lexington and Concord. That there's stuff going on that 
people-you are living this normal life, not having this constantl y repressed 
ex istence, all the time, under the British, the colonists were, kinda doin' the ir 
thing. [n so for, in a community li ke this, for 50, 70 whatever years or whatever, 
there were no problems, or not no problem , but you know it was an active living 
community, and you get that whole loyali t, patriots, neutral kind of thi ng. It 
reverberates a Little bit when you think of it as an actual living society where 
people have different views and not, and not everybody's just kind of thi s 
constant like, tension with each other .... So from up here in the galle ry, looking 
down, get a chance to, kind a ee it from the cheaper seats- and standing room-
and still impressive-! mean, you get a en e that these people, though they 
would have been up above, were not part of the proper action down below. Were 
not, you know, totally out of it, becau e it i a very intimate, still very intimate 
feeling place .... you can see people fill ing in the different pews and hav ing a 
discuss ion or an argument or you know, what a jerk Byles is, or you know, what 
should they do about the latest problem that is kind of cropping up- it does .... 
you want a map or label or color them in or you want to physically sit people and 
say, you know you are, here' s so and o and here's so and so, and they' re kind of 
in , not direct confl ict, but they are in historical conflict, and you know, think 
about that and you know, you can come in here on a Sunday and you came in here 
and worshipped and you know, thi i part of a very vibrant community, and 
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while you know, these people are thinking about these issues here, you know-
the Humphries would be sitting up in the galle ry, you know-and this i the place 
that is giving her, her you know, her ubsistence, you know, at the same times, 
she's, you know, maybe she's a marginal ized member, maybe the things these 
people are talking about don't apply to her. Would be kind of interesting, you 
know, how some people down here a members of, you know, the real or the 
church proper and other member who are forced to sit up there to listen . I don't 
know. I don' t know if there was a egregation thing. 
This discussion was unique among the recordings as it presented the onl y instance 
where a teacher stepped back and took in the building holistically, integrating multiple 
a pects of TTTB, as opposed to single in tance or segmented elements. One other teacher 
T(2)3 presented Empathetic Insight statements in hi s tour of OSMH and ONC, but made 
no explicit content connections to TTTB. The third teacher T(3)9 made a single reference 
to "the Humphries" family from TTTB while tanding in the gallery next to their family 
seat, but then moved on to discuss other element of the building. 
Interpretive Panels 
Following their tours of Old No1th, they were asked to interpret the Gage module, which 
was not tested as a computer-based module, but presented to participants a a mu eum 
di play panel. Their responses were coded again t Wineburg's heuri stics compared 
against their tours to the OSMH. 
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Perhaps the most interesting figure to come out of this testing was the amount of 
time that participants voluntarily spent interpreting the Gage panel versus the OSMH 
panel. Though participants were given only 15 minutes to tour both OSMH and Old 
North, they were given no specific time restrictions or recommendations when viewing 
the museum displays. Post-TTTB exposure, participants voluntarily spent about three 
times as long on the Gage panel as they did on the OSMH panel (see Figure 3). 
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Very little hjstorical thinking was evident in the teachers' interpretation of the 
panels at OSMH. Below is the entire transcript of T(3)1 O's interpretation of the panel at 
OSMH. It is typical of the teacher encounters with the OSMH panel in that he considers 
the Title (Tea Party Repercussions), identifies the 'famous people' pictured there, 
describes difficulty navigating the information, expresses frustration and distractibility, 
without coming to a conclusion and without walking away with a deeper understanding 
of the material presented than what he already knew: 
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It's about the Boston Tea Party and things that happened to the people that 
partook of the Boston Tea Party. The urn, I want to start at the top, I wish again 
there was a bigger date. I have to start reading it. .. but what happens is I look at 
the top and start reading it and then I look down at the artifacts and then look at 
some of the actual real things ... I just. .. there's just a lot of stuff.. .I would look at 
it ... And I wou ld see how people ... that this would be one of the Acts that would 
make people mad ... Here are the famous people ... is this actually? ... so just things 
from the Boston Tea Party things that took place during the Boston Tea Party, the 
musket. .. just feel like there's a lot of information there in just one spot. . .it should 
be spread out, cause I'm feeling distracted by everything There's thi s flag 
here ... what's this about. . . There' s this lady in the middle ... we have Washington, 
John Hancock, Joseph Warren ... must have been instrumental in .. . let's see .. . I feel 
like it kind of just simplifies the whole reason why we went to war. Seems to me 
it's all about the Boston Tea Party when there were so many more things that 
could have been, that were part of the reasoning ... 
Comparatively, the frequency of utterances categorized as historical thinking 
(corroboration, sourcing, and contextualization) were significantly higher than during 
their Pre-TTTB interpretation of the museum panel at OSMH Total utterances (e.g. , 
complete thoughts) categorized as historical thinking 
Interpreting the Interpretive Panels 
Participants showed more significant increases in historical thinking utterances when 
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worki ng wi th the interpretive panels than they did in interpreting the physical environs of 
the OJd North. This may be attributable to the greater similarity between the multiple 
primary sources and interpretive museum panels than between documents and built 
environments. 
Beyond the increased time spent on the ONC panel , participants reque ted 
additional information about Margaret Gage and the situation presented. As much of the 
tory of Margaret Gage revolves around the circumstantial evidence about her po ibly 
being a Patriot spy, about half of the teacher (6) specificall y requested 'primary source' 
documentation. No such requests were made in working with the OSMH panels. Many 
comme nted on how the two panel s compared to each other, as well as how their 
experience wor!Ung with TTTB influenced their interpretation of the ONC panel. T(3) 11 
ynthesized all of that commentary thusly: 
T(3)11-All the docume nts are secondary sources and .... they're quite repetitive 
of each other. . . they keep citing some of the same stuff . .. I want.. .at thi point to 
see the primary documents ... uh ... and I guess I want to because of my experience 
with what we've done already .. . I'm a little suspicious now, a little more 
suspicious of secondary sources ... in some ways I'm not because these all do 
mention the same [ .. ] they cite much of the same information ... daughter of 
liberty .. . the King John piece . . . but I ju t would feel better if I was seeing things 
that helped me know how omebody knows she was packed aboard the ship. How 
urn, ... you know that birth and death records we see, that she survived him, the 
land records that show that his land wasn't forfeited ... is it because I'm more 
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into ... uh . . . drawing my own conclu ions ... maybe it is ... maybe I' ve been .. . my 
mind .. . my curiosity ha been piqued or ... or maybe my autonomy has been 
piqued in that way. 
Content Connections 
It would be easy to explain away some of the increases in historical thinking een at the 
Old North as merely a deepe r unde rstanding of the specific content re lated to the stories 
at the Old North. However, several factor mu t mjtigate that interpretation. First, prior to 
their exposure to the OSMH participant received approx imately the arne amount of 
information about OSMH as about ONC during the TTTB sessions. Additionally, at 
OSMH, participants were exposed to significantly more content information in the form 
of interpreti ve panels, compared to ONC. Conversely, the situations and information 
presented within TTTB have not yet been included in any interpretive programmjng or 
materi als at Old North , so there is little other opportunity for di rect content transfer once 
on-site. As participants could access the content avail able on the interpretive panels whi le 
at OSMH and directly apply it during their visit, the opportunity fo r direct content 
transfer is significantly higher at OSMH than it is at ONC. 
Whe n explicit mention of content connections from TTTB to the Old North tour 
occurred ( <2 per transcript), the most frequently mentioned conte nt connection, was 
when participants noticed a memorial plaque (circa 1912) related to Reverend Mather 
B yles, the subject of TTTB Module 1 or in the search for the Pulling/Newman pew, the 
subject of TTTB Module 2. 
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Assuming similar levels of available content information, it would appear that the 
mode of presentation (e.g., use of multiple document vs. pre-made interpretive 
materials) is the primary difference between the tours of the two sites. The effect of the 
different interpretive modes appears mo t tarkly in the pre-tour question-answer session. 
Following their tour of the OSMH, the teacher had very few questions about what they 
had either encountered in the pre-reading, the exhibits, or the building proper. The three 
group spent on average 5:14 minutes a king question about the building, whereas after 
the ONC tour, the average was 13:03 minute . For example, the entire que tion es ions 
for the 3-day group following their tour are a follows: 
Post-OSMH Tour Question Session (Elapsed time: 2:12) 
C: Do you have any questions? 
T 1: I didn ' t know a lot about OSMH at all before this, which is pretty evident, 
hhhh . .. so I'm pretty much going completely from the dark. 
C (to T(3)3): That is perfectly fine. Do you have any questions? 
T(3)2: No, no questions. 
C: Okay. 
T(3)3: I'm just really intrigued, by somehow I starting backwards and I' ve been 
really pretty much aware of ju t the beginning of the exhibit. For some rea on I 
started at the end, and for some rea on, that made me so much more intrigued to 
become aware of this whole other era involvement that thi s place played. It is 
really coo I. 
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C: Do you have any que tion ? 
T(3)4: Nope. 
Conversely, outlined below are just the questions and leading comments that the 
teachers asked the guide prior to thei r official tour of the Old North. 
3 Day ONC Pre-Tour Questions (Elapsed time: 10:57) 
- Is that the lantern that wa referred to in the plaque that Gerald Ford 
[unintelligible]? 
- How come the pews are o much higher here than they are at OSMH? 
- All these windows are part of the original design? 
- I was wondering, urn, the bu tofWa hington? ... in achurch? . .. politics and 
religion? Eh eh eh . .. I couldn ' t figure that out, why it was there? Why so 
prominent? I know everybody love Wa hington, urn , but I'm so intrigued by 
that. . . 
- With what we're doing about, uh, looking at the real tmth behind the Newman-
Pulling thing, and yet there' s so much commemoration in thi s church of him 
[Newman] , you know, I mean, are you, I'm assuming what you' re wanting to do 
is provide some counterpoint, hhhh, because like, you're not going to eradicate 
that, the plaques, the kneeling cu hion , you know? 
- I guess, I don' t, I have no idea, I'm intrigued by people who feel it is really, 
like it 's that important. I wonder what' behind that. .. I feel like the Newman are 
keeping a secret about something ... 
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- So thi s whole educational wing of the Old North Church, as a historic site, has 
some pretty delicate ground to trod with that controversy, with that kind of, 
because it is an active church .... wi th that allegiance to the [Newman] story . . . 
- Also, I' ve never been in an Anglican church before, and I was looking at it is a 
tripped down vers ion of Catholici m. You know, really, it ' s d ifferent. It' 
Protestant-ized, you can see that. But really I was looking at what is up 
there ... you have this altar, but then thi very protestant type of decoration , with 
the Creed, and the Our Father and the Ten Commandments, it 's j u t interesti ng, 
looking at this kind of amalgamation of how it looks and what that means about 
the antecedents of this place and the church as a denomjnation. 
- I know you mentioned the windows are original to what it looked like . I was 
just wondering what if there are any other major changes, architecturall y in the 
building. Because I picture it a cen ain way, I I'm picturing the people that we 
ca e studied in their pews or up in the balcony. I ' m just curious if there are any 
major changes. 
- What are the flags? And are they all colonial flags? 
Patticipants repeatedly asked questions beyond TTTB about the Old North that 
stem from the open-endedness of the question the project rillses. The fo llowing 
exchange took place during one of the po t-TITB tours of the Old N01th when the guide 
described an anomaly in the crypt of the church. Participants asked why the structure was 
built the way it was, the guide responded that he illd not know: 
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T(3)9-It's very interesting coming here because most of the museums and 
historic sites you go to it's very definitive, "This is what happened," and it's very 
interesting coming to a place where it's not definiti ve, it 's kind of an ongoing 
process, because you have a maybe this or maybe that-It just questions the 
validity of other places that you go that say, "This is the way it is"-1 mean, 
where'd you come up with that? (Laughter) 
T(3)6-You know, I think sometimes you tend to think that, uh, from what you 
know about history and how we know the things we know, it' s so interesting to 
me that there's just like, there is no record of why this is here. Why half of it was 
opened up. Why, even why was there a kneeling space? Endlessly interesting. 
This type of exchange occurred throughout the ONC tours, leaving participants feeling 
like they were not involved with a "typical historic site", but a place with something 
unique to offer beyond the Paul Revere story. 
The difference between the tours at OSMH and ONC appear to be in the curiosity 
stimulated by their experience with TTTB. The questions evident in the ONC tour 
indicate both connection to the content they encountered in TTTB and a sense of trying to 
figure out how to place what they know within the context of building set before them. 
The comparatively fl at experience with OSMH indicates a lack of stimulation of that 
same sense of curiosity. 
Wonder 
In the course of analyzing the transcripts, beyond the strictures of either Wineburg's or 
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thi s author's frameworks for historical thinking, an intriguing pattern of word u age 
appeared. Following their encounter with TTIB, teachers were more likely to u e the 
word "wonder" than in the ir pre-TTTB tour at OSMH. 
In fact, many suppositions were indicated by the use of the word "wonder", as in 
"I wonder" or "I am wondering" . The word 'wonder' appeared in some fo rm in the 
OSMH tours a total of 20 times, 10 of which were some form of historical thinking, 
whereas at Old North, there were 47 occurrences, 31 of which were some form of 
hi storical thinking. If the interpretive panel are factored in, the number jump to 25 at 
OSMH and 85 at ONC, with 10 OSMH and 67 ONC comprising some form of hi torical 
thinking or attempt at problem solving. 
While not all of these statements were historical thinking, as some indicated 
navigational concerns, e.g., " I'm wondering if you can get up to the balcony easily. Oh, I 
see, it i roped off." Or considerations about how to use the building with tudent , uch 
a: 
It's a lot of detail and information and o if this were a display in the library, I'm 
wondering, even though it is written in a way that is very readable for my tudents 
who are 5th graders, I'm wondering if they'd take the time to read all of this . 
Many of the statements in which participant u ed "wonder" were suppos itions: 
T(2)3-There are angels up by the organ. I wonder if they actually had angels in 
those days. Up front, there's an altar with Jesus sitting at the table with the Last 
Supper. You wonder if you had the e orts of icons availab le to uh urn ... to the 
people of that time ... I mean they eemed to take a more literal view of not having 
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false gods before uh ... before them. And things like Angels; I mean statues were 
very frow ned on in Protestant New England. It was considered too Catholic. 
1) Connection to the physical space: Angels; iconography in ONC 
2) Specific historic agent(s) 
3) A hypothesis: You wonder if you had these sorts of icons available to uh urn .. . to 
the people of that time. 
4) Connection to specific prior historical knowledge: I mean they seemed to take 
a more literal view of not having fal se gods before uh ... before them. And things 
like Angels; I mean statues were very frowned on in Protestant New England. It 
was considered too Catholic. 
Additionally, many of the statements that did not rise to the criteri a for the 
supposition heuristic fell into that category of the incomplete supposition or indicated 
some attempt at problem solving: 
T(3)7-I'm looking at what Lafayette said, "Yes, that is the man I knew and more 
like him than any other person." In 1824. Can' t remember when Washington 
died, but since he used the past tense, so I'm wondering if he was dead at that 
point. . . um . .. about 50 years after the Revolution. I'm guess ing maybe he was. 
For comparison, the historians used the word "wonder" 35 times, 21 of which 
indicate some form of historical thinking, for an average of 4.2 utterances including the 
word 'wonder' per historian. It is important to note here that the histori ans toured the Old 
North for an average of 52:04, approximately th ree times as long as the teachers, who 
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were stopped after 15 minutes. 
Table 28. Instances of Use of the Word 'Wonder' 
Participants Location Historical Thinking Average number of 
Utterances inc] udi ng Historical Thinking 
"wonder" Utterances per 
participant including 
"wonder" 
Teachers OSMH 10 (.66) 
Teachers Old North 31 (2.06) 
Historians Old North 21 (4.2) 
Further, in Wineburg's 1991 study, he noted one of the historians in the study 
likening his experience at an anti-apartheid demonstration to the experiences of the 
Minutemen at Lexington and Concord: 
What I'm remembering is all of these people suddenly woken up in the middle of 
the night, in the dark, huddled together, and feeling very nervous about it, with 
some people stirring up the courage saying "We're not going to let them do this to 
us" type of thing. I wonder how much of that might have been going on in the [the 
minutemen's] lives ... . What other sources can I get that try to get at that? Can I 
get their own personal letters to see if that's going on? (p.82). 
Wineburg then posited that " the scenario he constructed is a clue to how 
historians "find" new research questions" (1991 , p.82). Indeed, as Csikszentmihal yi 
( 1996, p.56) posits: "Without a good dose of curiosity, wonder, and interest in what 
things are like and in how they work, it is difficult to recognize an interesting problem." 
While use of the word "wonder" itself does not comprise historical thinking, it is 
worth considering precisely what it signifies. Opdal distinguishes wonder from curiosity: 
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Wonder is the state of mind that signals we have reached the limits of our present 
understanding and that things may be different from how they look. This could 
generate a research interest, a probing into the frames that so far have been taken 
for granted. Fully developed thi s interest turns into [ ... ]the critical examination 
of our basic concepts, ways of reasoning, and our fu ndamental assumptions 
(Opdal, 200 1, p.331). 
Thus, wonder is clearly elemental to curiosity-the motivation to conduct 
exploration within those frames (Opdal , 2001)-and consequently as a "key part of the 
researcher's mind" (Fetzer, 2003), of research and disciplinary progress. Thus, that sense 
of wonderment and curiosity is a necessary precondition for historical inquiry or 
historical thinking. 
In relation to historic buildings, H3 describes this mindset thusly: 
It all starts with looking and being curious, always asking yourself, why is that 
like that? Does it have to be this way? What choice guided this? And I think one 
thing that is hard for people who are not already disposed towards looking at 
architecture or art, not even architecture, you think, well, it has to be this way. 
And then you say, well , no an artist made this, an architect made this and they 
made choices and they made choices thinking about you looking or you using this 
space and that would determine whether they were a good architect or a bad 
architect. So, when you start thinking that a building is a result of choices that 
reflect either a philosophy of the architect who is thinking about the use of the 
building, whether you agree with that philosophy or that understanding of 
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funct ion, it would change, you may or may not agree, it is still your avenue for 
understanding why the structure looks like it does and what, what it can embody. 
What values, what thoughts, what beliefs what intentions, urn, does the building 
embody, and they all do, they are, yes, they keep us dry from the rain , they also 
are, urn, visua l, visib le manifestations of what we think and what is important to 
us. 
It would appear that framing the biographical modules in TTTB in terms of the 
choices that historical indiv iduals made provided teachers a way into the story and 
modeled how to ask whether or not something had to be a certain way. The function of 
wonder in their interactions with the Old North was in creating the "pro longed cognitive 
conflict [ . .. ] useful for appreciating contradiction and mystery" and deciding if it is 
interesting enough to sustain the curiosity needed to resolve that conflict (Schmitt & 
Lahroodi , 2008, p. 132). 
The use of the word "wonder" is also important to note as it indicates a process 
divorced from pure content knowledge. As uch, any claim that the improvement in 
participants' use of historical thinking strategies in post-TTTB exploration of the Old 
North is solely reflective of increased content knowledge cannot stand. Prior to their 
exposure to the OSMH in addition to the content information presented in the interpretive 
panels, participants received approximately the same amount of information about 
OSMH as about ONC during the TTTB sessions. While clearly rooted in the content, the 
use of the word "wonder" then implies a certain curiosity necessary to move beyond the 
content. Thus, something in how the information is presented is clearly in play. 
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Historic Site Use Reports 
TTTB appears to have a generall y positive effect on how teachers would present the Old 
North to their students and integrate it into their classrooms. Following their tours of both 
OSMH and ONC, the teachers were asked to draw up lesson plans that answered the 
following questions: 
1) How would you use the OSMH/ONC with the classes that you teach? 
2) Sketch out a lesson plan (Minima11y including an objective, brief 
discussion of procedures, and evaluation.) 
3) Of you were to plan an on-site visit to the OSMH/ONC, what would 
you have your students do once there? 
4) How would you use this information/activity once back in your 
classroom? 
5) Is there other information that you would want to help construct your 
lesson(s)? 
The lesson plans were then evaluated against the following criteria: 
1) What types of in-class activities were planned to prepare students for a 
visit? 
2) What types of on-site activities were planned while students visited the 
site? 
3) Where do the lesson objectives/activities fall on Bloom's taxonomy? 
4) Does the lesson planned encourage specific historical thinking skills? 
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5) Does the lesson incorporate primary sources, multiple documents, or 
emphasize interpretation? 
6) What type of evaluation/integration into classroom activities occur after 
site visit? 
At OSMH, the most frequently occurring type of lesson was a "scavenger hunt," 
or answering of teacher-generated questions, wherein students would scour the building 
attempting to collect facts about the OSMH and its role in American history. When 
teachers offered sample questions that might appear on such a scavenger hunt, the 
questions were almost exclusively indicative of knowledge or comprehension level 
questions, such as: 
"Who was one colonist connected with the OSMH?" 
"Explain one fact connecting the [Revolutionary-Era Historic Event] and the Old 
South Meeting House." 
"In 5 or Jess sentences, describe the inside of OSMH." 
Indeed, even in activities not identified as "scavenger hunts," the most frequent 
direction for students was to "explore" or "find three" objects , people, or events related to 
OSMH that they found interesting in some way. Upon their return to the classroom, 
teachers indicated that they would have students "journal" about their feelings, 
likes/disl ikes or experiences with the site, or "role-play" about historic personages 
associated with the OSMH. Ten ou t of the 14 lesson plans submitted followed this 
pattern. Of these 10, none indicated any use of primary sources, either before, during, or 
after their visit, nor did any of the lessons appear to encourage any historical thinking 
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skill s at all. Rather, they seemed to be focused on vague "informat ion gathering," with 
little to no in-depth tie-in to regular curricular activities. 
Of the remaining lessons, one tapped into OSMH's interpretive theme about 
protest and free speech, and would "study countries or regimes without freedom of 
speech," and indicated several very good secondary sources with which to do so. 
Two teachers indicated they would not bring students into OSMH on a field trip. 
T(2)4 indicated that she would not tour the site because "the amount of reading in the 
displays is too overwhelming. The audio tour is too long and too confusing. And I don ' t 
think that they would get anything out of the educational programs." 
Interestingly, though she would not tour the site, the teacher indicated that she 
might stop outside it while walking the Freedom Trail-a collection of 16 Revolutionary 
Era sites throughout downtown Boston, of which both OSMH and ONC are a pa1t. Upon 
her return to the classroom, she would have students draw a map of where each of those 
historic sites is located. 
Similarl y, T(3)1 1 indicated that she would have students attend a public lecture 
and write an essay evaluating whether or not the presentation was consistent with the 
OSMH's primary interpretive theme used throughout the interpretive panels. However, 
this would only be as an "enrichment/extra credit" activity. She explained why: 
I personally do not think OSMH, as weU as many other historic buildings in 
Boston, have enough content to warrant a field trip during school hours-not in 
this day and age of testing and accountability and , in my case, during an AP 
curriculum. I think you have to string a number of sites together-or do the 
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Freedom Trail- in order to have it be worth your while to miss school. 
Despite this withering assessment, T(3) 11 was one of three teachers who 
indicated any use of primary sources in their lessons. Both T(3) L 1 and T (5) 14 indicated 
they would use the primary source documents in the di splay cases at the OSMH to 
corroborate some aspect of an historical argument. Only one teacher T(3)7 developed a 
lesson using multiple primary sources as part of their Pre-OSMH visit materials and then 
use the visit to corroborate the prior information with that fo und at OSMH. 
These lessons stand in marked contrast wi th those wri tten after TTTB exposure. 
Only one out of 14 did not specify use of primary sources or specific historical thinking 
skills. Instead, T(5)15 laid out a fairly complex project based on the Old No11h's 1744 
peal of bells, in which students would re-create the peal of bells and the algorithms 
necessary to perform change-ringing. While no specific primary sources were indicated, 
T (5)15 's plan to use these lessons to "explore the use of sound and light as 
communication tools" and lead into "an exploration of why the lanterns were hung at Old 
North," provides a unique way of getting to the Paul Revere story, (as a teenaged Revere 
was a bell-ringer) and shows significantly more integration into the ONC as an historic 
site than T(5) 15's lesson plan at OSMH. 
Of the remaining 13 lessons, 11 make explicit mention of the use of TTTB 
modules. The final two seem to hint at using materials from TTTB ("research on families 
at Old North", " research individuals") but does not explicitly mention TTTB materials. 
While no teacher planned to use all four TTTB modules wholesale, they describe their 
adaptation and integration of the modules into pre-ONC-visit lessons. Further, they also 
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integrated the visit more fully into their return to the classroom than at OSMH, describing 
strong, specific content links and instructional objectives. 
The most frequent use of the ONC in the lessons was to have students use the 
TTTB modules prior to their visit, develop their own questions about what they wanted to 
know, then sit in the pews where their 'person ' would have sat, and work with a guide to 
find answers to their questions. Thus, their lessons echoed the TTTB procedures modeled 
to them during their use of TTTB and their tours of ON C. It is unclear whether or not this 
approach would be unique to their visit to ONC or if it would extend to a different 
consideration for historic sites beyond. 
In conversations following their use of TTTB, despite the excitement about the 
modules, many teachers expressed reservations about the amount of ti me it would take to 
complete a single module. Though it took between 20 minutes to an hour (depending on 
module) several of the teachers thought it might take too long or be too complicated fo r 
students to use. When discussing how to use TTTB in their classes, the most frequent 
suggestion was for the teachers to pull out a single document, place it on an overhead 
projector and walk their students through it. When it was pointed out that this would 
remove the 'joy of discovery' from the process that had made it so exciting for them to 
use, T(5)15 stated, "But there's no other way for them to learn it." This sentiment was 
echoed by several other teachers. 
Lastly, what was a nearly universal entiment throughout the lesson plans at both 
OSMH and ONC was the desire on the part of the teachers to get students to "feel" what 
it would be like to be a particular historical agent. All of the teachers at one point in thi s 
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study indicated that their rrussion was to ' humanize' the people of the past and for 
students to 'connect' with them. Throughout their le son , teachers made direct appeals 
to students' e motions in order to make those connections. In a sense, they were 
attempting to inspire empathy in their students for these hi storical agents. While no 
teacher con tructed a Jesson in which the highly contextualized Empathetic Insight wa 
evident, in using the TTTB documents, teacher would not only po e a 'big question' , but 
then supply a document or set of documents with which to support stude nts' investigation 
of that question and development of an answer. 
Summary 
Following their encounter with TTTB, acros the test groups participant showed a 
significantly increased likelihood of applying certain historical thinking strategies to their 
encounters at the Old North Church than they did at OSMH. On a variety of measures, 
TTTB had a significantl y positive effect on how participants encountered the Old North, 
including: voluntary time on task interpreting artifacts and an inc rea e in the quantity and 
quality of utterances indicating historical thinking. None of the improvements in 
historical thinking were significantl y correlated to either experience or testing group, 
indicating broad possibilities for application despite relatively short length of exposure. 
What emerged beyond the statements indicating historical thi nking was a far 
deeper sense of 'wonderment' and curiosity about what is in the building and the story 
behind it. Thu , the process of going through TTTB seems to incite curiosity about the 
related historic site, a critical element for, and like ly, a necessary precur or to historical 
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thinking. 
Participants made explicit mentions of content connections gleaned from their 
TTTB sessions in their tours, particular to two specific elements in the bui lding, the 
Mather Byles memorial plaque, and the Pulling or Revere fami ly pews. However, the 
bulk of their tours did not center on TTTB content, but rather on attempting to piece 
together the disparate elements presented to them, much in the way they had when using 
the multiple documents provided by TTTB. Thus, beyond mere content transfer of the 
stories presented in TTTB, it appears that the method of using multiple documents and 
open ended questioning to construct "what happened" does encourage users to encounter 
the hi storic site more critically, and engage in more historical thinking as related to the 
historic site. 
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6. "TEACHER THINKING" WITH TTTB 
While it is possible to elicit instances of historical thinking from teachers after using 
TTTB, it does not, however, mean that these teachers are necessarily thinking more like 
historians. This is not for any lack of intellectual prowess or ability ; rather, these teachers 
think like teachers. Their conversations are punctuated with concerns about whether or 
not their students are capable of employing the skills necessary to use a program like 
TTTB; to what degree their students might find the materials presented interesting; and 
perhaps of greatest concern is whether or not they have the time necessary to use such 
materials. Beyond thinking historically, it is instructive to note the differences in how 
present the teachers' students were in their thinking during the TTTB sessions, relative to 
their encounters at the Old North Church. Understanding this ' teacher thinking' may 
provide the best clues for how to more effectively use programs like TTTB and site visits 
to encourage authentic history instruction 
Throughout their interactions with both historic sites and TTTB, teachers' 
commentary is structured into two definite frames: what I (as an individual) personally 
think and what I, as a teacher, intuit about how my students will perceive this 
material/situation/experience. For example, when viewing the interpretive panels at 
OSMH: 
T(3)9- Um, as I'm looking at the boxes, in some ways, I'm thinking that they ' re 
a bit too busy. Once again, working at [my school] for going on my 6th year, urn, 
my attention to how the students with language based learning di sabilities Jearn 
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kind of overcomes everything that I look at when I think of bringing students to 
someplace. Looking at these boxes, there's a lot to look at urn, but has the 
potential for being confusing, rather than urn, having c learly defined lines and 
separations. Me, personally, I think it is interesting 
It is this sense of directionality that most distinguishes the teachers' sessions from 
that of the historians. In much the same way it is often faster for a single person to walk 
from point A to point B, than it is for a group of people to traverse the same terrain, such 
is the difference between historians and teachers. As the leader of that group of people, 
the teacher frequently turns back to make sure everyone is still with them, slowing down 
for the struggling members, making adjustments to ensure that everyone arrives at the 
same place. After years of making that same trek, many of these teachers expressed with 
some frustration and resignation about what they could reasonably use or accomplish in a 
given course with their particular students. 
What might be of greater assistance to teachers going forward may well be more 
in the realm of affective support- modeling the uses of uncertainty, purposeful disorder, 
and a willingness to say "I don't know"-criticaJ elements of behaving like historians 
that, coupled with employing historical thinking skills create the climate necessary for the 
"intellectual risk taking" (Dow, 1991 p.149) necessary to undertake meaningful hi storical 
study. Without the constraints of teaching in 45 minute increments, historic site might 
well be the best place to engender such behaviors. 
Thus, this chapter provides an impressionistic description of both "teacher-like" 
and "hi storian-like" behaviors that the teachers demonstrated in their interaction with 
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TTTB and their tours of both OSMH and ON C. Additionally, as TTTB as a treatment did 
not yield the inte nded effects, it is worth considering what was accomplished wi thin the 
sessions and how those understandings might be be useful in e ncouraging more 
meaningful interactions between teacher , histori ans, and historic sites. 
Descriptive Analysis of Teachers' Experiences with TITB 
In the teachers' direct interaction with TTTB, there was less di ffere nce between 
the te ting groups and how weJJ they used the materials and employed historical thin king 
than there were individual differences between partic ipants. Whatever weaknesses in 
their facility in analyzing historical document , the research method of using pairs to 
" think aloud" seemed to have the unintended pedagogical benefit of allowing the partners 
to develop and shape their strategies together and model important skill s for one another. 
The differences appeared to be more di po itionaJ (Resnick, 1987, p.41) than 
meaningfully related to certification, educational concentration, or degree. 
In addition to developing hi storical thi nking skills, each TTTB module was 
designed to build to a greater understanding of o rne more traditional skills necessary for 
undertaking historical inquiry (e .g., the diffi culty in building a narrati ve, reconciling 
conflicting accounts, what the lack of info rmation means). The following di scu sion will 
u e the data gathered from the TTTB sessions and explore the affective and analytical 
behav iors that were evident in the session . 
Prior to commencing work on each modu le, participants were told what the 
hi torical skill that module was intended to teach: 
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Byles module: developing a narrative from multiple sources; 
Pulling module: reconciling different accounts of the same events; 
Humphries module: negative research- what the absence of information te lls 
historians. 
Once they began working with the modules, all of the pairs followed the arne 
proce s: They read the biographical cenario laying out the problem to be "solved," 
di cu sed what they thought that per on did, u ed the multiple documents to try to olve 
that problem, and then wrote a short e ay ummariz ing their findings. The final essay 
wa to include at least three questions fo r future research or additional source that they 
would have liked to have seen in order to help answer said questions. 
TTTB Modules 
As each TTTB module emphasizes a di fferent kill necessary for understanding the 
construction of history there were pecul iaritie w ithin each that bear some discu ion. 
Byles Module 
Considered the 'simplest' of the modules, all groups began working with the Byles 
module. As with all the modules, prior to inve tigating any documents, the participants 
encountered a single page biographical piece that provides a sense of the conundrum 
fac ing each of the individuals on whom the module is based. These biographical piece 
were e sential for helping to provide direction for the document inquiry, but al o the 
context against which the situation i et. 
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The Byles module 16 centers on the que tion of whether or not the Loyali t Rector 
of the Old North left Boston for a job offer in Port mouth, New Hampshire. In 1765, 
Byles was recruited from a church in central Connecticut, based largely on hi s family 
reputation, to lead the Old North. Known as a rather 'prickly' character, Byles soon made 
enemies on the vestry and was on the verge of being fired when he received an offer to 
lead a church in Portsmouth. 
The following exchange wa part of a di cu sian the 5-day group had weighing 
onl y the information presented in the biographical piece: 
T(5) 14 17 So, Boston has been your family' s home for however long, you own this, 
this, this. You have thi intere t here. Is it better to hunker down and wait 
it out? We took the idea that he 's the leader of the extended family ... 
T(5) 13 So if he moves is he going alone or 
is everyone going with him? 
T(5)14 So he he's trying to make thi s deci ion for his small family? 
T(5)15 And how much does 
he care about his prominence in this area, and how much doe he reaJJ y 
hold on to "my father" " my grandfather", " this is my place and I'm not 
going to be kicked to the curb and fo rced to leave" or is it time are hard 
and I'm not getting paid , thi i the best thing to do? 




That's what I was thinking ... 
I it ' a different thing to be a pastor in Boston than 
in Portsmouth? 
T(5) 12 How long was he in Boston after he came from Connecticut? He 's not 
always been working in Bo ton, so he may look at going to Portsmouth 
the same way he looked at go ing to Connecticut. 
T(5) L5 And what was the religious 
background in Connectic ut? You don' t have it o 
e tabli hed; you don' t have Harvard College there. 
16 See page 59 for fu ll text of the Byles scenario. 
17 Individual teachers are noted accordingly: The T indicates that they are teachers (as distinct from 
historians); the parenthetical number indicated which te t group they were in. the 2-day. 3-day, or 5-day 
groups. And the tinal nu mber 1-15 is a signed a an individual ign ilier. 
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T(S) 13 To me, Boston is not like, I know it's a major city at this time, but it's not, 
not the major city of Loyalists, it' s not the centerpiece of Loyalism ... 
T(5)14 And I wonder how Anglican it is either? 
T(5)13 Yeah, so what is the huge intrigue? ... I mean his father was here, with 
long-standing ties in the community .. .it was his family ties, but not his 
own personal. .. and it says Patriot sentiment is growing in Portsmouth, so 
you're considering moving to a place that is already swaying against you. 
Even before encountering any of the documents, the participants were attempting 
to fill in the contextual information about the differences between Boston and 
Portsmouth; the role of Anglicanism; the strength and importance of familial ties and 
social status; the weight of economics in the decision-making process. After a few 
minutes more of discussion, the teachers were sent to their computers to examine what 
happened to Byles. 
The primary challenge in the Byles module was the "red herring" of the job offer 
in Portsmouth. Though he did receive an offer, and used it as a bargaining tool when 
negotiating with the vestry, there is no evidence that suggests that he ever set foot in 
Portsmouth. Fired on the morning of April 18th 1775, after repeated clashes with the 
Vestry, Byles faced the same decision many Loyalist Bostonians faced, whether or not 
they should leave and if so, where they should go. Byles ends up in Halifax, Nova Scotia 
as the chaplain to a group of Loyalists who similarly fled. 
Participants quickly uncovered the ' real ' story of what happened to him, but then, 
spent a good deal longer reading the Loyalist accounts, and finding out other details 
about his personal life mentioned in the initial biographical piece. 
Of particular interest was the death of his infant daughter only three weeks prior 
to his firing. Most of the groups paused and remarked how sad it must have been for him 
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to have to perform the burial services for his own daughter. Also of interest were his 
family ties. Many recognized his grandfather and great-grandfather, Increase and Cotton 
Mather, and wrestled with what it would mean to leave Boston, coming from such a 
prominent Bostonian family. T(5) 15 summed up the experience: "I like that we kind of 
filled in details that weren ' t necessary to the question, but kinda cool to know about. " 
Having that seemingly extraneous information was useful in building contextual 
information that they carried into their work with the next modules. 
Pulling Module 
Participants expressed a greater ease and facility with the Pulling module than with 
either Byles or Humphries modules. The Pulling module18 focuses on the long-standing 
di sagreement within the church hi story about who actual ly hung the signal lanterns on the 
night of April 18, 1775-Captain John Pulling, a friend of Paul Revere's and a member 
of the Vestry, or Robert Newman, the sexton of the church and the only man known to 
have keys to the building. 
At the center of the Pulling module are the competing claims of the Pulling and 
Newman families attempting to assert their family's version of the story, with their 
ancestor as the sole lantern-hanger, as the single true and definiti ve account of the event. 
Unlike the Byles module, where panicipants pieced together a narrative, the Pulling 
module presented competing narratives presented by people with obvious agendas. 
Participants employed the sourcing heuristic throughout their work with the Pulling 
module far more naturally than they did in other modules. For example, in both the Byles 
18 Fu lltexl of the Pulling scenario is availab le in Appendix A 
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and Humphries modules, one partner reminds the other that they need to remember to 
look for a source. With the Pulling module, they seized upon the biases and 
historiographical problems inherent in the source material as obvious matters for 
consideration. To wit: 
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Figure 11: Pulling Document 
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T(5) 13 So the first thing, is it written by a relative? If we look back on the family 
tree we cou ld figure out which one. 
T(5)12 So obviously, there's bias .. . 
T(5) 13 And it' s written in 1975 ... 
T(5)12 In Denver, Colorado! hhhh 
T(5)13 And maybe how much ... from letters, you know? 
T(S) 12 So obvious ly this source is going to paint him as a friend of Revere ... a big 
important historical figure ... 
Aside from the Pulling story's connection to Paul Revere, this module contained far more 
secondary sources and longer passages than the other modules. When asked why this 
module was so popular, one participant responded that it was well within their comfort 
zone: 
T(3)9-I think I interacted with the Pulling stuff a little bit better than the 
Humphries stuff .... I seemed to be able to come to conclusions better after 
reading the documents-the archival stuff that was given for the Pulling. With the 
Humphries, I felt that I was reall y taking a jump and I didn't really know if I was 
correct with the Humphries stuff. The Pulling, I think it largely was interpreted 
for you, where the Humphries stuff was just like raw data and then its like, you 
know, do what you will with it. 
The teachers' responses to TTTB in general, and to the Pulling module in 
particular, were overwhelmingly positive. They frequently cited possible uses in their 
classrooms and highlighted elements that their students would particularly enjoy or fi nd 
interesting. Additionally, they noted that they thought that they were learning valuable 
information and skills, and gained new insights into how they might approach historical 
study and instruction. To wit, an excerpt from the participants describing their 
experiences working with the Pulling module: 
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T(3) 11-I thought it was the mo t interesting. I guess, because it made me think 
differently then I' ve ever really thought about it before and I' ve never really 
thought about the person hanging the lantern, to be honest I didn't really even 
think about it being like being such a risky thing or maybe not even care. And 
now I'm really into it. Now I want to know. (laughter) 
T(3)11- I thought it's just intriguing 
because everything, every judgment, you read, its li ke, wait a rrlinute, you know, 
it was contradictory, it was, ah, you were, you kind of looked at scans, once you 
saw who thi s was or where this information was coming from and I think the 
thing that was most striking to me, over the course of the sample documents, it 
became clear to me, how, urn, you know, a mention of something in one 
document, makes it ways as fact in a secondary source. And I was startled , 
because I have the back story on the primary documents and I'm going like, Well , 
here it is sitting in this Founding Myth book, but its like, your thinking that's 
conect and yet you, (the author) don't know that cause I sure don' t know that now 
that I've seen all these. And that ' s the first time that, you know, I' ve been so 
deeply into a set of a historical questions that I saw that happen. So it was pretty 
startling then, cause then its like oh my god, all of history is bunk! You tend to 
forget, you know, yes but you know it, it does make you go oh, how much of 
everything else that I teach, and because I teach from, you know I use a text book, 
so how much of all that nanative is the same process, the same thing, you read it 
in some place and yet how valid is it? 
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This sentiment was echoed throughout the other groups. Given the strong personal 
response the teachers had to the Pulling module, it is not surprising then that 11 of the 15 
teachers stated that they were most likely to use the Pulling module of any of the ones 
presented. 
Humphries Module 
The Humphries module19 presented an entirely separate set of issues related to the 
available documentation and the concept it attempts to teach. With little documentary 
evidence available, the Humphries module, the story of the free black congregants of the 
Old North , was intended to teach what the absence of information revealed about 
historians' processes. 
In comparison to other modules, the Humphries module is based on fewer 
primary sources (8), most of which are single-line references in Old North's vital records 
and poor accounts. The remaining eight documents are secondary sources relating to the 
black population, both free and ens laved, in Boston prior to the Revolution. Participants 
were asked to consider what happened to a woman like Elizabeth Humphries-a 
widowed, free black woman, with relatives who were slaves or married to slaves. Should 
she choose sides, remain neutral, or leave Boston altogether?20 
Throughout the sessions related to Elizabeth Humphries, pmticipants, asked very 
insightful questions about the nature of slavery and African-American life in the North, 
19 Full text of Humphries scenario is available in Appendix A. 
20 The tentative conclusion that the TITB research team came to was that there was insufficient evidence to 
indicate what action she might have taken. And without letters written to or about her, there is no clear 
indication what Elizabeth Humphries might have thought about any of the goings on in 1775 Boston. 
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but expressed their Jack of experience di cussing it, relative to their experience discussing 
the issue of slavery in the South. The most frequent requests were for more contextual 
information about African-American life, for both free and enslaved, in Colonial Boston. 
As T(S) 15 explained: "You need to have some context. In order to understand the 
negative, you need to understand the existing positive." 
However, participants frequently u ed info rmation gleaned from prior TTTB 
modules, particularly the Byles module, to contextualize what life was like for the 
Humphries within the microcosm of the Old North, for example: 
T(3)7- Within the church the Reverend [Byles] was a strong loyal ist so Elizabeth 
would have listened to sermons praising the British crown regularly. 
However, even when using the few primary sources available, participants were 
able to decipher the implications inherent in the sparse record. For example, below is an 
exchange related to an account from the proprietors' records in which a "warden" is 
assigned to sit in the gallery, (the upper balcony) "To keep Ye Boys and Negroes in order 
In times of Divine Service.": 
T(S) 12: "in times of divine service" 
T(5)15 : that's interesting though, boys and Negros, like, its like aren't they boys 
too 
T(5)12: yeah so keeping "boys and Negros in order in time of divine service", "in 
order in time of divine service" 
T(5)15: so kind of just like babysitting them 
T(5) 12: I know, [hhh], what does that mean? 
T(S) 15: keeping them quiet during the sermon 
T(5)12: huh, this is weird 
T(5)15: whoa, what I think is like most interesting about this one is its like boys 
that are white obviously and then Negroes so does that mean any age, like 
T(5)12: yeah 
T(5)15: if you're an adult you still need to be kept in order because you're Negro? 
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Figure 12: Humphries document 
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T(5)15: has to be, but is that even what it means, is it in order is it something, is it 
some phrase that means something, different then something we expect it 
to mean? 
T(5)12: it could, I don' t know, no it kind of, it kind of sounds to mean like its 
somebody that sits with the group of boys during the sermon. 
T(5)15: urn .. . ... what year was this one? 
T(5) 12: the one William Austin, 
T(5)15: yeah no, its sounds like just shut them down 
T(5) l2: yeah, ahh . .. . 1763 
T(5)12: so 
T(5) 15: Well that, I think that' s another thing that shows, even if you're a free 
black family, you' re clearly not like, seen as equal.. 
T(5)12: yeah, you got to be managed ... 
T(5)15: you need to be kept in order along with like ten year old boys ... 
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Despite the public record available, the one significant absence in the module 
was any sort of personal communique from Elizabeth Humphries indicating her thought , 
or even he r whereabouts after a certain date. Frequently, participants expressed the desire 
to see letters, diaries, or some personal corre pondence directly from Elizabeth 
Humphries to indicate what she was thinking or fee ling about her situation. In the 
absence of that personal information, participant frequentl y read into her emotional state 
or the effect of her social status more frequentl y than they did with the othe r modules. 
This was particularly evident in the summary es ays. While most participa nts qualified 
their findings, using the hedging phrases such a " it is likely" or " in orne way" speaking 
only to what they could directly find in the evidence presented: 
T(5) 12- Due to her age and lack of available funds, it would seem that Elizabeth 
Humphries likely would have remained in Boston during the turmoil prior to and 
during the revolution. While we found no indications that would provide us with 
any proof that Elizabeth Humphries wou ld choose one side over the other or 
recommend to her son to fight for e ither side, it looks like she was provided fo r 
by the Old North and was at least in orne way an acknowledged part of that 
community. It is more likely that she would have recommended neutrality, as 
someone with no property or official standing in the conflict, we think, but we 
have no way to back this up. With so little available evidence, the temptation to 
make large assumptions is hard to avoid. 
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However, others did not resist that " temptation" and made assertions that went well 
beyond the evidence presented in an attempt to fill in the missing pieces21 : 
T(3)6-There is little doubt the Humphries family was strongly connected to the 
Old North Chu rch . Ms. Humphries was a fixture in the church community, 
evidenced by the fact that all of her eight children were baptized there, some were 
married there, and Mr. Humphries was buried there. Her role as part of the church 
community is further recognized by the fact that the church supported Mrs. 
Humphries financially after the death of her husband (her name appears annually 
in the church's Poor Book). Mrs. Humphries herself regularly attended mass, 
routinely sitting in the gallery. 
While there is clearly no malice intended here, this is distinctly different 
conclusion regarding the Humphries case in two significant ways: First, is the asse1tive 
tone of the essay. Far from there being " little doubt" about the Humphries family, there 
are considerable questions about how much of a ' fixture' Elisabeth and her fami ly were 
and what their role in the church may or may not have been. Further, there are serious 
errors evident where T(3)6 goes well beyond the evidence presented to construct this 
account: 
• There is no record of Mr. Humphries ' burial, just a reference to Elizabeth 
Humphries as "widow." There is no account of any Humphries dying 
within the city of Boston during that time, so it is unclear where Mr. 
Humphries died or was buried. 
21 While thi s may appear simi lar to a supposition, there are two points to consider: First, the framework 
containing suppositions was not intended for use in transcript analysis and, as such, cannot be used to 
evaluate these statements. Second, what constitutes suppositions and the myriad statements that do not ri se 
to the level of a supposition are discussed in-depth in the next chapter , o n pages 130-34. 
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• There is no record of Elizabeth Humphries attending services, nor where 
she sat when she did. 
o Attendance records were not part of the documentation provided. 
Even if they were, the number of attendants was recorded, but not 
the names. 
o It is assumed that she sat in the gallery, but there is no specific 
documentary evidence supporting this claim. 
While there are interpretive errors in the verbal conclusions and essays produced 
using the other modules, participants using the Humphries module, which in many ways, 
calls for the greatest interpretive restraint, were more prone to these types of interpretive 
leaps than in other modules. It is unclear whether that is a result of little prior knowledge 
about the role of blacks in Pre-Revolutionary Boston, the discomfort in not be ing able to 
produce a definitive answer, or some other factor. 
Despite the relative difficulty with the Humphries module, the partkipants were 
very positive about and argued that it should be included in the final project. Throughout 
the evaluation, every pair that worked on this module remarked on the necessity of, the 
interest in, or the unusual nature of telling the story of African Americans in the North 
and what it said about "Who gets to write history?" 
The Search for Order 
One of the elements of the TTTB modules that was consistently discomfiting for 
participants was that the documents were presented to them in no discernab le order. 
Nearly every teacher remarked that the documents should be numbered or ordered in 
some way so that students can find the most imp01tant documents first and move on to 
lesser ones from there. When it was explained that the lack of numbering was intentional, 
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not a design oversight, as historians do not always find the most important document 
first, the teachers were skeptical that it would produce anything other than frustration in 
their students. 
This issue first arose when the 2-Day group began working on the Humphries 
module. Two of the pairs 'gave up ' quickly because there was no immediate answer to 
the question. When asked why they stopped, they expressed a great deal of frustration 
with how little information there was and how 'impossible' it seemed to come to any 
conclusion o ther than "I don't know." When they were told that was the same conclusion 
that the research team had come to, they did two th ings: first, they said that they wished 
that they had been told at the outset that this module would be as frustrating as it was; 
second, they returned to the documents to see what else they could find out. 
This was incredibly instructive. Subsequently, prior to presenting the Humphries 
to the 3-day and 5-day groups, participants were told that there were far fewer documents 
in this module and they were likely to be frustrated by the lack of information. This 
frustration was part of the 'experience' of being a historian, as the answers were not 
always easily found. Consequently, there were several instances where participants made 
note of their frustrati on. Expressions of frustration or the need to find what was not 
readily apparent was frequently fo llowed by laughter or some o ther jovial remark: 
T(5)12-She said we'd be frustrated by this one ... 
T(5) 15-Well, we must be doing something right! Hhhh 
Rather than leading participants off task, those comments seemed to allow a 
greater willingness to persist, despite the difficulty they encountered. Consistent with 
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previous museum learning research, the awareness of the difficulty inherent in the 
module made the experience of that frustration more tolerable than stumbling into it 
without warning (Falk & Dierking, 2000, p. 116). 
Summary 
Beyond instances of historical thinking, what emerged from the teachers' interaction with 
TTTB and the historic si tes, and may be of more significance in trying to encourage 
historical inquiry, were critical affective elements necessary to inspire curiosity, create a 
comfort with open-endedness, and encourage persistence in historical inquiry. There was 
also clear that their students were a near constant in the teachers' thinking while 
interacting with those historic sites and resources. Rather than attempting to get teachers 
to think more like hi storians, it would seem a more effective use of resources to 
encourage the historian-like behaviors in teachers, while addressing their concerns for 
their students' needs. 
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7. USING HISTORIC SITES TO ENCOURAGE HISTORICAL THINKING 
This study represents a significant step in understanding what it means to "learn about 
history" using historic sites, both in terms of how historians use historic buildings, as 
distinct from documentary evidence, to create historical understandings, as well as the 
effectiveness of pairing inquiry-based document exploration with the investigation of the 
historic site from which the documents are drawn to encourage historical thinking. 
Since Wineburg first laid out his heuristics, history education researchers, and 
many history teachers have used that framework to encourage the use of primary source 
texts and visual sources of historical events to encourage more authentic history 
instruction. It is clear, however, Wineburg's framework does not suffic iently address the 
full spectrum of hi storic texts used in historical study, specifically historic buildings, or 
built environments. As such, there has been no meaningful way for historic sites or 
history teachers to bring these rich resources into the discussion of how to encourage 
historical thinking. But as we seek to provide more authentic, more 'historian-like' 
history instruction, limiting the types of historic materials brought into that discussion is 
as limiting as merely emphasizing the historical narrative. 
When asked how he used historic buildings, as distinct from text, in his work, Hl 
responded: 
As I said, they are text. They are all a way to interpret the past, so in that sense, I 
don't really see a lot of difference between them, as I use them interchangeably in 
my research. But it is a different vocabulary; it is learning a different language to 
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be able to do that, one has to be kind of trained in that separate language before 
one can make sense out of them. 
If hi storians use buildings as texts vital to their work, then leaving them ou t of 
hi storical study is allowing a certain historical illiteracy to persist. Thus, the purpose of 
developing this expanded framework is to address the gap the absence of the language of 
buildings has left. It is strongly recommended that similar work be undertaken to 
determine the procedures with which historians work with different types of material 
culture and three dimensional objects. 
In much the same way that Wineburg's heuristics provided a way to encourage 
the use of multiple documents and visual sources, this new framework provides a way for 
historic sites to meaningfully participate in the larger discussion of how to encourage 
historical thinking with students and visitors. While much remains to be done in respect 
to understanding how to best apply this new framework at historic sites, there is at least a 
way to begin that conversation, and a new way to envision the role that historic sites can 
play in history education beyond being relegated to 'enrichment' acti vities. 
Pedagogical Content Knowledge vs. Empathetic Insight 
As indicated above, PCK and Empathetic Insight appear to represent the poles of domain 
knowledge, rather than shared knowledge for teachers and historians. Yet, the teachers 
consistentl.y and explicitly indicated that they wanted students to "put themselves in the 
place of' various historic agents. In contrast to the historians, who largely reserved 
empathetic insights until the end of their analysis, the teachers frequently indicated using 
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a "how would you feel?" exercise to elicit an emotional connection between students and 
the historical subject matter as their first course of action. The teachers' rationale was that 
the immediacy of that emotional pull was the best way to "engage" and "inspire" their 
students. Indeed, research suggests that optimal learning is motivated by and rooted in 
positive emotional experiences (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Meyer & Turner, 2006), so it 
would seem natural for teachers to use the emotional drama inherent in historical events 
to initiate hi storical study. 
However, the content knowledge and interpreti ve restraint needed to develop 
empathetic insight would appear to be an area wherein teachers and historians could 
collaborate to develop methods that integrate the highly contextualized empathetic 
insights with the pedagogical content knowledge necessary to convey the heightened 
emotional experiences to students and maintain their interest after the initial flash of 
insight has worn off. 
Encouraging Wonder and Curiosity 
Of all the results found in the investigation of the effect of TTTB, two particu lar elements 
stand out from the Old North on-site tours: the increase in the use of suppositions to 
"solve" the problem presented by the non-linear evidence participants encountered at the 
Old North, and the increase in the use of the word "wonder. " 
Together these d early indicate a dramatic shift in participants' thinking about the 
site and the materials found within. As stated previously, use of the word 'wonder ' does 
not, on its own, comprise historical thinking, rather it is indicative of a necessary pre-
condition for historical inquiry. While dearly rooted in the content, the use of the word 
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wonder is and elemental part of the curio ity necessary to move beyond the content and 
follow the model of using expert behaviors as a model for understanding the inner 
workings of di sciplinary knowledge: 
The connections between learning and wo ndering are made clear when one 
considers that everything learned in the course of professional education and in 
the processes of professional life, with rare exception has been discovered or 
developed as a result of wondering (Barondess, 2005, p.62). 
Similar to other studies in which participants work with multiple documents to 
piece together historical information (De La Paz, 2005; Hynd-Shanahan et al. , 2004; 
Nokes Dole, & Hacker, 2007; Tally & Goldberg, 2005) the participants of this study 
repeatedly stated that they enjoyed the experience of being at the Old North better than at 
the previous historic site because they felt a connection to it; that some part of having to 
make things make sense for them brought them into the story at the Old North. They 
asked more questions, requested more complex information, with a greater understanding 
of who the historic agents were and the complexities of the situations they faced. 
The greater reach of that curiosity appears to be in how providing an open-ended 
preparatory experience for the teachers changed their 'entrance narrative' (Doering & 
Pekarik, 1996). Comprised of the "fundamental way that individuals construe and 
contemplate the world", what they know about a particular topic, and an amalgam of their 
personal experiences, emotions, and memories, Doering and Pekarik argue that the 
entrance narrative is the single most powerful determinant in shaping a museum visitor's 
on-site experience. 
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When the participants visited OSMH, they did so as they might have on their 
own: with little preparation other than the brief ' history' available on OSMH's webs ite. 
Based on prior experiences with historic ite , the teachers had not only pre-conceptions 
about the materials they encountered, but al o what was expected of them and what they 
expected of their experiences there. 
Though they filtered some of the information through their profes ional 
respon ibi lities as a teacher and began to con ider how to use the site as a teaching tool , 
they also came with a sense that the definitive story would be told about the historic ite, 
at the historic site. Or as T(3)6 said about OSMH: 
It tends to be that kind of historical ite where you have to read and move 
along ... pick out an anecdote that ' gonna interest you ... that you can take with 
you when you leave this place. 
Similar to reading a textbook, without footnotes, or visible authors, the teachers' 
" reading" of OSMH indicated a largely pas ive acceptance of the material presented, 
Little que tioning of the source or validity of the story (Paxton, 1997; 1999). 
Conversely, when the teachers entered the Old North, after using TTTB, the 
entrance narrative shifted. Their prior under tandi ng and experience with the site was one 
of on-go.ing research and of open-ended que tions, thus, in part, much more appeared to 
be open to questioning. The teachers repeatedly referenced the documents they u ed, 
continued to try to piece together new in ight into the " mysteries" they encountered, 
seeking out artifacts of the historic agent mentioned therein, generally engaging the Old 
North more like another documentary piece to the puzzle in a manner more imilar to that 
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of the hi storians than they did OSMH. 
What thi suggests is that TTTB introduced an "optimum amou nt of novelty" into 
an otherwise fami liar setting. Had Old North been perceived as being e ither extremely 
novel or extremely fa miliar (e.g., boring), learning wou ld have otherwi e been depressed 
(Falk and Dierking, 2000, p.ll5). 
In understanding this, the goal for historic sites become , as Dewey ( 191 0) urged, 
To keep alive the sacred spark of wonder and to fan the flame that a lready glows. 
[P]rotect the spirit of inquiry to keep it from becoming blase from 
overexcitement, wooden from routine, fo silized through dogmatic instruction, or 
dissipated by random exercise upon trivial things. 
Encouraging the use of TTTB and open-ended, inquiry-based programs like it 
would seem a fir t step in engendering and fanning that park of intere t. 
Historic Site as Teaching Tool 
In discussing the effects of TTTB on teachers' encounters with the hi toric sites, it is 
essential to note the differences between the function the historic site erve for the 
teachers, as distinct from that of the historians discussed earlier in this study. Whereas H 1 
described what he encountered at the Old North as "all is text," the teachers approached 
the sites in fundamentally different ways than the historians. 
Metaphorically, if one imagines the historic ite as a body of water, then the 
historians are pearl divers, diving ever deeper in earch of some undi scovered gem. 
Whereas the teachers encounter it more like pelicans, diving into the fir t few sutface 
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layers of the water, retrieving some interesting morsel, and returning back to give it to its 
young. Where hi storians search for the farthest bits of knowledge, lingering to grasp what 
is just out of reach , the teachers glean information from the hi storic site, but then almost 
immediately begin to try to translate that into useful bits of information for their students . 
While the focus of this study is on encouraging teachers to th ink more like 
historians, better understanding the distinction between these two groups of experts is 
critical for understanding how to facilitate programs and conversations that recognize and 
draw upon the strengths of both groups. 
Pedagogical Content Knowledge 
Though Empathetic Insight is largely absent from teachers' discussion of the historic 
sites, in its place, and in roughly the same frequency as their historian counterparts had 
empathetic insights, the teachers made observations and attempted to ascertain what 
would be useful, helpful, or interesting to their students. Not surpri singly, the teachers 
spent a great deal of time discussing whether and how their students would use or react to 
both the OSMH and Old North. What is also fascinating is how incredibly differently 
they view the site than the historians. They are no less expe1ts, just in an entirely different 
domain , and appropriately, draw upon the domain in which their expertise is situated 
(Chi, 2006). 
Whereas the historians attempted to asce1tain the larger hi storical context and 
function of the site, the teachers' commentaries were pedagogically oriented-are the 
displays usable for kids? What does the space "feel" like? They are connecting the 
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building to the courses they teach, but related to the building only inasmuch as they 
envision themselves with students. Statements such as these are far more consistent with 
what Shulman (1986) calls pedagogical content knowledge (PCK)- knowledge 
comprised of content knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, knowledge of students, and the 
ability to combine this knowledge for effective teaching-than with any measure of strict 
historical thinking. It would seem that these may be the poles of expert knowledge that 
are not necessarily shared between historians and teachers. 
The divergence from historical thinking appears to be a question of directionality: 
the historians delve deeper into the subject matter, while the teachers turn back to figure 
out how to bring students further along in their understanding of what is there. For 
teachers, the historic site is a tool they are considering using, a mode of presentation, not 
a document to be read. Their comments break down into the following types of 
statements: 
1) How would 1 use this? 
Trying to determine how to use the historic site with their students: 
T(3)10-I definite ly feel like I'd have to have some kind of scavenger hunt where 
the kids would have to go in and search ... I feel like this is so much more adorned 
and decorated ... maybe that's because it's still in use .. . How would you have 30 
kids plus in here at a time? ... 
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2) Discussion of or concern. for student interest/skill level in relation to materials 
presented: 
T(2) l- This steeple is a gift of the Honduras merchants, wow, isn' t thi 
remarkable! ... That's interesting that when I contrast this with the OSMH place, 
that I can actually see some place that reflect people of color, specificall y the 
Caribbean. I can see some of my kid getting connect through that, o that works. 
T(2)2- I thought the display , though they ' re were very good, I thought they had 
urn , a lot of words, probably too many words for urn, kids, who might be a little 
bit overwhelmed and want to walk right by it. 
3) Historic Site as Teaching Tool 
Discussion of how to incorporate the ite into the classroom and of the content 
connections they would make. Rather than viewing the site from a purely historical 
perspective, the teachers approach the site from the perspective of trying to explain it to 
their tudent . 
T(3)7- (looking at an interactive cale model of Colonial Boston) So many times 
kids that I'm teaching do not understand the proximity you know, where this was 
to that, where it is what's surroundi ng it today. And one of the things I' ve fo und 
to be the most useful is taking modern day landmarks, such as the Zakim Bridge, 
such as the water tanks in Dorche ter, thi ngs like that, and ki nd of over-laying 
the m with, with you know, where the ites were then, or where they are till to 
thi day. Soon as I put up the big Dorchester gas tanks, all of a sudden kid 
understand where the Dorche ter Height were. So although this map is very, very 
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neat, uh, this representation i of kind of Colonial Boston it 's also neat to how, 
kind of modern day things to give people an idea of where they are, particularly 
people who are not from the Boston area and understand what it is that they're 
looking at. 
Following TTTB, the teachers were more likely to e ngage in histori cal thinking in 
addition to PCK, however, there was a higher overall incidence of PCK or comment 
regard ing tudents at the OSMH, than at Old North. The question of why that is remain 
an intriguing one. 
One of the major differences between the OSMH and the Old North is the amount 
of interpretive materials available for visitors to use during their visits. At the OSMH, 
much of the story of the building and it relationship to various historic events and 
move ments, (e.g., the American Revolution, etc.) fill approximately one-quarter of 
OSMH's public areas. Conversely, at the Old North , in part because it re main an active 
church, few interpretive elements exi t beyond the guide staff who give 10 minute 
presentations about the history of the chu rch and answer fo llow-up question from 
vi itors. If teachers, as T (3) 11 declared, "l ive in secondary sources", then in theory 
OSMH should have been easier for teachers to interpret than the Old North. However, 
based on the complexity of the lesson plans presented at Old North vs. OSMH, thi did 
not appear to be the case. 
Thus, is the PC K more evident becau e information is available in a form wi th 
which teachers are more comfortable? Or doe the fact that they are still figu ring out the 
content connections at ONC and they need to understand the text and context first, before 
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they can begin to determine what to do with them in a classroom? Or does the fact that 
ONC is a church, and reli gious history is far more difficult to teach/negotiate, and thus, 
not an area of comfort for them? Further study wou ld be requ ired to fu ll y explo re these 
questions. 
The Authority of Hi toric Sites 
History museums and hjstoric sites have been slow in understanding the effectiveness of 
their own education program , in part because of the legacy inherent in the founding of 
srud historic mu eums, particularly those from the turn of the last century: 
Museums were created by the hjgh for the low, by the couth for the uncouth , by 
the washed for the unwa hed, by those who knew for those who didn ' t but needed 
to know and who would come to learn. The museum was establi hed to "do"; 
what needed to be "done" was the public (Wei! , p.l96, 2002). 
One can easily imagine Bi hop Lawrence in his attempt to create his "oasis of 
Old Americanism" held no le s an ideal for the Old North Church than his museum 
contemporarie : provide a place to tell the authoritati ve narrative of what 'happened '. 
Participants were far more likely to question the source in a written document, 
rather than anything shown at hi toric ites. Of intere t, even following their exposu re to 
TTTB, while participants are able to engage in significantly increased in ranees of 
historical thinking at the historic site, contextual izing information, corresponding 
architectural elements with previously encountered sites, and engage in problem-solving 
behaviors beyond the available information, they do not question the" ource", e.g., the 
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historic site itself, even when the accounts they had read prior to entry contradict the 
descriptive plaques or physical environs. By virtue of being at a historic si te, there seems 
an aura of authority that is a given. It is not clear if this is a result of a lack of confidence 
in their specific historical knowledge, part of the larger behavioral legacy of museums 
and historic places as purveyors of the "authentic" and "authoritative" stories, or some 
other unknown factor. As Trofaneko (2006) suggests, education in the historic site needs 
to, in some ways, also be about the historic site. Research into thjs area is strongly 
recommended as 'permission' to question the historic site itself would seem elemental to 
understanding the multiplicity of stories contruned within a single s ite and the absence of 
the existence of a "one, true, hi story." 
Enhancing the Role of Historic Sites 
With a framework for understanding how historians use historic sites , we can now 
develop programs that model and explore those skills and behaviors and more fully 
integrate them into student programs and teacher professional development opportunities. 
TTTB, in providing "hi storian-like" experiences for users, seems to have had a positive 
effect on how participants encountered the Old North, including: voluntary time on task 
interpreting artifacts, and an increase in the quantity and quality of utterances indicating 
historical thinkjng. As the increase in the use of primary sources in teachers' post-TTTB 
lesson plans indicate, modeling both the historical methods and the behaviors, both 
cognitive and behavioral, that we want to encourage is a critical element in encouraging 
the use of authentic history instruction in schools. 
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While TTTB is unique in that the historical research on which it is based contains 
relatively new findings, historic sites need not launch new research initiatives to provide 
similar experiences for professional development or public programming. Rather, historic 
sites merely need to provide the opportunity for this discovery using the copious 
resources already known. Comparatively, experiments available to visitors at science 
centers tread well-worn paths in search of "discovery": 
The resulting experiences that museu m audiences undergo are rarely 
unprecedented discoveries. Museum visitors are not pioneers at the forefront of 
science their discoveries need not be new to the world to be authentic. To qualify 
as "real experience" they must only have been genuinely made by the di scoverer 
through his or her own exploration. Matters of common knowledge are thus 
recurrently discovered by people previously ignorant of them. To the discoverer, 
that event constitutes a "real experience", and it is genuinely gratifying (Hein, 
2000, p. 84). 
Following their "real experiences" with the archival materials in TTTB, 
participants were able to more critically approach textual documentation and the larger 
"story" presented throughout the Old North that at OSMH. This study has shown TTTB 
to be effective in this narrow area of interpretation, but should include more 
information/imagery about material culture and the rules that govern its interpretation to 
improve their understanding of the built environment or encourage more critical reading 
of displays of material culture. It would be worthwhile future research to reconfigure 
TTTB modules to include more pictures of visually analogous buildings and repeat the 
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testing to determine if there is any subsequent increase in historical thinking and greater 
proficiency with the language of buildings. 
Teacher Training at Historic Sites 
Teachers only use materials in their classrooms that they know how to use. However 
effective TTTB may be in encouraging historical thinking at historic sites, the goal here 
is not to create MACOS-style, "scholar-centric" programs, aimed solely at upper-level 
students and relying upon "teacher proof materials" to convey a prescribed curricul um 
(Evans, 2004, p.l28; Shaver, 1967, pp. 592, 596). ln this way, there is limited usefulness 
in assessing teacher performance at historic sites against that of historians. If the situation 
were reversed, it is difficult to imagine that the historians, particularly those without 
much teaching experience, would have identified the myriad learning experiences 
presented by either of the historic sites. This is why the dramatic shift in the quality of 
Jesson plans becomes a critical indicator of proof of change within the teachers' 
professional domain. Therefore, as a model and measure of encouraging authentic 
historical instruction, TTTB had a positive effect. The implications of that effect, as well 
as the transferability of that change require further, preferably longitudinal , investigation. 
Above all else, TTTB models the type of inquiry that T AH grants and schools of 
education recommend as classroom models. The modeling of these behaviors is essential 
for showing teachers/students what it is that historians actually do in the first place- well 
beyond the lecture. Training teachers via these processes is essential for getting teachers 
to teach their students how to do the very same thing and build the "broad disposition" 
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(Re nick, 1987, p. 47) towards culti vating critical thinking in general, and hi torical 
thinking in particular. Further, it is critical to note the potential impact on new teacher 
coming into the field. If experiences like th i form the foundat ion of, rather than 
remed iation or amplification of their profe ·ional domain knowledge we stand a far better 
chance to change the nature of history in tn1ction in the schools. 
In some ways TTIB is no different than the "Jackdaw" document set of o ld, but 
with the reach of the internet, and the u e of hypermedia applications that mimic 
sophisticated read ing techniques, in terms of acce ibility, it is a vast improvement. 
Layering in specific skills tied directly to the hi torical skills that we want to encourage 
in our students, as the lesson plans indicate, TTIB provides teachers with a way in to 
experiencing hi storical inquiry fo r themselve , while using adaptable, ready-made 
materials for their classrooms. In this way, hi toric sites can raise the level of partnership 
well beyond the occasional field trip. Rather, u ing TTIB as a programmatic model, 
historic sites can work in partnership with Schools of Education and T AH program to 
provide serious training for teachers who would teach the materials via methods 
consistent with current historical profes ionaJ practice. 
Recommendations for Future Research 
While the tudy with TTTB shows the effectiveness of using multiple document a an 
e entia] part of understand ing historic ite , far more needs to be done to better integrate 
the phy ical environs of the buildings into the discussion. There must be a greater 
integration of decorative arts, architectural hi tory, built landscapes into the di cussion 
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beyond documents. In order to help develop that " language of build ings," this means 
engaging students, teachers, and visitors in the work of history practitioners- academic 
historians, curators, archivists, and the like-to move both the experience with and the 
perception of the work that they do beyond the "chalk and talk." 
While it is clear that the use of multiple documents leads to greater curiosity about 
the historic site, historical thinking as generally applied to interpretive panels, and 
suppositions about within the building itself, more focused studies should be conducted 
to address the meager effects on corroboration, contextualization, and origination. It is 
likely that integrating multiple documents containing detai ls about the origins of the 
building, with photographs of visually analogous buildings, would be sufficient to 
encourage development of historical thinking in these areas. These studies should 
constitute the next immediate steps in this area. 
Further, while the findings from this study are intriguing, it is not known if the 
gains shown here are local ized fi ndings to the Old North or if there is transference of this 
perceptual shift to other historic sites beyond. Further research should replicate this 
experience and determine if there is far transfer to an entirely un-related historic site. If 
this shift is either transferable or replicable at other historic sites, Schools of Education, 
TAH programs, and the teachers they serve can far more easily begin to directly and 
seamlessly integrate the materials used and the methods modeled herein into K- 12 
classroom instruction. 
Moreover, while changing thinking in and about historic sites on its own is 
laudable, the primary goal of this study is to determine how to meaningfully integrate 
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historic sites and authentic practice into K-12 classrooms. Thus, it is essential to see the 
long-term effects of TTTB or similar programs on K-12 teachers' classroom practices 
and the affect that those practices have on student learning. 
However, there are limitations on how much individuals can learn about buildings 
and built environments from documents. Thus, it is essential that historic sites work with 
researchers to help create a programmatic framework that encourages histo rical thinking 
using historic sites. It would be wo1thwhile to use and consider revising established 
programs like the National Park Service 's Teaching with Historic Places, which for more 
than a decade encouraged a greater understanding in the 'sense of place,' as a point of 
departure to better understand the programmatic implications of the historical thinking 
framework for buildings presented here. 
Conclusion 
In the past 30 years, historic sites have gone to considerable lengths to change their 
interpretations to include a wider range of interpretations and interpretive elements into 
their educational and public programming. However, as the ideal for hi storical study in 
schools moves towards encouraging greater facili ty with historical thinking and inquiry-
based learning, interpretation, and developing informed judgment about what to do with 
historical facts, rather than their mere accumulation, historic sites must again move to 
suppott the development of these skills. 
It is incumbent upon historic sites and museums, as stewards of these sites, to take 
the lead in thi s effort. In addition to working with school-age students, historic sites have 
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a greater likelihood of also engaging adult learner in structured programming, and thus 
have a greater chance to encourage hi torical thinking for a wider, non-trad itional 
audience. The reach for most hi storic sites i greater than that of most K- 12 hi tory 
classrooms-the Old North Church alone, welcomes about a half-a million visitors 
annually. If authentic methods of inquiry are fully integrated into programnung, the 
pote ntial to reach people, at all stages of hi torical understanding and development is 
ignificant. 
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APPENDIX A: TTTB MODULE SCENARIOS 
Figure 13: Pulling & Newman scenario 
~·igltt. April18, 1775• .Jfembers of the Cha.rlestotL71 miliria. srn..rui warclt, peering across the 
Charles River coward the: steeple of the Old ;t.•orth. Suddenly, thefiir:kering lighr of two lanrerns 
appears from atop the sreeplea.nd, juscas quickly disappears. Immediately, a rider motm!S 
his horse and sets o.ffinro r:he darkness ro sound r:he alarm.. General Gage has dispatched 
soldiers/or Le:ringron and Concord and r:hey are ro.king the tL'ater route. They tL'ilJ reach their 
desrina.rion before daum. Shortly afterward a boar approaches and Paul Revere springs 
ashore. Had they seen the lantern signal he had arranged? 
Pau1 ~ver:e is an active member of &ston's Sons of Libe:rly. For months he has served as- the 
group's messenger, carrying information as !a.r av:ay as Philadelphia . \\'ben group leader 
Dr. Joseph Wa.rnm learns that Geleral Gage's army .... -m march on Lexington and Concord, 
heca.llsonoeagainon Revere(andyoung William Dawes) to ride intotheoountrysideto 
warn area militia members. 
But Boston is under curfew. British soldiers guard the exits to the city and anronecaught 
wandering the .streets after da.rk()Ould be arrested. Ifboth Revere andDav.-es are detained, 
their warning '':ould not reaeh the minutemen. A back-up plan is needed: ~vere recalls the 
;·iew of Charlestov;n from atop theO]d Xorth Church where he rang the bells as a teenager. 
He approaches a .sympathetic friend with ties to the church and asks a huge fa\•or-to hang 
the signal lanterns in the .sN;eple. Who is this bra,·e friend willing to commit treason for the 
rebe1 cau_~? Two men are I inked to the act: John Pulling and Robert~ev.-man. 
John Pulling is a member ofthe ''estry at Old Xorlh. the same vestry that had dismissed its 
Loyalist Rector, Rev. Mather Byles Jr., earlier that dar. If captured, Pulling could easily 
provide a believable reason for being in the church. A friend and business associate of 
~vere and John Hancock, Pulling has bee:n a re1 iable organizer for the Patriot cause. 
Robert ~~:wman is the-sexton of the Old ~orth. with clear Patriot a1legiances1 but; perhaps 
more important1y1 bws to the building. He lives just across the streetfrom the church. 
~ewman is generally considered to be a trustworthy young man, but has not, as yet, been 
very active in the rebel] ion. 
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Figure 14: Humphries scenario 
Daum. Acpril1. 9~ 1.775. A. buller explodes frc; m rhe barrel c,f a muskec breaking rhe hea'L1J 
silence that hcmgs ot•er Lexington, l£4. The .4.merican Ret-'<'lurion has begun .• 4s rhe alarm 
spreads throughout rhe New England ccunrryside. men and tt.'<>men make a L·ery i.m;porm:nr 
choice-co actively su:pportthe rebellion or remain loyal co England. For many, the choice is 
easy-the King h<J.S denied rhem rheir freedom and liberty and rhe:y mlLSt reclaim it. Bur f o r 
hundreds of free and e:nslavedAfricansr.freedom and libe.,.cy are just w ords u:ith hazy 
defirr.irions; rheir choice--and irs conseqtrences-are less dear. ic11lichside suppcrrsfreedcm 
and liberty/or all? 
Elizabeth Humphries is the head of a free black family that has l ived in Boston and 
worshippedattheOid~orthChurch forovu 30 year-s. Her children were baptized at the 
church and hu husband buried there. On Sundays, sitting in the gallery with widows, 
apprentices, and other Afcican-Americ.ans, Elizabeth hear-s Rev . Byles speak of a1legiance 
to the Crown. Yetthe King's policies, parlicularl y the closing of the port of Boston, ha\·e 
made 1 ife diHicu lt for her family. 
With work in the maritime trades scarce, the price of goods .:kyrocketin~ and talk of war-
growing, Elizabeth must consider her options. She could leave Boston and head for ~ova 
Scotia where a oommunityoffree b1acb has settled. But this v:ould be expensive and 
finances are tight. Aftu her hu~ba.nd's death, £1 izabeth recei\·ed mode.:t financial support 
from the Old~orth, butsuch help v:ould be too little and she owns no land or anything of 
\'al ue to sell to r.a L<:e the needed funds. 
Staying in Boston presents Elizabeth v:ith different troubles. Within Boston's African-
American community there is much unrest. Though Massachusetts banned the slave trade 
in 1-:---.<!· slavery itself remains legal. For many years. ens 1 a,-ed b1 ack.s have been petitioning 
the legislature to outlav: slavery. Butthe.struggle beh•:een the colonists and the King has 
become a distraction. The rebels claim equality, freedom, and liberty as inalienable rights! 
butdo.such rightserlendtotheAfrican-Americanrommunity? 
And now, ¥rith the spilling of blood on Lex i.ngton G~1 w·ar appears inevitable. But what 
side should £1 iza beth .support? She is free. but members of her family have married slaves 
and many of her friends :re-main enslaved. Will the colonists extend their freedom and 
libuty to enslaved blacks? Vi ill the King reward the African-American community for 
their lo}•alty with their freedom?What might happen if she. chooses the losing .:ide? 
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Figure 15: Gage scenario 
.4fternoon. .4pril ~8, ~ ""75· BritL~ soldiers in Boston are quietly preparing to mid the 
countryside to seize weaporu stockpiled by "rebel ·Patriots. The army recendy attempted two 
similar missions at Porr:=m.outh, :O."H and Solem, .lL4.. Both times riley are drit en back em:pry-
handed by mobs of angry, armed colonists. The army'sfailu.re ro subdue the rebels is a huge 
embarrassment ro Generol11tomas Gage. commander of the British forces in X orth.4me:rica.. 
This raid must succeed a:nd secrecy is Gage's most imporn:mr u:eapon. Buras the night wifolds, 
it becomes dear the rebels hate beenforeu:a:rned. n 'he has betrayed Gage's secret plan? 
!\Iargaret Ke.mble Gage is Ge.neral Gage's \:t!e. American-born, her family has a long history 
of supporting the Xing and hold positions o! prommence in the Royal go\'ernment, The 
Gages meet and marry in the colonies. but move their family to England in 1773- only to 
return m 174 to Boston when Thomas is appointed Royal Governorof'-Iassachusetts. He i..; 
charged with crushing the growing rebellion in the unruly colony. 
During their short t ime av.-a y, much has changed. Once the fashionable centerof~e\'; York 
society1 Ma rgar:et finds the social situation in Boston noticeably less friendly, even hostile, 
to her and her husband. The colonists' anger with the King and Parliament is openly 
expres=ed and seems to be building toward armed conflict. 
A!: an Arnerican1 Margaret is torn. Her close friends and rei ati ,.es are choosing sides, and 
not e\·eryone is supporting the King. whom he.r husband serves. Her father back in ~ew 
York s-eems to have had a change of heart. while her brothers work as military aides to h er: 
husband. \\' tth the port of Boston clo=ed as punishment for the Tea Party, the cost of supplies 
and food has skyrocketed, causing great hardship for both citizens and s.oldiers. Tens ions 
are reaching a breaking point. 
lfGage'.ssecret raid succeeds. the struggle may erupt into all-out,.,-ar, tearing the colonies 
apart.lf itfails, Gage and his family may be recalled to England in shame. But1 as wtth the 
previous failed attempts. an uneasy peace may be presen·ed. Margaret makes no secret of 
her distress o,·er the impendtng conflict. confiding in a friend that no matter who wins, she 
feels she will lose. Yet1 with a simple warning to the rebels; war might be a voided. 
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APPENDIX B: TTTB DOCUMENT LIST 
{family} {title} {date} {citation} 
Byles Mather Byles, Jr. 1783 Exchequer and Audit Department, Public Record 
Memorial Office, Great Britain, "Mather Byles, Jr. Memorial 
(18 Nov 1783)," American Loyalist Claim , 1730-
1835. Series A.O.l3/102 Part II, p. 948-949. 
Byles May7, 1771 177 t Chri t Church Vestry Book, p. 187-9. Old North 
Vestry Entry Church (Christ Church in the City of Bo ton) 
records. Massachusetts Historical Society. 
Byte April lO, 177 1 1771 Chri t Church Vestry Book, p. 184-5. Old North 
Vestry Entry Church (Christ Church in the City o f Bo ton) 
records. Massachusetts Historical Society. 
Byles April 25, 1771 1771 Chri t Church Vestry Book, p. 186. Old North 
Vestry Entry Church (Christ Church in the City o f Bo ton) 
records. Massachusetts Historical Society. 
Byles Proprietor t775 Christ Church Proprietor's Record , 1724-1806, 
Accounts, April p.l22. Old North Church (Christ Church in the 
18, 1775 City of Boston) records. Massachusetts Hi torical 
Society. 
Byles The Famous 1914 Eaton, Arthur Hamilton Eaton, The Famous 
Mather Byles, Sr. Mather Byles the noted Boston Tory Preacher 
(selections) Poet, and Wit, 1707-1788 (selection ). Boston: 
W.A. Butterfield, 1914. 
Byles Canadian 1983 Halpenny, France s G. "Mather Byte ," in 
Biography, Dictionary of Canadian Biography, vol. 5. 
Mather Byles, Jr. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1983. p. 
127- 128. 
Byles Mather Byles, Sr. 1790 Suffo lk County Probate Court, Suffolk County 
Probate Probate Records, vol. 89, pg. 506 and vol. 90 p. 
98-99. Microfilmed at NEHGS Research Library 
(Boston, Massachusetts) 
Byles Ancestry of 2008 Taylor, D. Joshua. "The Ancestry of Mather 
Mather Byles, Jr. Byle , Jr." NEHGS Research Serv ice , New 
England Historic Genealogical Society, not 
publi~hed, 2008. 
Byle Family of Mather 2008 Taylor, D. Joshua. "The Family of Mather Byles, 
Byles, Sr. Sr. " NEHGS Research Services, New England 
Hi toric Genealogical Society, not publi hed, 
2008. 
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Byles Biography of 2007 Thompson, Michaela J. "Mather Byles ." not 
Mather Byles, Jr. published, 2007. Old North Foundation 
Interpretation collections. 
Byles Burial of Mather 1775 The Clark's Register of Christ Church Boston, p. 
Byles's Daughter 196. Old North Church (Christ Church in the City 
of Boston) records. Massachusetts Historical 
Society. 
Byles Tudor-Byles 1785 Byles, Mather. "Letter to William Tudor, Esq. , 
Letter 1 June 9, 1785." Tudor Family Papers II. 
Massachusetts Historical Society. 
Byles Tudor-Byles 1794 Byles, Mather "Letter to William Tudor, Esq., July 
Letter 2 16th, 1794." Tudor Family Papers II. 
Massachusetts Historical Society. 
Byles Oath of Mather 1783 Exchequer and Audit Department, Public Record 
Byles, Jr. Office, Great Britain , "Mather Byles, Jr. Memoria l 
(18 Nov 1783)," American Loyalist Claims, 1730-
1835. Series A.O.l3/83 , p. 51. 
Byles Statement of 1784 Exchequer and Audit Department, Public Record 
Mather Byles, Jr. Office, Great Britain, "Statement of Rev. Mather 
Byles, Jr. (5 Jul y 1784)," American Loyali st 
Claims, 1730-1835. Series A.0. 12/ 100, p. 338. 
Byles Estate and 1784 Exchequer and Audit Department, Public Record 
Effects of Mather Office, Great Britain, "Schedule of the Estate and 
Byles, Jr. Effects of M ather Byles, Jr. (25 Mar 1784)," 
American Loyalist Claims, 1730-1835. Series 
A.0.13/43, p. 611-612. 
Byles The Family of 2008 Taylor, D. Joshua. "The Family of Rev. Mather 
Rev. Mather Byles, D.D," NEHGS Research Serv ices, New 
Byles England Historic Genealogical Society, not 
published, 2008. 
Gage The Conquest of 1948 Alden, John Richard. General Gage in America. 
Canada Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 
1948. p. 43-44. 
Gage Commander in 1948 Alden, John Richard. General Gage in America. 
Chief Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 
1948. p. 66-67. 
Gage The British 1948 Alden, John Richard. General Gage in America. 
Appeal to Mars Baton Rouge: Louis iana State University Press, 
1948. p. 247-250. 
Gage Family Tree of 2008 Taylor, D. Joshua. "Family Tree of Margaret 
M argaret [Kemble] Gage." NEHGS Research Services, New 
(Kemble) Gage England Historic Genealogical Society, not 
published, 2008. 
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Gage Building King's 1976 Mayer, Andre. "King's Chapel: the First Century, 
Chapel, 1689- 1686- L 787." Privately Printed, 1976. p. 9-19. 
1763 
Gage Governor's Pew 1733 Old North Foundation Interpretation collections. 
at Old North 
Gage Plaque in Old date Old North Foundation Interpretat ion co llections. 
North Pew 62 unkno 
wn 
Gage Old North 2005 Old North Foundation Interpretation collections. 
Church Tour 
Draft 
Gage Encyclopedia 1966 Boatner, Mark Mayo. Encyclopedia of the 
Entry, Thomas American Revolution. New York: David McKay 
Gage Company, Inc., 1969. p. 405-409. 
Gage Encyclopedia 1966 Boatner, Mark Mayo. Encyclopedia of the 
Entry, Peter American Revolution. New York: David McKay 
Kemble Company, Inc. , 1969. p. 571-572. 
Gage Encyclopedia 1966 Boatner, Mark Mayo. Encyclopedia of the 
Entry, Stephen American Revolution. New York: David McKay 
Kemble Company, Inc., 1969. p. 572. 
Gage Portrait of 1768 Copley, John Singleton. Portrait of General 
General Thomas Thomas Gage. 1768. Yale Center for British Art, 
Gage Paul Mellon Collection, New Haven, CT. 
Gage Portrait of Mrs. 1771 Copley, John Singleton. Portrait of Mrs. Thomas 
Thomas Gage Gage. 177 1. The Putnam Foundation, Timken 
Museum of Art, San Diego, CA. 
Gage Biography of 2007 Thompson, Michaela J. "Thomas and Margaret 
Thomas and Gage." not published, 2007. Old North Foundation 
Margaret Gage Interpretation collections. 
Gage Governor's Pew 1947 Babcock, Mary Kent Davey. Christ Church, Salem 
Street, Boston: the Old North Church of Paul 
Revere Fame: Historical Sketches, Colonial 
Period, 1723-1775. Boston: T. Todd, 1947. p. 95. 
Gage Dr. Wan·en 's 1994 Fischer, David Hackett. Paul Revere's Ride. 
Informer Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994. p. 94-97. 
Gage The Myth of 2004 Raphael, Ray. Founding Myths: Stories That Hide 
Revere's Ride Our Patriotic Past. New York: W. W. Norton, 
2004. p. 11-26. 
Gage Battle of 1929 O'Brien, Harriet E. Paul Revere's Own Story. Perry 
Lexington and Walton, Privately Printed, 1929. p. 19-23. 
Fight at Concord 
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Humphries The Humphries 2008 McClure, Rhonda R., "The Humphries Family." 
Family NEHGS Research Services, New Engl~nd Hi toric 
Genealogical Society, not publi shed, 2008. 
Humphries Biography of the 2007 Thomp on, Michaela J. "John Humphries." not 
Humphries published, 2007. Old North Foundation 
Family Interpretation collections. 
Humphries Baptism of 1747 The Clark's Register of Christ Church Boston , p. 
Deborah 24. Old North Church (Chri t Church in the City 
of Bo ton) records. Massachusett Historical 
Society. 
Humphries Baptism of 1748 The Clark's Register of Christ Church Boston, p. 
Robert 25 . Old North Church (Chri st Church in the City 
of Boston) records. Massachusetts Historical 
Society. 
Humphries Baptism of 1750 The Clark's Regi ter of Christ Church Boston, p. 
Richard, Thoma , 26. Old North Church (Chri st Church in the City 
James, Catharine, of Boston) records. Massachusetts Historical 
& Elizabeth Society. 
Humphries Baptism of Ruth 1751 The Clark's Register of Christ Church Boston , p. 
27. Old North Church (Christ Church in the City 
of Boston) records. Massachusetts Historical 
Society. 
Humphries Marriage of 1765 The Clark's Register of Christ Church Boston , p. 
Elizabeth 122. Old No11h Church (Christ Church in the City 
of Boston) records. Massachusett Historical 
Society. 
Humphries General 1732 The Clark's Register of Christ Church Boston, p. 8. 
References to Old North Church (Christ Church in the City of 
African- Bo ton) record . Massachusett Hi torical Society. 
Americans at Old 
North I 
Humphries General 1763 Church [Proprietors'] Records of Christ Church 
References to Boston, p. 59. Old North Church (Christ Church in 
African- the City of Bo ton) records. Ma achusetts 
Americans at Old Historical Society. 
North II 
Humphries Elizabeth 1752 Poor Accounts of Christ Church Boston. Old 
Humphries in North Church (Christ Church in the City of 
Poor Accounts I Boston) records. Massachusetts Historical Soc iety. 
Humphries Elizabeth 1752 Poor Accounts of Christ Church Boston. Old 
Humphries in North Church (Christ Church in the City of 
Poor Accounts II Boston) records. Massachusetts Historical Society. 
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Humphries Elizabeth 1753 Poor Accounts of Christ Church Boston. Old 
Humphries in North Church (Christ Church in the City of 
Poor Accounts III Boston) records. Massachusetts Historical Society. 
Humphries Elizabeth 1754 Poor Accounts of Christ Church Boston. Old 
Humphries in North Church (Christ Church in the City of 
Poor Accounts Boston) records. Massachusetts Historical Society. 
IV 
Humphries Were the 2008 Taylor, D. Joshua. "Were the Humphries 
Humphries Loyalists," NEHGS Research Services, New 
Loyalists? England Historic Genealogical Society, not 
published, 2008. 
Humphries Were the 2008 Taylor, D. Joshua. "Were the Humphries Patriot 
Humphries Soldiers," NEHGS Research Services, New 
Patriot Soldiers? England Historic Genealogical Society, not 
published, 2008. 
Humphries Did the 2008 McClure, Rhonda R. "Did the Humphries wait it 
Humphries wait out," NEHGS Research Services, New England 
it out? Historic Genealogical Society, not published , 
2008. 
Humphries African 2007 Chemoh M. Sesay, Jr. "African-Americans in the 
Americans at Eighteenth Century: Report on Research," not 
Christ Church published, 2007, p. 28, 33, 35, 44, 47, 59, & 60. 
Humphries Slavery in New 2007 Chernoh M. Sesay, Jr. "African-Americans in the 
England Eighteenth Century: Report on Research," not 
(selections) published, 2007. p. 18-23. 
Pulling Paul Revere's 1877 "Paul Revere's Signal." Proceedings of the 
Signal Massachusetts Historical Society, 1876-1877. 
Boston, Massachusetts: Massachusetts Historical 
Society, 1878. p. 163-177. 
Pulling The Pulling, Lee, 2008 McClure, Rhonda R. "The Pulling, Lee, and 
and Watson Watson Families." NEHGS Research Services, 
Families New England Historic Genealogical Society, not 
published, 2008. 
Pulling The Signal 1975 Sheets, Robert Newman. "The Signal," chapter in 
Robert Newman His Life and Letters in 
Celebration of the Bicentennial of His Showing of 
Two Lanterns in Christ Church, Boston April18, 
1775. Denver, CO: Newman Family Society, 
1975, p. 1-6. 
Pulling The Newman 2008 McClure, Rhonda R. "The Newman Family." 
Family NEHGS Research Services, New England Historic 
Genealogical Society, not published, 2008. 
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Pulling Paul Revere's 1798 Revere, Pau l. Letter to Jeremy Belknap, [ 1798]. 
Account of April Manu cript Collection, Massachusett Hi to rical 
18, 1775 Society, p. 2. 
Pulling T he Warning 1994 Fischer, David Hackett. Paul Revere 's Ride. 
Oxford: Oxford University Pre s, 1994. p. 97-103 . 
Pulling T he Myth of 2004 Raphael, Ray. Founding Myths: Stories That Hide 
Revere's Ride Our Patriotic Past. New York: W. W. Norton, 
2004. p. 11 -26. 
Pulling Pew 45 Deed, 1770 "Mr. John Pulling, Junr title to Pew No. 45," Old 
John Pulling North Pew Deeds, 1770. Old North Church (Christ 
Church in the City of Boston) records. 
Massachusetts Historical Society. 
Pulling Robert Newman 1787 Fleet pocket almanack fo r the year of our Lord 
in Boston 1788, Bo ton: Printed and sold by T. & J. Fleet, at 
Almanac the Bible and Heart in Cornhill. , [ 1787], 24. 
Pulling Plaque in Old 1975 Old North Foundation Interpretation collection . 
North Pew 50 
Pulling Biography of 2007 Thomp on, Michaela J. "Captain John Pulling, Jr. " 
Capt. John not published, 2007. Old North Foundation 
Pulling Interpretation collections. 
Pulling Centennjal 1875 Newman, Samuel Haskell. Text of speech given at 
Celebration Old North Church celebrating the centennial of the 
Speech lantern hanging, April 18, 1875. Newman Fami ly 
Society Archives. 
Pulling Paul Revere's 1860 Longfellow, Henry W adsworth. "Paul Revere's 
Ride Ride," in Boston Evening Transcript, 18 Dec 1860, 
p. I. 
Pulling Death Notice, 1804 Death Notice of Robe1t Newman, as publi bed in 
Robert Newman The Democrat, 2 June 1804, (Boston, 
M assachusetts), Volume I, Issue XLIV, Q_. 3. 
Pulling Pew 59 1792 Christ Church Treasurers Accounts, p. 59. Old 
Treasurer 's North Church (Christ Church in the C ity of 
Accounts, Robert Bo ton) records. Massachusetts Historical Society. 
Newman 
Pulling Death Notice, 1787 Death Notice of Capt. John Pulling, as publi bed 
Capt. John in The Massachusetts Gazette (30 January 1787), 
Pulling volume VI, issue 300, p. 4. 
Pulling The 1876 Dispute 1975 Sheet , Robert Newman. "The 1876 Di pute," 
chapter in Robert Newman His Life and Letters in 
Celebration of the Bicentennial of His Showing of 
Two Lanterns in Christ Church, Boston April 18, 
1775. Denver, CO: Newman Fami ly Society, 1975. 
p_. 58-59. 
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Pulling Committee of 1776 Dean, John Ward, "Record of the Boston 
Correspondence Committee of Correspondence, ln pection and 
Safety, May to November 1776," New England 
Historical and Genealogical Regi ter, volume 
XXX (July 1876), p . 382-383. 
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APPENDIX C: THE OLD SOUTH MEETING HOUSE HISTORY FROM 
SJ;.~ b" wr !Hle'~l:Cer! P..C l'1 
'fOS eml adelre'".S !D reoel.e 
nm-.tm !D PfO':lJa'IIS a")j eoetS. 
WWW.OSMH.ORG 
From the ~~ of mo;re than 5,000 coloNst5 011 ~..mber 16, 177.3, 
which started the Bosto n Tea Party, to the present, the m; South 
~til\>3 H01tse has ~..1'1 an irr,poctant gat~ pW:e for ll"..arly tlvee 
centu:ri:s. Renov.n;e<l for the protest me;,~ held !~ere before the 
Anr..Iican Re volution, thls National Historic Landmark lias lor.g ~veod as 
a plat form for the free expresElon of dea:s. Today, the Old South ~teetw.J 
Houc..e is open daly as a museum and oontinu=s to provide a plaoe for 
peopl;! to meet, dtscus.s and act 011 importa.nt issues of the day. Th: 
st0112S of the troP.J'I and 'A'OI'nel\ who are p3rt of Old South's vrtal ~ 
re veal "Aily the Old Soutll l.leemg House occvpies an endunng place 1n 
the history of &,-e UMeod St:t1es. 
Fin d out more about Old South' s remarkable history and mission 
today: 
Protest and Revolution 
Leader in Historic Pres.ervatlon 
Flf~O OUT MORE ABOUT THE OLD SOUTH 
I.IEETIUG HOUSE TODAY : 
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History and Mission 
From the meeting of more than 5,000 colonists on December 16, 1773, which started the 
Boston Tea Party, to the present, the Old South Meeting House has been an importan t 
gathering place for nearly three centuries. Renowned for the protest meetings held here 
before the American Revolution, this National Historic Landmark has long served as a 
platform for the free expression of ideas. Today, the Old South Meeting House is open 
daily as a museum and continues to provide a place for people to meet, discuss and act on 
important issues of the day. The stories of the men and women who are part of Old 
South's vital heritage reveal why the Old South Meeting House occupies an enduring 
place in the history of the United States. 
PURITAN MEETING HOUSE 
Built in 1729 as a Puritan meeting house, Old South has been an important gathering 
place for nearly three centuries. The Old South congregation built their fiTst wooden 
meeting house in 1669, but overcrowding became a problem and the congregation tore it 
down to build a new, more spacious brick meeting house in 1729. Members of Old 
South's congregation have included African-American slave and poet Phillis Wheatley, 
patriot leader Samuel Adams and Benjamin Franklin. 
The Old South Meeting House was Colonial Boston's largest building. In New England, 
meeting houses were often used for public gatherings as well as for worship. In Boston, 
meetings too large for Boston's town hall , Faneuil Hall, were often held at the Old South 
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Meeting Hou e because of its great size and central location. The steeple of Old South 
Meeting House also served a community purpo e, housing an enormous clock, installed 
by the town in 1770, which is still in place today. 
The congregation that built the Old South Meeting Hou e in 1729 was de cended from 
the Puritans who founded Massachusett Bay Colony in the early 17th century. The 
Puritans le ft England in search of new lands and greater religious freedom. They believed 
in a direct re lationship between the individual and God, and felt that the rituals used by 
the Church of England (or Anglican Church) interfered with this direct relationship. 
Instead of the rituals, music and elaborate architecture of the Church of England, the 
Puritans emphasized Bible-reading, sermons, prayers and the unaccompanied singing o f 
psalms in their services. 
PROTEST AND REVOLUTION 
As the largest building in colonial Boston, Old South Meeting House was the site of 
lively public meetings, as well a a place for religiou ervices. In the years leading to the 
American Revolution, colonists gathered at the Meeting House to challenge British rule. 
In the late 1760 's and early 1770 ' , many Bostonian became increa ingly outraged at the 
way they were treated by the Briti h government. Boston' s anger at Briti h taxes and 
policies exploded during town meetings. Many of these meetings attracted crowds too 
large for Faneuil Hall , the usual meeting place for the Town of Boston. A the largest 
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building in town, the Old South Meeting Hou e became a favorite stage in Boston's 
drama of revolution. 
THE BO STON MASSACRE 
Bo ton's patriot were outraged by the arrival of British troops sent to keep order in 
1768. They considered the redcoats quartered in Bo ton a blatant cha llenge to their 
liberty. On March 5, 1770, tensions erupted when Briti sh soldiers fired into a menacing 
crowd, kil ling 5 men. The next day a mass meeting of several thousand people gathered 
at Old South. Led by Samuel Adam , the angry as embly forced Acting Royal Governor 
Hutchinson to remove the British troops to a fort in the harbor. The patriots' victory 
demonstrated Adams's genius for organizing political dissent and getting results. Each 
year from 1771 to 1775, large meetings were held at Old South to commemorate the 
anniversary of the Boston Massacre, with rousing peeches by patriots uch as John 
Hancock and Dr. Joseph Warren. 
THE BOSTON TEA P A RTY 
Yet it was the meeting that took place on December 16, 1773 that sealed Old South's fate 
as one of this country's most ignificant building . On that day, over 5, 000 men crowded 
into Old South and joined in a fiery debate on the controversial tea tax. When the final 
attempt at compromise fai led, Samuel Adams gave the signal that started the Boston Tea 
Patty. The Sons of Liberty led the way dumping 342 chests of tea into the harbor at 
Griffin 's Wharf. 
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A BRITISH RIDING SCHOOL & THE SIEGE OF BOSTON 
Old South' reputation as a patriot meeting place had dire consequence for the building 
during the American Revolution. When war broke out in April of 1775 with the battles of 
Lexington and Concord, the British retreated to Boston and occupied the town. The 
Continental Army besieged Boston for nearly a year. While patriot fled the city, British 
troops destroyed and vandalized visible symbols of the patriotic cause. The "Redcoats" 
gutted the interior of the Old South Meeting House. They tore down the pews, the pulpit, 
and the gallerie and burned them for fuel. Hundreds of loads of dirt and gravel were 
spread on the floor, and a bar was erected so the men could practice jumping their horses. 
In the east galleries, the officers enjoyed drink while they watched the feats of 
horsemanship below. The British left the Old South congregation with a building unfit for 
occupancy. It took nearly 8 years for the congregation to raise the funds and restore the 
interior. 
LEADER IN HISTORIC PRESERVATION 
Restored after the Revolution, Old South Meeting House remained an active church until 
1872. Despite its growing status a an hi storical landmark, the very survival of the 
building was threatened more than once in the 1870' . The first threat came from fire, 
when almost all of downtown Bo ton was destroyed in a huge three-day blaze in 
November of 1872 known as The Great Boston Fire. Old South almost burned down; 
buildings aero s the street from it were Jo t. 
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Even before the fire, Old South's congregation had considered leaving their venerable 
building. The center of population in Boston wa moving west, and many congregations 
had already left the crowded downtown area. Old South 's congregation decided to build a 
new church in the newly-created Copley Square. The Old South Meeting House was put 
on the auction block and a local newspaper advertised the sale: 
All the materials above the level of the sidewalks except the Corner Stone and the Clock 
in the Tower, of this ancient and historical landmark building, which has now com.e 
under the auctioneer's hammer, and will be disposed of on Thursday, June 8, 1876, at 12 
o'clock noon on the premises, on the corner of Washington and Milk Streets. The spire is 
covered with copper, and there is a lot of lead on roof and belfry, and the roof is covered 
with imported Welch slate. 60 days will be allowed for the removal. Terms cash. 
The building was auctioned off for the paltry sum of $1,350 for the value of its materials. 
The valuable downtown lot was then freed for sale or lease. The threat of demolition 
galvanized a determined group of "twenty women of Boston" to raise funds to save the 
building from the wrecker's ball. They enlisted the help of famous Bostonians, including 
Ralph Emerson, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow and Louisa May Alcott to rally people to 
help. Rousing speeches by abolitionist Wendell Phillips (leaflet#) moved audiences to 
pledge funds needed to save this historic landmark. Their combined efforts raised over 
$400,000 - an enormous sum in the 1870's- to purchase the building and its land. It was 
the first time that a public building in the United States was saved because of its 
association with nationally important historical events. 
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The Old South Meeting House was aved a a museum and wa open to the public in 
1877 by the Old South Association. A part of it mission to foster democratic value , 
Old South launched an ambitious educationa l program in American hi story and 
citi zenship and began to publish document from American history as "Old South 
Leaflets". A wide range of events, including "Children' s Hour" " Young People' 
Lecture and essay contests reached out to tudents of all ages. 
At a time when hundreds of thousand of immigrants were arriving each year, Old 
South ' li vely mix of citize nship lecture , project and events gained much renown. 
Programs modeled on the O ld South Work pread to other cities with sizab le immigrant 
communities. 
DISSENT AND FREE SPEECH 
In the early 20th century, Old South launched a program of public di cussion called the 
Old South Forum for the open debate of i ue . For over two decades, the forum 
featured a diverse range of topics and speaker . 
During the 1920 's, a national controversy over free speech rights plunged Old South into 
it own debate over how far programs wou ld go. In Boston mayors James Michael Curley 
and Malcolm Nichols and an influential group caJJed the Watch and Ward Society acted 
to ban controversial speakers, books and play . Numerous disputes arose over the Fir t 
Amendment issues of free speech and a sembly a speakers such as Communist Anthony 
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Bimba, birth control advocate Margaret Sanger and supporters of convicted murderers 
Sacco and Vanzetti were banned from peaking in Bo ton 's publ ic bui lding . 
The Board of Managers of the Old South split over free speech at Old South: some 
favored meetings of a purely "educational, charitable and religious nature" whi le other 
believed that Old South 's revolutionary history mandated a strong free- peech, anti-
censorship policy. 
In 1929 the i ue of free speech at Old South reached a boiling point when several board 
members refu ed to hold a forum over the banning of Eugene O'Neill' play Strange 
Interlude. Those who supported the forum called a meeting to decide Old South's free 
speech policy. Finally, after much deliberation, The Old South Association voted to open 
its doors to speakers and public di cu sion "without regard to the unpopularity of any 
cause." The building's role as a public meeting place, often for radical causes, was once 
again an important function just as it had been in the co lonial era. Since then, Old South 
has been committed to presenting topic and speaker regardless of the ir popularity or 
unpopularity. 
MISSION 
In 1877 the Old South Association wa establi hed to preserve the Old South Meeting 
House for future generations. The mission of the Old South Association is to preserve the 
Old South Meeting House and it hi tory as in piring symbols of free speech and 
democratic ideal ; to sustain it tradition as an active community meeting place for the 
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free exchange of ideas ; and to provide a place where people can connect with issues of 
the pa t and today through programs and exhibits. The miss ion is to pre erve this 
remarkable building and ensure that it is actively used as a museum and vital gathering 
place in the city of Boston. 
Today, the Old South Meeting Hou e i a bu y mu eum, a treasured National Historic 
Landmark and an active center for c ivic dialogue and free expression in the heart of 
downtown Bo ton. As a platform for free and unfettered speech, the Old South Meeting 
House embodies the American tradition of civic discussion with many spirited, thought-
provoking events. Its program s bring together people from different walks of life with a 
wide range of viewpoints. The sharing of ideas, though often contentious, is the lifeblood 
of our democratic community. 
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APPENDIX D: DIFFERENTIATION BETWEEN TEST GROUPS 
Differentiations between OSMH and Old North tours as coded against this author's 
model for historical thinking at historic sites: 
The total of historical thinking utterances ( I= complete historical thinking utterance, 
comprised of multiple complete thought , e.g. , chunk ) recorded from the 15 complete 
data sets available for all groups are a foUow : 
O rigination Correspondence Contextualization ~uppositions Empathetic rrotal 
Insight IN umber 
OSMH 0 19 16 4 1 39 
ONC I 27 17 34 5 82 
The total of utterances (p ieces) indicating complete thou ghts categorized as historical 
thinking recorded from the 15 complete data sets available for all groups are as follows: 
Origination Correspondence Contextualization Suppositions Empathetic 
Insight 
OSMH 0 194 148 40 9 
(N=1935) 
ONC 16 352 146 196 150 
(N=2445) 
Total 16 160 -3 156 141 
Change 
The total of historical thinking utterances (chunks) recorded from the 5 complete data 
sets availabl.e fo r the 2-day group a re a follows: 
Origination Correspondence Contextuali zation Supposi tions Empathetic 
In ight 
OSMH 0 7 4 2 I 
Tour 
ONC I 9 5 12 I 
Tour 
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The total of utterances (pieces) indicating complete individual thoughts categorized a 
historical thinking recorded from the 5 complete data sets available for the 2-day group 
are as follows: 
Origination Correspondence Contextuali zation Suppositions Empathetic 
Insight 
OSMH 0 63 43 24 9 
Tour 
(N=355) 
ONC 16 143 57 57 46 
Tour 
(N=7 12) 
The total historical thinking utterances (chunks) recorded from the 3-day group are a · 
follows: 
Origination Correspondence Contextual ization Suppositions Empathetic 
Insight 
OSMH 0 3 5 0 0 
Tour 
ONC 0 10 6 12 I 
Tour 
The tota l utterances (pieces) indicating complete individual thoughts categorized as 
historical thinking recorded from the 6 complete data sets available for the 3-day group 
are as follows: 
Origination Correspondence Contextual ization Suppositions Empathetic 
Insight 
OSMH 0 29 47 0 0 
Tour 
(N=796) 




The total historical thinking utterances (chunks) recorded from the 5-day group are a 
follows: 
Origination Carre pondence Contextual ization Suppa ition Empathetic 
Insight 
OSMH 0 9 7 2 0 
Tour 
ONC 0 8 6 10 3 
Tour 
The total utterances indicating complete individual thoughts (pieces) categorized as 
historical thinking recorded from the 4 complete data sets available for the 5-day group 
are as follows: 
Origination Carre pondence Contextualization Supposition Empathetic 
Insight 
OSMH 0 102 58 16 0 
Tour 
N= 784) 
ONC 0 122 56 7 1 100 
Tour 
(N= l026) 
Differences between Pre-TTTB and Post-TTTB Interpretive Panels, as coded 
against Wineburg's model for historical thinking: 
Total utterances (pieces) categori zed as hi torical thinking 
Corroboration Contextualization Sourcing Average 
Time on task 
OSMH 1 44 0 3:44 
Panel 
(N= 455) 
ONC 180 199 97 10:03 
Panel 
(N= ll 32) 
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Total hi torical thin ki ng utterances (chunks) 
Corroboration Contextualizatio n Sourc ing Average 
Time o n task 
OSMH 1 10 0 3:44 
Panel 
(N= 155) 




Total utterances (pieces) categorized a historical thinking 
Corroboration Contextualization Sourcing Average 
Time on Ia k 
OSMH 0 10 0 4 :0 1 
Panel 
(N= 155) 
ONC 36 65 17 6:00 
Panel 
(N=245) 
Total historical thinking utterances (chunks) 
Corroboration Contextualizatio n Sourcing Average 
Time on task 
OSMH 0 5 0 4:0 1 
Panel 
(N= 155) 





Total utterances (pieces) categorized a historical thinking 
Corroboration Contcxtuali zation Sourcing Average 
Time on task 
OSMH I 22 0 3:39 
Panel 
(N= 21 9) 
ONC 120 115 27 14:42 
Panel 
(N=590) 
Total historical thinking utterances (chunk ) 
Corroboration Contextualizalion Sourc ing Average 
T ime on task 
OSMH 1 3 0 3:39 
Panel 
(N= 2 19) 




Total utterances (pieces) categorized as historical thinking 
Corroboration Contextualizatio n Sourc ing Average 
Time on task 
OSMH 0 12 0 3:26 
Panel 
(N= 81) 




Total historical thinking utterances (chunk ) 
Corroboration ContextualiLation Sourcing Average 
Time on task 
OSMH 0 2 0 3:26 
Panel 
(N= 8 1) 
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